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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There exists great need for education outside the class-
room in the general mathematics courses. The city of 
Charleston is conducive in itself to field work in mathematics 
because o£ t;he numerous places where one may see the applicat-
· ion of general mathematics, Indirect measurement , scale 
drawing , the Pythagorean theorem, map reading, and many other 
related topics are best demonstrated, as well as accepted , in 
applications outside of school. 
Just as the soldier does not become a true veteran until 
he has tested his training on the field ot battle , so the 
student does not transfer his training until he has applied it 
practically outside of the classroom. Field work offers the 
student unlimited space in which to explore his · problems as 
'lrTell as opportunities for relating t he work of · different classes. 
Nature , in its three dimensions , builds and demonstrates 
mathematical situations ; that cannot be reproduced on the 
chalk board. Some of our greatest mathematicians did their 
teaching in the open air classrooms. Doubtless they pointed 
out many mathematical relationships as they scanned the land-
sca.pe . 
Organization of a field trip should not be too difficult 
for an energetic teacher and a class of interested students . 
-1-
. I 
'I 2 
-----1 -- -- -- ---= --- --
The school program need not be interrupted if the field trip is 1 
planned properly and there is cooperat ion among the teachers. II 
This study is divided into t wo parts • detailed accounts of !I 
1 six field trips and a list of twelve places that could be I 
·, visited along with suggested projects~ The areas visited give 
' information on some previously studied topic or . ideas for the 1j 
l t' 
; study of some topic in the future" The trips may be out side or : 
!· visits inside buildings. This study illustrates both types. 
As a result of the work done in t his study; the student will 
1
j see how mathematics has made his city a better place in which 
jl to live. 
I The trips will follow a general outline based on sug-
1 
11 gestions made by the students. The rigor of mathematics lies 
I in its usefulness . This study is intended t o show some of the 
j uses of mathematics. to help the student put his mathematics 
I 
'' to use , and to provide an opportunity for personality ad-
justment and development . 
11 The field trip is a planned visit to a place outside the 
I 
1 regular classroom. It may be either inside or outside the 
' school building, within walking distance or not , and may re-
11 ]6;' 
, quire from one period to several days . 
When we sp~ak o£ teaching out-of-doors we are not by any 
1 means discussing a new method of teaching. Learning by direct 
experience accompanied by personal instruction was the method 
II 
11 1/Edgar Dale • Audio-Visual Ililethods in Teaching. The Dryden 
Press, New York, 1940, p. l34. 
I . 
II 
I' 
I 
used to pass on human culture long before classrooms ; libraries , 
texts , or professional teachers were ever thought of . History 
gives proof that this early type of education worked because 
the culture it carried was passed on from one generation to 
another . This information remained intact and became our 
present day science , art , and industry . It was sho'\"m that it 
~as not necessary to confine all teaching to the classroom even 
after education reached the stage where specialists were hired 
to do the teaching. 
As far back as the year 420 B. c. and during the early 
years of Our Lord even up to the nineteenth century the out-
of- doors classrooms were in use . Christ , Aristotle , Socrates , 
and others were able to teach their follO'\"lers without the 
advantage of seats ; blackboards., or a lectern behind which to 
v preserve professional dignity . 
Rousseau was a strong believer in teaching in the fresh 
air of realism. It is an accepted thesis in ou.r educational 
philosophy that learning takes place faster and more ef-
fectively through direct experience . If' we analyse the subject 
mat·ter content set forth in our courses of study we would find 
much af the material exists in the community and the immediate 
1/L. B, Sharp and E. DeAlton Partridge , §ome Historical Back-
grounds of Camping, Bulletin , 1947 , ··Number 147., Volume 31, The 
Bulletin of' the National Association of' Secondary-School Prin-
cipals , The National Association of Secondary-School Prin-
cipals, Vtfashington , D. C., PP• 15- 17. 
suburbs. The evidence thus far points that the future direc-
l/ 
tion of education will be towards the out-of-doors • . 
The leaders of education , that is mathematical education, 
are constantly pointing out the value of field trips £or the 
enrichi?g of instruction in m;;cthematics . The reasons that 
they give are to make the ma thematical . experiences of the class-
room more meaningful and to motivate the subject,. It is very 
true tha t a tr.Jell planned field trip will contribute to the 
building of desira?l e community relations. To give an example 
of t his a class that is studying m~as~rement might visit a 
factory where precision measurement is used . In pl anning the 
field trips the management of the factory could become cogni-
zant of the purposes of the school and therefore bring about 
desirable public relations. The use of field trips seem to b y 
by far more popular in the junior high school. 
The progress of fie l d trips in education has been slo"..;. 
~~erever the pattern of lecture-and~textbook learning has been 
broken the result has been advant ageous. HO't-.tever, we have not 
been bold enough to say openly that , direct learning , in contact 
with the realities of li.fe . is the most vital and valuable part 
of a teacher's equipment . All teachers of all subjects would 
J/Ibid., p, 14. 
y'Kenneth E. Bro'tll.rn, Mathematics in Public High Schools, 
Bulletin, 1953, Number 5 , United States Government Printing . 
Office, \Jfashington, D. C~, P• . 8. 
' do a better job if some of the training ses sions 1 at leas t , 
could be hel d in the open ,~,h ere t he ar tificial repr essi ons of 
, the cl assroom may be r elaxed. Every te acher should have t his 
1J 
1
, technique as a substantial part of his t r e.ining. 
Outdoor education brings back the natura.l situation in 
, \vh ich primitive man f irst learned and so it brings into pl ay 
t wo forces t hat are difficult to establish in any formal class-
room• spontaneous enthusiam and joy of learning ; and the 
constant awareness of t he steps by which _we learn. The pupil 
in t he out-of-doors is filled i!-ii th curiosity and wonder s when 
11 he meets t hings that he i s unable to ident~fy or does not 
understand ; therefore, his need is real and present . That 
1 which he learns \'Till give immediate pleasure , and may be 
. y 
appreciated on t he spot. 
I 
I 
1'1 
II In spite of the .fact tha t we have unscrewed the desk from 
I I 
11 the floor and have tried to bring the student and the teacher 
II 
closer together, the fact still t"emains that the teacher is 
, there to ask the questions and the student is there to be wary 
i n answering t hem. How much the classroom itself has to do 
lvith this division of l abor we may now know. It is a fact 
that, l1hen the teacher and class move out-of-doors, there is 
1/Lawrence H. Conradi The Teacher Out .of Doors, Bulletin, 1947, 
Number 147, Volume 3 , 'l'he Bulletin of the National Association 
of Secondary-School Principals, The National Association of 
Secondary-School Principals, Washington, D. C. , pp . 36-40. 
~Op, cit., p. 39 
5 
_-:. ______ -
II 
II 
J 
6 
---,- -- --- - -- ="""'--~= ~=--==--- -
a mark degree of friendliness between the instructor and those I 
l:)eing instructed. Once outside the classroom the students as 
if by some magic, commence to ask the questions; and the tea-
l/ 
, cher helps with the answers, · · 
The table below aca·entuates the fact that the percentage ( 
Of field trips in the public schools of the United States is 
lo\"r. The figures given below are for l•l7l schools selected 
from a wide area of the 23,746 public high schools in the 
r United States as of the school year 1951-1952, that reported 
the use of field tl"ips as a regular P~ljt of the instruction in 
b 
seventh-and eighth-grade mathematics. 
Table 1. Number and Percent of Schools which Report the Use 
of Field Trips in Seventh-and Eighth-Grade 
Mathematics 
Junior Junior-
Subject High School Senior Total 
High School 
,I 
I 
I 
II 
Num- Per- Nwn- Per- Num- Per- jj ber cent ber cent ber cent 
{l} {2} (3} o;' {5} ( t>} ( 7) 
Arithmetic 7 24 19s/ 21 621 45 9§} . , . . . . . . . . . General mathematics 7 •• l ~ 3. la 3~ l . Arithmetic g ••••• _., ••• 10 28 g g 
General mathematics 8 •• l 12:/ 2 1~ J 12/ 
y Less than l per cent 
Since the literature points out the advantages of field trips 
their use might well be increased. 
1/Ibid., P• 40 
,YKenneth E. Brown, Mathematio.s in Pyblig Higil School, 
Bulletin, 1953, Number 5, United States Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D. G., P• 7. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
7 
Indoor education is improved to a noticeable de·gree lih.en 
groups and classes begin taking field trips. The contact with 
t=-= 
I 
reality brings a ,.-holesome spirit to circulate through the 
entire school. Textbooks are enriched by the references which 11 
I outdoor parties bring into the classroom. And life itself 
becomes-as was the intention in the beginning-the chief stud~~ 
in the public school system, The .schools of tomorrow will 
I! educate the public by means of experiences, as well as* by 
I 
t lectures and readings. They will bring the pupil and the world 
together. Therefore the teacher will have to know both the 11 
pupil and the world• not as fictions delt with in books but as 
living realities that have been met and learned together, on 
' the same ground. In the face of this certainity, teacher and 
II pupil must turn not tomorrow • but today-to the outdoors and 
' !I 
, to reality. 
l1 This thesis offers a possible guide to the Charleston, 
I South Carolina Schools in particular. 
il Outdoor education in Mathematics i$ a necessary part of 
any modern program. II 
11 This thesis hopes to show some of the ways such a program 
can be easily and fully realized. 
II 
1/Lawrence H. Conrad, The Teacher 'OpJf of Doors. Bulletin, 1947. 
Number 147, Volume 3l, The Bulletin of the National Association, 
I of Seeondary-Sehool Principals, The National Association o£ 
I Secondary-School Principals, Washington, D. c., pp .. .)9-40. 
II 
I 
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II CHAPTER II 
SIX .tt IELD TRIPS 'WRITTEN UP IN DETAIL 
BURKE HIGH SGHOOL1 CHARLESTON; SOUTH CAROLINA. 
FIELD TRIP NUIJIBER ONE 
I NAME OF PLACE: 
II . ' Pul d p c 1 West Virginia . . · p an . a per ·. ompany 
I 
li ADDRESS; · 
I 
North Charleston, South Carolina 
PURPOSE OF TRIP: 
The purpose o£ this trip is to point out a wide v~i.ety of 
1 situations with which mathematics has a significant point of 
I 
~ contact, 
I OBSERVATIONS TO BE I\JIADE= I 
1 This plant uses the circlet bart and line graph to s~ow . I 
II p:roduction, The students while visiting the chart room hate an ,, 
I
I excellent opportunity to review graphs, They will learn that 
laside from the graphs in their textbook and other literature 
II that there are thousands of graphs being made right in their 
11 own city~ They will learn on the spot the frequency of the 
I graphs t, the fractional pat"ts of the whole; and the number o.f 
I degrees in the cent.ral angles. They will have an excellent 
opportunity to make use of estimating per cents. The operator 
1 in charge of the chipping machine has a belt attached to his 
~ -8-
I 
I. 
waist . A rope is fastened to the belt and to the tall thus 
allmdng him to lean at an angle while watching the knives cut-
ting the logs. This mathematical device insures safety to the 
operator while he is on the job . Here the student learns that 
angles ha.ve many uses beside the ones he studied in the class-
room, 
Because the logs bought by the company must have a length 
of four feet nd a width ranging from a diameter of four inches 
the student will learn about radii and diameters and t heir re-
l ationship to one another. The above mentioned fact \rill serve 
as an excellent exampl e of t.he meaning of a constant and a 
variable . The diameters have a ~..ride range but the length of 
the logs remains at four feet . The plant keeps approximately 
18 , 000 cords o£ wood on hand to i nsure efficient production. 
~ 1en the student views the hugh pile of logs he has a great 
opportunity for estimation which is fast becoming an outstanding 
£actor in the teaching of mathematics today . On the instrument 
panel is a number of gauges of various calibrations. Here t he 
student ldll learn with what precision the different scales may 
be read. This little lesson in reading scales will draw the 
students' attention to the diversified uses of measurement as 
well as some of the many different scales that he.ve been de-
veloped for makin such measurements . 
The student will become cognizant of the constant use o£ 
mat hematics throughout the entire pl ant . The thousands of gal-
l ons of water used daily, the thousands of gallons of fUel oil , 
9 
and the thousands of tons of coal , along with the number of 
cords of pulpwood used daily , the thousands of kilowatt hours 
of ~lectricity , and the thousands of dollars of pulpwood bought , 
are a few examples of mathematics being put to use at this 
plant , The pla:ntts daily production consists of 700 tons of 
liner board, 225 tons of paper, and 10 t ons o:f lignin. A daily 
record must be kept mat;hematically of the 11 aterials us d and the 
materials produced., This mathematical report sho\<red th t the 
plant spent for t he year 1954: $8 , 000 , 000 for pulpwood; 
;~ s , ooo , ooo for freight ; ~~1 , 200 , 000 for service ; ~?oo . ooo for 
local taxes ;· · 6,ooo ,ooo paid to the 1 , 230 eraployees . 
OBJECTIVES OF TRIP: 
The chief objectives of this trip are--to gain facility 
and accuracy in the use of the fundamental processes-- to gain 
knowledge and power in the application of mathematical concepts 
and to strengthen disciplinary and cultural values . Since it 
is considered very i mportant to carry on a maintenance and re-
medial program in the fundamental processes the work done in 
computation and practical measurements along with percentage 
while on the tour \'1111 be in keeping with the general modern 
trends . Computations, measurements, and percentages will be 
used during the discussions. The students will take notes and 
the need for these fundamental operations will present itself 
time and time again . As the discussion proceeds the use of 
mathematical terms \.Ull frequentl y be made by the students , as 
well as , by those directing the discussion . This period of the 
10 
.I 
I 
tour will strengthen the vocabulary of the students. The leader 
1o:r the tour will use a number of symbolic notations, thus giving 1 
examples of developments of symbolism which are always of 
interest to students. 
,, 
11 The disciplinary values of t he students will be increased 
, because the leader will discuss precise measurements of logs, 
I 
II 
,I certain 
'I duction 
I• ,, 
,1 bought ,. 
proportions of chemicals to be added to the pulp, pro- 11 
percentages , means of calculating costs of ·pulpwood I 
'I 
and many other statements centered around precision. He ll 
I 
!will have a higher regard for logical reasoning and dis-
lcrimination between true and false. 
In view of the fact that man has devised a plan to make 
1 paper from wood, \lhich took many many experiments, a large part 
~! of his success was due to contributions made by mathematics to 
:1 our civilization. The student 'ti'Ji ll see how mathematics has 
:i given t he proportions of different materials to be mixed to get 
11 the ri ght type of pulp; the temperature to cook the pulp; the 
jl amount of materials to make a standard roll of paper; the 
I 
measurements to l1hich the paper is to be cut; t he various kinds 
1 
of containers, geometrical in shape, that are made from the 
I 
manufactured paper board; and a number of other functions going 
on at t he plant along with which mathematics is playing the 
;I leading role. These factors will increase the cultural values 
'· for the student and help him to develop within himself correct 
"habits and attitudes. 
11 
T]J!.t.E SCHEDULE: 
1
J S'l'ARTING TI11E AND PLACE: II . 
The tour began approximately 9: 00 A. {l~ . from the South 
gate opposite the a&uinis.tration building of Burke High School . 
lj Att IVAL TIME: 
'I 
The bus arrived at the administration building of the ~rest 1 
I 
'! Virginia Pulp and Paper Company at approximately 9:30 A. ·M. •, 
: APPROX J:lolA 'l'E Tll!"JE OF TOUR I II 
I 
11· The tour lasted approximately forty-five minutes after 
I II 
l'Jhich the group ~as seated comfortably in one of the conference 
'j rooms equipped for the use of audio-visual aids. 
1 
DISPERSAL TD1E: 
Pictures were taken in front of the bus and the group dis~ I 
1 persed at 11: 30 A. M. 
FACILITIES FOR FOOD: 
;! This trip did not require arrangements for .food because 
li the group returned to the campus for lunch. (However, the 
! plant has ca!eteria service available} 
I 
I TOILET FACILITIES: 
I Toilet facilities are available at the plant. 
' p E-TRIP PLANIING; 
II The class reviewed the reading of graphs, giving special. 
attention to circle graphs. The points that were stressed are 
follows: 
l. Simple fractional parts o! a whole 
2. Parts of the tmole represented by per cents 
-:.=..- -~ -
II 
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3. The actual making of circle graphs 
llhen we wish to show how t e · whole of anything is divided , th 
circle graph offers an effective means of expression. It shows 
ho\'r the cost of transportation of t his field trip was determined 
based.on the total cost being 10. The graph and the necessary 
statistics are shown in the chapter on SP~,CIAL PROJECTS . The 
class also discussed computation with approximate numbers , 
defining the parts .of a circle , reading and writing numbers , 
decimals , fractions , and the three types of percentage problems . 
Note-taking in outline form was discussed , and paragraphs 
containing mathematical data were read by students . ile the 
reading V"Jas being done the class jotted down i mportant points . 
Individual members of the class read their notes and criti-
cisms '\'lere made . 
The class prepared individual questions that they felt 
would help to bring about a better understanding of the mathe-
matics to be studied on the trip. The questions were :t:·ead and 
those th~t the group felt were similar or showed overlapping 
tere eliminated from the list . The class decided to use the 
follo\'dng questions : 
1, fuat is the annual cost of operating the plant? 
2. \• at price is paid for the logs used as pulpwood? 
3 . \~ t is the range of the diameters of the trees that 
are accepted by the ple~t? What is the specified 
length? 
4. What is the per cent of chemicals added to the pulp-
wood mixture to produce a standard roll of paper? 
vfuat is the leight of the standard roll? 
13 
5 . ~.lhat is the a ount o.t' kilowatt hours of electri-
city used 'over a period of a day? 
6 ~ How many gallons of water are used over a period 
of one day? 
7• tfuat mathematical safety precautions are used? 
8. \·~hat is the amount of federal income tax paid 
for t he year 195~· by this compe.ny? 
9. Does the plant ever exceed its required output? 
If so by '\'!hat per cent? 
10. ~ hat temperature is used in the digesters to cook . 
the pulp? Is the Fahrenheit thermometer used? · 
11. · \"Jhat is the voltage of the electro-magnet that is 
used to remove the metal from the chips before 
they are stored in the bins? 
12 . ~fuat type of gauges are used by the engineer? 
How are they calibrated? 
13 . Are symbols used to represent certain phases 
of the \'Tork? If the answer is yee what are 
they? 
14. \ a t is the ratio of the Charleston plant as 
compared to the Georgetown pl ant? 
15 . tvnat are the general mathematics requirements 
appe~ring on your application for work forms? 
16. t•Jhat are the decimal values of' the t hicknesses 
of the paper that the plant manufactures? 
17. Do you feel that the advancement of mathematics , 
especially since World War II, has added to the 
efficiency of your pl ant? 
18. wnat is the approximate height and diameter of 
t he cylinders in which the pulp is cooked? 
19-. One of the most recent contributions of mathe-
matics to contemporary life has been the 
developm€lnt of statistical methods- ho\'1 has 
this development enriched the problem solving 
of t his plant? 
14 
StJii.1FJIARIZATION OF ANSVlERS TO QUESTIONS : 
The directors of the tour gave thorough answers to the 
·· questions . The students were satisfied with the ans mrs given 
and the evaluation given in the follow-up study showed t hat 
learning took place . The writer feels that the questions "1ere 
one of the highlights of the tour . The ques t ions gave t hose in 
· charge an opporta~ity t o better allocate their time by giving 
~ to t he students the answers to t he things that they were 
interested i n r ather than i nformation that would be of little 
or no value to this particular type of f ield trip. On the 
,other hand the students were satisfied that their pre-planned 
1 questi~ns and the time spent in preparing them were not in vain. 
' The well prepared questions not only gave rigor to the trip but 
I 
I 
they also, along with the answers, helped the follow-up study 
to be successful. I! the question and answer period is smooth 
the class r at.ing on the evaluation program will show it. 
The plant spends approximately $23,900,000 to operate 
anually. It also pays approximately $1,000,000 i n federal and 
local taxes. The pulpwood is received from Georgia, North 
Carolina, and South Carolina. The company pays on the average 
ot twenty-five cents per hundred pounds for logs . The logs are 
brought to t he plant by trucks, by rail, and in a few instances 
by boat. The trucks loaded with logs are weighed on arriving 
at the plant . After t he trucks are unloaded t hey are again 
weighed. The difference in pounds is the total weight of logs 
·received. These figures are kept by checkers who turn their 
figures over to t he finance department where checks are made 
15 
I 
,
1
out to the individual or company selling the logs. ·The plant 
I will accept logs ranging from four inches to eighteen inches 
!in diameter. The length of all of the logs must be four feet. 
'To produce a standard roll of paper which weighs approximately 
II 
I 
j' 750 pounds, 40% alum and 36 • .3% Na2o are added to the mixture. 
1
The total area uses 624,000 kilowatt hours of electricity per 
Jj day. This is enough electricity to furnish a city of 6o;ooo 
I, people for one day. The consumption of water over a period of 
twent~four hours is approximately 34.000,000 gallons. 
There are many safety precautions used at this plant. 
Jsince the plant has installed these devices the percentage of 
accidents have been reduced to a minimum. Two of these devices 
I 
11 were expla ined to the group. The first was an electrically 
1! operated bell that r ang when the boom was lifting a finished 
1 roll or paper over the heads of the men \rorking below, and the 
I 
other a safety belt with a rope attached to t he waist of the 
·I 
; chipper. This device allowed him to lean at an angle to ·watch 
I . 
i the operat ion of the knives without losing his balance. 
The machinery of the plant is constantly being checked to 
., insure efficiency. The plant frequently exceeds its required 
I output by four to five per cent. The dige.stors cook the pulp-
,1 wood at a temperature of 750°F. The students had an opportunity I 
'I to use the formula to convert this Fahrenheit reading to centi-
grade. The logs brought to the plant are chipped and pass on 
la conveyor belt under an electro-magnet to remove the metal that mi ght have been in the trees. This electro-magnet I I 
I 
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' operates on 250 volts. The control panel board is made up of 
ja series of gauges . The two that interested the students were 
the pressure gauges and the aneroid barometer. The students 
Jlearned that a t mospheric pressure greatly influenced the 
,j manufacture. of pap~r . The b.arometer was calibrated to the 
1nearest tenth of an inch. They .further learned that some . 
II pape~ took 30 pounds of pressure per square inch \'lhile other 
1! types took 60 pounds to the square inch, I 
I 
,1 Few symbols are used in the general operation of the 
II ISL- improved surface liner board, GR-3 government rubber 
plant. ! 
'I 
'i Styrene , Mbf- thousand board feet (unit of measure for standing 
II and sawed timber), and #- used to indicat~ basis of weight for 
various grades of paper, pap~r board on the basis of 1,000 sq. 
I 
I ft, and paper on the basis of 3,000 sq. ft, The ratio of the 'I 
I: Charleston plant to the Georgetown plant in regards to . pro- I 
,, 
duction is 1: 1 , but t he larger plant has only half the pro-
·1 2 II duction. Due to the diversified types of the jobs at the plant 
!general mathematics requirements are equivalent to a ninth I 
:I grade course. Paper is always made to order be it facial tissue ' 
ij or heavy box board, The more clearly the paper maker analyses 
'j his problems and the more mathematics he is able to apply, the 
lbetter chance he has for success in this new industry. The 
II technician may use trigonometry, analytic geometry, and calculus I 
11but he is greatly out-numbered by those us:i.ng the simpler forms 
1of mathematics . These men \¥Ould be expected t<:> read a gauge 
1! dial, a chart, a yardstick, or a thermometer and to record their 
17 
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I 
I 
: findings legibly. They should know how to open a valve two 
1 and one quarter turnsJ or how to figure the total weight of 
seven and one half pounds of material plus a five and a half 
pound container. 
'i The writer >lishes no say here , that few students t~ill 
handle calculus except by theory but many of them will have the 
'I 
opportunity to misread a dial or chart or put incorrect figures 
'I in a record book. Therefore;. teachers should stress the cor-
~~ rect reading of graphs as well as other types of measurements. 
1 
Industry is dependent upon the well trained students, without 
1
! them success trould be impossible. 
!I 
I, 
I 
The decimal value of the twenty pound paper in regards to I 
The students changed this decimal thickness is . 004 inches. 
'I 
IIi value to a fraction and found it to be equivalent to 1 inches 250' 
II The mathematical advancement since World War II has 
1 
definitely added to the efficiency of the plant . The \o'lar ra-
Il leased to industry the use of statistical methods in quality 
I! control. In spite of the fact that this method is more dif-~! .ficult. to use in the paper industry than in many others, it is, 
'I 
nevertheless• a coming thing. 
The approximate height of the digesters is 52 feet and the 
1 diameter is 8 feet • The students used the .f'Ollllula fbr the volume 
I 
I 
11 or a cylinder and solved to find the volume of the digestors. 
In answer to the question on statistical methods another use 
1 besides the one mentioned above uas pointed out. The forester 
18 
I· 
II is able to make a random sample in a wooded area and can de-
~: termine the approximate amount of wood in the area within a ten 
jl per cent error. This hastens production because the wood is 
estimat ed, bought and scaled in a much shorter time than it 
would have taken years ago.. There must be continual sampling 
and tes t ing of t he product and comparisons made with specified 
standards. 
I 
I CONDUCTED TOUR : 
I 
I The tour l'ras under the direction of Mr. Frierson. The 
l actual routine of the plant was observed by the students and 
II explained by the guide . Notes were taken by the students for 
use in the follo~up study . 
RETURN TO ASS~ffiLY POINT : 
This phase of the tour consisted o£ a general discussion 
ll period. Mr . Frierson accompanied by Mr. Bl a ck, Mr . Mappus , 
I 
1 and Mr. Killian gave information centering around the questions 
II 
1
11
, prepared by the students in their pre-trip planning. Homemade I 
slides were projected to show the various percentages of chemi-
II cals used , and the amount of chips produced by chipper number 
II 
I 
one and two. There wer e other slides in color shol'ling various 
sections of the forests of South Carolina. These slides were 
prepared by members of the plant, A short film in black and 
white prepared by t he American Forestry Products Industry en-
titled "From Trees to Paper" was shotm. This particular part 
of the tour \'las considered outstanding by the students. The 
writer feels that this phase was hi ghlighted because a copy of 
1 the questions were sent to the ~ides in advance of the trip. 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY : 
Students discussed examples and solved problems pertinent 
I to t he trip. 
I 
Some of the problems and examples discussed are 
1 to be found in t he section which follows entitled TEST TO 
I' ACCOf.1PANY FIELD TRI P NUMBER ONE . A part of the class gave oral 
1
1 
reports as well as written reports. The reports centered 
around the general trip. An excellent bulletin board display 
was made by the other part of the class. They made use of the 
I 
phamplet "How To Use Your Bulletin Boardu by Donovan A. Johnson 
It and Clarence E. Olander. The display consisted of two sections 
one dealing with graphs, circle graph , bar graph , and line 
graph ; the other part in color to depict the meaning of con-
stant and variable. Five logs were cut out of brown con-
struction paper . The logs had the same length representing 
I four feet but different diameters. This display was inter-
esting and seemed to give the students a better understanding 
I of the meaning of constant and variable. The class took a part 1 
" of their English period to write a letter of thanks to the 
,, 
II officials in charge of the plant. The best written report was 
sent to the school paper for publication. A portion of this 
trip wil1 be sent to ''The [athematics Teacher" with the hope 
that it l-dll meet the approval of the editor. 
EVALUATION PROGRAM : 
A properly organized evaluation program must be devised 
'' in order to find out if the objectives of the field trip have 
20 
been realized. The writer feels that the chief aim of testing 1 
1 
is the improvement of instruction. The test below was prepared I 
i with the above mentioned views in mind, 
TEST TO ACCOMPANY FIELD TRIP NW~ER ONE 
l 1\ DIRECTIONS: Underline the correct answer. P ease pass in 1 
scratch paper on which problems were solved. · 
II 
1. In which of these numbers is the tens digit the largest? 1 
II 
'I 2. 
i. 4. 
,, 
II 
,, ;. 
I 
'I I 6. 
a. 39 b. 53 e. 267 d. · 1948 e. 1.78 
The plant spends seven thousand one hundred and twenty-
three dollars annually £or chemicals. ~lliieh number below 
is correct? 
.. 
a. 7.123 b. .7123 c. 700,123 d. 7,123 e. 70,123 
The plant uses 624,000 kwh of electricity daily, enough 
to furnish a city of 60.,000 people for one day. Using 
the figures given above what would be the daily amount 
of kwh received by one person? 
a. 14 b, 10.4 o, 140 d. ~ e. .140 
The thickness of the twenty pound paper manufactured at 
this plant written as a decimal is .004 of an inch. vfuat 
would be the thickness expressed as a fraction? 
a • ...! 
25 
b. . 11 
200 
c. ...!Q. 
250 
d • .J. 
250 
e. _l 
l 2.50 
A truck load of pulpwood is weighed on entering the plant 
and the truck weighs 21.500 pounds. On leaving the plant 
the truck is found to weigh 3,800 pounds. \~at does the 
driver receive for his pulpwood i£ the price is 25¢ per 
hundred pounds? 
a. $44.25 b. ~ 40.25 c. $442.50 d. $4425 e. $44 
A forester can approximate the amount of pulpwood in a 
particular area by using a statistical method known as: 
a. mean b. median c. mode d. sampling 
II 
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s. 
II : 9. ,, 
II 
ll 
I 
11 0. 
11 .. 
'I 
II 
1: 
1113. 
It 
The digester s in which the pulpwood is cooked are cylin-
drical in shape. If the diameter of these cylinders is 
g feet and the height is 52 feet what is the volume of 
one of the cylinders? 
I · 
a . 26124S b . 26. 124S c. . 2612 d, 1306. 24 e . 2612.48 , 
The plant uses ISL to represent improved service liner II 
board. In mathematics we would call ISL a: 
• 
a . formula b. Roman c. s ymbol d. constant e. digit I 
numeral 
The plant keeps approximately 18,000 cords of wood on hand 
which is only enough to operate the plant for twelve days. 
Approximately how many cords of wood does the plant use 
per day? 
a . 1;500 b . 4,500 c . 150 d. 15 , 000 
The Charleston . plant uses approximatelyl , 500 cords of 
pulp\tood per day while the Georgetown plant uses 2, 000 
cords. vlliat is the percentage of the Georgeto\~ plant 
to the Charleston plant? 
a. b. 50% 
Do you feel that .this 
more? 
a, very much so ( ) 
Do trips of this type 
about mathematics? 
a. very much so ( ) 
c. 2 66)% 
trip made you 
b . slightly 
increase your 
b. slightly 
appreciate your city 
( ) c. not at all 
desire to learn more 
{ ) c . not at all 
Do you feel that you were closer to your teacher on the 
trip and during .tf!e trip them in the classroom? 
( 
( 
) I 
) I 
a. very much so ( ) b . sli.ghtly ( ) C; not at all ( ) 
Did the. trip increase your respect for citizens other 
than your immediate friends? 
a . very much so ( ) b . slightly ( ) c. not at all ( ) 
I 
SUfvlMARY: 
I' 
The writer feels that this particular field trip to the 
1 V.Test Virginia Pulp and Paper Company has given to the student 
22 
II an understanding of one of our country 's outstanding natural 
resources , and has developed an a_ppreciation o.f how the forests 
I of America contribute to the lives and well-being of the 
il 
II 
American peopl e , 
The trip has shol1n how scientific and mathematical know-
ledge has aided i n the conservation of our f orests, as well as, 
II 
scientific and mathematical research is responsible in a large 
I' part for the development of our great industries. 
I 
11 The student has been given an opportunity t o realize, as 
II future citizens of our democracy, t hat with proper care and 
II mathematical usage , the forests w:i.ll continue to be an ade-
ll quate source of val uabl e supplies . 
II The writer further feels that this field trip or any field 
I 
' trip properly organized adds to a program of mathematics 
.
1
11 
, teaching that t.rill develop the l ar gest possible transfer o£ 
I 
!, training . Teaching should be for understanding and the de-
By t his i s meant t he methods of ex-I velopment of concepts . 
II ploration , discovery ; and organization should be used. This 
field trip has given some of the students a desire to use 
II mathematics in quanitat i ve situations . This f actor in itself 
'I 
1 has shown that some t r ansfer has taken place. How much the 
II writer cannot state but leaves the question to further research. 
I 
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KEY 
TEST TO ACCOMPANY FIELD TRIP NUMBER ONE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
A B c D E 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(am wers will vary) 
( anE wers will vary) 
( anE wers will vary) 
( anE wers will vary) 
No. 3 Graf-Paper Grove's Grid-Graf System 
Produced By Yoder Instruments, East Palestine, Ohio 
The number of the items appear vertically at the left. The 
letters representing a possible answer for each item appear 
horizontally at the top. A check (X) is placed under the 
letter that represents the correct answer for each item. 
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Figure 1 . The bar graph gives the class percentage for the 
three possible responses for the citizenship 
questions on the test for fi eld trip number one . 
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QUEST ION NUMBERS 
Figure 2. Thi s line graph shows the number of student s that 
had the correct ansltver for each item on the test . 
The number of students taking the t est was 35 . 
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BURKE HI GH ·SCHOOL, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
I ble to the public a group of trained personnel to help needy 
citizens prepare their returns. He will observe that litera-
l is prepared by the department to give some of the answe~s pre-
1 taining to income tax. The above mentioned facts will invari-
jably s et up questions in the minds of the students . They will 
l seek answers to questions such as--Where does the money come 
from to pay t hese trained personnel? Is lack of ability to 
follow directions the reason why so many citizens are unable to 
1
1 make use of the prepared literature on how t6 :figure income 
11 tax? They will learn from their questions that the all impor-
~l tant factor is t hat many persons are unable to put to use the 
l1 general mathematics learned in school. The student will be 
II informed that there are changes every year in income tax laws, 
I 
II 
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I 
II 
I 
I 
ll 
I 
' but basically t he procedure for making out returns and com-
'' I jl puting t he tax remains the same. The class will have an oppor-
tunity to revie'V·T per cents. It \>Jill be found that the first 
II 
11 case in per cents i s used in everyday affairs more frequently 
I 
" than the second and third cases. 
The cultural attitudes of the students will be increased 
l as well as strengthened. They will learn that a good citizen I 
1 28 
'i 
I 
l 
pays a certain percentage of his earnings to the federal govern- 1 
ment in the form of taxes to protect our democratic way of life. 
They will learn to look upon taxes as an investment rather than 
as an assessment . Students will sooner or later see that tax 11 
I 
is used to buy cooperatively a higher standard of living for 
11
1 
the Am. eric an people. 
Ultimately he will learn that the fundamentals taught to 
! him in school is not the dream of the author of the text or 
I 
that of the teacher but , mathematical stepping stones leading 
to future success in everyday affairs. Students will strive 
for precis ion and \rill give more attention to mental arithmetic. 
They will not only adhere to common sense but will strive to 
increase their number sense as well. They will learn that they 
I 
! must one day take their place amongst the millions of taxpayers 
I and therefore must be able to file their returns accurately and 
I intelligently. 
I 
OBJECTIVES OF TRIP: 
Aside from the mathematical enrichment that will be re-
ceived from this tour, citizenship traits will be instilled in 
1lthe minds o£ the students . 
I 
·. The students will become aware of the fact that every 
I 
1lcitizen; be he adult or minor , who had a gross income of $600 
i cturing the last year must file an income tax return, Since 
,1 most students work on summer jobs they must learn to file an 
/ come tax form in order to receive their refund. Most of them 
I will earn under ~~600 and the filing of an income form will be 
I 
,, 
II in-
,I optional ; ho\'ITever , for the purpose of receiving a refund filing 
!I is necessary. Thus students learn tha t the reason for filing is ' 
I I 
,I 
II to determine whether the individual filing is entitled to a re-
i! fund or O\tes more tax. The director of internal revenue re-
11 
quires that tax returns be in his office by a certain deadline ; 
r if this deadline is not heeded the person filing the return will ' 
, be penalized, The students will learn the importance of being 
II 
I prompt. They l"lill become familiar wi.th the manner in which a 
1social security card is secured and used. The student learns 
: that the nine digit number on the card is his for life and that 
: there is no other number just like it among the more than one 
lhuridred ten million cards that have been issued. 
The three types o£ returns will be introduced to the 
r students . They lrill learn that form l040A may be used if' the 
I individual's income was less than ~5,000. With this form t he 
,, 
1 
internal revenue service will :figure the tax and send either 
II' a bill or a refund . The 1040 short- form gives an opportunity 
; to deduct £rom wages earned, contributions, interests , medical 
!l and dental expenses ; and other non- business deductions . The 
II 
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I 
· student learns that on this form the individual finds his tax 
from -a prepared tax table . Long form 1040 gives credit to 
' those \~ose non- business deductions are more than ten per cent 
'of their income. In t his case the taxpayer figures ·his by 
1
using a prescribed computational method . The students learn 
,the advantages and disadvantages of the three forms. Here 
1j again the importance of the fundamental operations in mathe-
ll matics is brought to the attention of the students . 
I The students learn who may be considered a s dependents and 
:r the allowance given for each dependent . They learn the ad-
IVantage of married persons filing jointly whether both are 
I 
·I t'lorking or not . The students \".rill receive on-the-spot training 
1
1 in the use of the income tax tables . The use of tables is be-
l • 1 com~ng more and more important in everyday affairs . Since some 
1i taxes are paid at a £ixed rate and others are paid at a gradu-
ated or progressive r ate, tables are a great help to the tax-
II 
I, 
, Payer . The learning to read t ables is one of the outstanding 
I' objectives of t his particular field trip . 
I 
II TIME SCHEDULE : 
STARTING TU E Af· D PLACE: 
II 
,I The branch office of the Internal Revenue Department was 
'I 
1
, too small to accomodate the entire class; therefore the trip was 
.! transferred to the school t s cafeteria. The cafeteria afforded 
I space , \1ork t ables, and a wholesome atmosphere in wihich to con-
~1 
, duct the tour . The classroom \IITas left in order for the follo\-r-
) up study. Copies of blo\~ up charts of the various forms were 
f 
II 
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hung fro the top of ch l kboar ds and individual pieces of 
I' literature were lef t on t he desk . The class left for the cafe-
1 teria at~ 9 : 0 • IVI . and arrj,ved at 9 :10 A. IT . 
11 DI E -SAL ItwiE : 
I 
I! The group dispersed at 11:00 A. ~1 . 
FACILITIE · FOR FOOD: 
TOILET FACILITIES : 
Since the tour \va s held on the school grounds facilities 
for food and toilet were most convenient . A ten minutes break 
11 was given after the first hour to visit the rest rooms . 
' 
I p E- TRIP PLANNI1l G: 
The class reviewed the fundamental operations . The i m-
portance of following instructions was discussed at length. 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
Various pieces of literature were brought in from the library 1 
dealing v1ith different types of directions . The students, 
\<lorking in groups, read the directions and discussed what they 
were to do as a result of the directions read . A discussion 
on problem solving was lead by the leaders of different groups. 
Stress t'las placed on the following questions connected with 
1 problem solving ~ What do you want to find? v.lhat must you do 
'I I and knot-.,r to find it? \\lhat must you find first? A short time 
was used i n discussing the reading of tables .. For t his 
training the table of s quares , cubes, square roots , and cube 
, roots , in the regular mathematics text \vas used . They also 
, used the financial page from t he da ily papers where they found 
'I the table of stock quotations . An oral quiz was centered 
31 
,, 
'I I 
I 
ij around decimal s , fractions , and per cents - Previous trips had 
II 
1! tau,..,.ht the class to prepare a number of questions and t:.hen 
1! select the o es that they felt vvould best · serv the ob j ectives 
II of t he trip . he class prepared t·wenty- five questions and 
I 
11 f ter careful examination decided to use the follov"ling ten : 
I 
II 
'I 
:I 
I' 
'I 
I 
I 
1 . ~hat is the a proximate number o~ indivi duals that 
your departmen~ in Charleston, help during the income 
tax per~od? 
2. Is there a def i nite l ack of underst anding as far as 
general mathematics is concerned,displayed by these 
people? 
3. In what phase of the fundament al processes was the 
greatest amount of difficulty shown? 
4. Do you feel that the allowance of ~600 for a dependent 
is a fair amount considering t he cost of living today? 
5 . .l re the weaknesses of those showing a desire for help 
more mathematical, or more a l ack of ability to 
folloi directions? 
6. Do you feel that the part t hat the school is pl aying 
8. 
10. 
at present and has played in the past has reduced the 
number of individuals see -ing hel p f rom your department? 
vmat is meant by credit for F. I. c. A. tax? 
Do you feel that Congress will decrease or increase 
i ncome tax for the coming year? 
Is the short form alt"lays best to use t·Then a person 
has an income less than $5;000? 
What was the approximate amount of tax on income 
collected from the St ate of South Carolina for the 
year 195.3? 
I! CONDUCTED TOUR: 
The tour was under the direction of the representative 
jl sent £rom t he i nternal revenue department. The representative 
I brought a number o:f charts and graphs for information as well 
.. 
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I as enough individual li eraturc to furnish ·the entire class . 
l1 The questions asked by t he class I.-Jere ans1Jver ed in detail and 
I notes were taken by the class to use i n the follo \'1 up study. 
II The entire class showed interest during the discussion . 
II SID~ARIZ~TION OF A S ~ERS TO ABOVE QUESTIONS: 
II The representative from the income tax office stated t hat 
l his department helped approximately 6 , 000 citizens during the 
I, 
I income tax period . r hese individu' ls ranged from those that 
I 
11 required complete help in filling ou their tax forms to those 
II who needed answers to one or more qu stions. He told the class 
I that in the case of approximately two- thirds of those seeking 
I help the · fault centered around l ack of ability to use the 
I fundamentals~ ·rhe greatest amount of difficulty centered 
I 
1 around per cents and the proper placing of the decimal point . 
" A lack of ability to :follow directions partially disabled a 
number of individuals seeking help . 
The representative felt that the '-"ork be in cone by the 
I! schools on the teaching of' how to file income tax forms and the 
manner in which tax was computed was definitely reducing the 
jl number of individuals seeking help at his office . The students 
I; are carrying the information gained in school into t heir homes 
and teaching it to their parents, The question pertaining to 
the increase or decrease of income tax. was one of long dis-
cussion . The representative stated that he felt t hat it would 
I not be decreased and that t he rates would remain about the 
I' I same. 
I 
II 
I 
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II 
The short form is no·c the best · form to use at all times 
,, wh.en the individual's income is less than 4r~ 5 , 000. If the non-
: business deduct ions are greater than ten per cent , then it 
II 
11 tJould be to t he advantage of the taxpayer to use the long .form 
/1 and i t e i ze ·his deductions, In a cas e o.f this type the tax-
il payer often finds t hat he saves money . A person who is familiar 
,with the fundamental mathematical operations can make out both 
I 
I the short and long forms , . and compare· them l a ter to select the •1 
:, one t hat is more advantageous. 
F. I. c. A. tax \vas explained to the students to mean 
' social security deductions. If more than $72 was withheld 
II 
jj during 1954 the excess should be claimed as credit against in-
;1 come tax. The students learned tha t the Sta te of South Carolina I 
,, 
il collected $200 . 000 , 000 in income t axes for the year 1954. 
II FOLLOvJ- UP STUDY : 
I The s tudents used the federal income tax student ' s hand-
l! book for the foll0\'1""'llP study. Since the handbook is considered 1 
ij a general course, and is prepared to meet the needs and ob-
:i jectives of th is particular type of field trip no ment ion lrlll 
ibe made here of the problems discussed and solved. A copy of 
li the handbook appears in the chapter on SPECIAL PROJECTS. A 
lj oulletin board display was prepared by a committee_ of the class 
liDO used t he title ''Taxation by Confension. rt The display con-
,1 sisted of a mixture of the three types of forms filled out by 
'members of the commi ttee . The problem relating to each form 
was typed on a separ ate sheet of paper and stapled under the 
34 
11£orm. The border consisted of withholding statements which 
I 
11
\11ere also filled out . The display was of great interest to 
student s of other mat hematics classes and many students visited 
I 
li the classroom to see it. 
I 
·EVALUATION PROGR~1 i 
II TEST TO ACCOMPANY FIELD TRIP NutvlBER T\ifO 
I 
:! DIRECTIONS ; Solve t he £oll.owing problems in the space pro-
vided. You are per mitted t o use your copy of 
the income tax t able . 
1. Which is the better wage; (a) $.30 per week or ·125 per 
month? Expl ain . 
14 
• 
Find the total amount of t axes withheld for a year if a 
person•s tax deductions amount to $9. 80 semimonthly. 
The Brown family consists of a husband, a wife , and two 
children. Ho\'1 many exemptions may Mr. Brown claim? If 
he earns $54. 25 each week , how much tax is withheld from 
his pay each week? How much tax does he owe for t he entire 
year? Does he still owe some taxes or did he overpay? 
Usi ng your income tax t able and the t able of withholding 
tax, find t he balance of t ax due or amount of overpayment 
for the year when a person earns= 
(a) ;46 per week and claj,ms two exemptions . 
$51. 15 per week and cl aims :f'our exemptions. 
il 
(b ) 
{c) 
( d ) 
(e ) 
$.35 . 40 
$42.50 
per week 
per week 
and cl aims one exemption,. 
and cl aims two exemptior~ S> . 
I 
I 5. 
$.38tj25 per week and claims three exemptions . 
Persons \mo have a gross income of $600 or more must file 
an income t ax return. \fuat is the minimum per mor.~hc 
Per week? 
:: SUMrliARY: 
The results of this particular field trip were indeed 
gratifying. Aside from hel ping a number of students to apply 
II 
35 
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TEST TO ACCQ!.!PANY FI ELD TRI P l\T{Ji1BER Tt·ro 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
:30 per \Wek 
"' 235 20 
4 10 . 60 }29 ?2. 2{ OVel pai d 
( a ) over1 ai d ~ •7. 40 ( b ) m es .. ,; ~ 
( d ) e.so over 1 a i d (e ) none 
1$4l . t 7 ~~ 9 . 62 
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The vertical bar ~raph shows the per c ntag 
of the class that -haa correct ans,·:ers .for 
'--· 
each of t he fiv quest ions on the t st . · The 
number of studentn taki ng th te~t was 34. 
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BURKE HIGH SCHOOL, CHARLESTON , SOUTH CAROLINA 
I' FIELD T~IP NUMBER THREE 
,; NAME OF PLACE; 
II 
I: 
I' 
Harmon Field 
ADDRESS: 
President Street, Charleston, South Carolina 
PURPOSE OF TRIP; 
The purpose of this trip is to instill ~n the student an 
appreciation for direct as well as indirect measurement. The 
students \dll make use .of a homemade protractor prepared in 
the pre-trip planning. The use of the angle mirror to de ..... 
termine right angles will be discussed and applications made 
in the field. 
OBSERVATIONS TO BE MADE~ 
'I 
The students 't'lill observe that the areas in which certain 
sports are pl ayed are laid out according to mathematical speci-
fications. The baseball diamond.- tennis c.ourt., basketball 
and volleyball courts all have different dimensions . The 
students \-vill observe that the pl aying .field is enclos ed by a 
fence \thich serves as the perimeter of the l ar ge rectangle,. 
The gates are rectangles with double diagonal braces,, The 
students v-Till learn that the diagonal braces which are known 
It as X braces give support to the gates. The supports :for the 
,, bleachers in- the f orm of isosoceles triangles keep the bleachers 
' from swaying from.side to side. 
The students will observe that the areas \~ere s ports are 
I 
I J II 
I' I 
~ - - -
played the right angle is a well-knO\-m f i gure. Aside from ob-
serving right angles t he student \>fill get a better under-
standing of t he amount of turning tha t f or ms an angle. They 
II 
1 will, have an opportunity to apply t he Pythagorean theorem to 
Jl right angles and thereby gain information in the. squares and 
1 square roots of numbers . The students \rill learn that the lines 
I tha~ form the lengths and widths of these playing areas help to 
1 make up the rules tha t govern the various games. Observations 
1
1 
of symmetry • congruency, and similarity is evident throughout 
!I the entire field. The axes of symmetry of the different areas 
I 
11 will be pointed out by the students • The baseball diamond for 
11 the regular teams and little league teams \vill give an exce'l-
1 
' lent example of similarity, while the tennis courts ldll serve 
I! as examples of congruency. 
The students will have an opportunity to strengthen the 
fact that no ma-tter hotv far the lines making up the sides of an 
angle are extended the number of degrees in the angle remain 
the same. The foul lines of the baseball di amond as it extends I 
from both corners of home plate to the end of the field is an 
excellent example of t h e above fact. The students v..rill observe 
II 
I that the precision with which a distance is measured depends 
II on the scale of the measuring instrument used. 
come more cognizant of the fact t hat measurement is always 
They will be-
II approximate and has some degree of error. 
I The students will actually see that geometric .figures are II made up of points , lines, and surfaces . 
r 
I 
I 
II 
Because they will be 
40 
I' 
I 
I 
observing and measuring geometric figures in the field they 
' will obtain a better understanding of the meaning of the word 
I geometry . They 1..-vill observe all of the figures explained to 
them on the chalk board previously in class and see applications 
of them in areas they are studying . 
OBJECTIVES OF TRIP : 
The students ~dll get a bet ter understanding of the use of 
the protractor by participating in the actual construction of a 
homemade protractor . Plywood ldll be used as material f or t he 
protractor. The students will draw t wo concentric semi-circles 
and with the use of the center and a carpenter's square es-
I
ll tablish the 90° angle of the protractor.-
angles on each side of the 90° angl e into units of 15°. 
They will bisect t he 
They 
'I 
1: 
Il
l 
wil l learn that it is not possible t o trisect angl es by using 
only the compass and straightedge. After the protractor is cut 
out and the numbers for the degree s placed on it varnish ~dll 
be applied to render the plywood waterproof. 
After completing the above objective t he students ar e now 
' ready to use the homemade protractor in the f .ield. They \~Jill 
jj learn how to make indirect measurements f rom a point to an in-
accessible point . The use of the protractor in l aying out 
1 congruent triangl es in the field will greatly enrich the ma-
nipul atory skill of the student. The students \~11 observe 
t hat indirect measurement is very useful -to individuals de-
siring to measure i naccessible distances. 1,he class will esti-
II mate the distance to a certain point then measure the distance 
~ . -
I 
I 
II 
1\ indirectly . Comparisons v-Jill be made to see ho\•T close members 
I
I of the class crune to the distance provided by the method of in-
direct measurement. Since the protractor is calibrated in 
I units of 15° the class will be making constant use of esti-
mation. The students will gain information in the use and 
setting up of a proportion. They will get a better unde~ 
I standing of ratio and proportion and its application to certain 
I cases. In other words t he ability to use ratio and proportion 
will be developed. The students will see that a proportion is 
11 merely a fractional equation and should be treated as such. 
11 They v.rill learn that an equation or a proportion written in the 
II fractional form is subject to all the laws of fractions. They 
11 \vill see that the words: means , extremes, antecedents~ and 
1
consequents, are meaningless in modern mathematics. 
The use of the shadow reckoning method to determine height 
will be developed. Students will quickly see that instruments 
II used in measuring cannot be more accurate than their least 
II scale . Students will become a\';rare of the fact that type of 
weather as well as time of day greatly influence the accuracy 
I of t he shadow reckoning method. The students will have an 
I 
I opportunity to compare the type of measurements made in the 
I 
, past with the more precise measurement of today. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The use of the angle mirror in laying out right angles for 
a baseball diamond will be observed and learned. The students 
will become f amiliar v-lith the arrow used for marking points ., 
the ranging poles used for marking major points, the Jacobs 
42 
!staff used for mounting the angl e mirror , -and the plumb bob 
sometimes used for locating the vertex of th~ 90~ angl e . 
I' T iffi SCHEDULE : 
I STA TING 'l'D!E AND PLACE ;. 
II 
The students assembled in the clas sroom a.t'ter recess . 
Prior to leaving the classroom certai~ pieces of equipment were 
I 
assigned to special students ~dth the understanding tha t they 
I v'iere responsible for them and their s afe return to the class-
room. The class started on the tour at 12:30 P. M. and arr i ved 
.I at Harmon Fiel d at approximately 12 : 50 P. M. 
jl 
1 DISPERSAL TIME: 
! The group dispersed at 3 :00 P. M. 
I 
'I FACILl1'!ES FOR FOOD: 
I 
TOILET FACILITIES : 
This trip t1as hel d after the recess period , t herefore pre-
' parations for lunch were eliminated. The fiel d has adequat e 
toilet f acilities , A ten r!li~ute break was gi ven aft er the 
1i first hour to visit the rest rooms . 
11 PRE-TRIP PLANNING : 
The class spent tirJO periods layi ng out the protractor . 
I 
li They made the protractor according to the directions given in 
the chapter on SPECIAL PROJECTS . The class reviewed the 
•I 
1
bisecting of angl es and the cons·truction of congruent tri angl es . 
II lA revie1"1 of proportion 1rms given and the clas s wrote and sol ved 
1 a number of proportions _in the fractional form . An angl e 
,! mirror was purchased from the Yoder Inst rument Company. The 
I 43 
1 use and construction of the angle mirror on the elementary 
level was discussed. A committee reported on the shadow 
I' 
1 reckoning method and gave several applications. The various 
! plane geometric figures along with their formulas were reviewe~ 
II No questions were prepared for this trip because the class felt 
I 
'I that questions would come up in the field and the answers would 
1J be forthcoming when the problems were solved. 
I CONDUCTED TOUR : 
I The tour was under the direction of the teacher and four 
students who served as group leaders. The students were fully 
'I 
!I aware of the things that they wanted to do and went about the 
II 
'
1 ,~ork in a routine manner . After observing the various areas in 
I which \'!ere played different games and studying the geometric 
I 
1 figures connected \tlith them the class checked the baseball dia-
11 mond using the angle mirror, steel tape, and protractor. They 
I 
I 
i laid out the baseball diamond in the following manner. In£or-
: mation pertaining to the shape of the field• position of plates, I 
and location of pitcher' s mound was obtained from a baseball 
manual. The steps in the construction were as follows: 
1. Locate the home plate (H) and .from this point draw a 
line to the right that makes a right angle with the 
bisector of H. 
2. At H construct a perpendicular to this line extending 
it upward. 
3. Bisect angle H extending the bisector a little beyond 
90 feet. 
4. On the bisector measure 90 feet and ther e place a point. 
Call this point F for first base. 
- f 
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5. At F construct a right angle and extend the side to the 
left for 90 feet and place the second base, s. 
,, 
I 6; At S construct a perpendicular and extend the side to 
I 
I 
the left for 90 feet and place third base, T. 
7. Connect T and H to complete the di~ond, 
8. From H measure 60 feet on the diagonal and place a 
point, P. 
With P as a center and a radius of three feet construct 
a circle for the pitcher's mound. 
Instead of constructing the right angles the students made use 
of the angle mirror and obtained the right angles in the 
I 
1 following manner. One student stood at the home plate with the 
11 45° angle mirror. Two other students with ranging poles took 
positions at the first and third bases, One of the students 
I moved in and out until one pole seen in the mirror appears to 
' line up with t he other pole seen through the opening. The work 
,I 
done previously with the protractor checked with the angles 
given by using the angle mirror. The students further checked 
the work by measuring the diagonals and found their distance to 
be equal. This tour was one on which every member of the class , 
seemed to be t aking an active part. Interest was present from 
the beginning to the very end. A number of students took notes 
, on various happenings that they wished to discuss in the follow 
up study. The writer feels that t his tour was one of the most 
outstanding thus far. 
' FOLLOW-UP STUDY : 
!I This particular trip had a carry over of interest into the 
II follow-up study much greater than the previous trips. The 
I 
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class \tas well pleased with the service that the homemade pro-
II tractor gave . They took a portion of the time to discuss the 
,1 construction of other homemade field instruments. The function I II 
11 of a plane t able \'ITas discussed and pictures of this instrument 
were studied. A committee was formed to draw the plans and 
secure the materials of the plane table, Further discussion 
I 
II 
I 
1 ~ centered around estimating the de'grees between the units o:f the I 
II homemade protractor. The protractor was graduated in degrees 1 
11 of .fifteen uni ts . Since the degrees of fifteen units were ob-
I 
, tained by bisecting the angles some o.f the students wanted to 
know if it was possible to trisect the angles thereby making 
the units in 5°• This particular question led to a period of 
I research in the library, A committee secured texts from the 
,I librar y and brought the following information to class; Tri-
lo 
1 secting an angle was one of the famous problems existing in 
I the ancient days . This problem has a long and famous history, 
. II 
II c~minating in the proof given in the nineteenth century, that 
I 
i t is i mpossible to solve it by means of a stra ightedge and 
. JJ 
1 
compass alone. There are three classical Greek problems 
!I for which a solution has been sought in vain .: to trisect an 
!i arbitrary Iii ven angle , to double a given cube 1 and to square 
1 .._,-~~--------: 
i 
I i7Hollis R. Gooley 1 David Gans, M?rris Kline, an~ Ho~ard Wahlert, Introduct~on to Mathemat~cs, Houghton fll1.ffl1.n Company, I New York, l949, P• l54. 
I 
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II 
I 
-, 
'1 the circle. In all these problems, ruler and compass are the 
' 11 
11 only instruments permitted. 
' II A bulletin board display was made by a committee of the 
I 
1
j class. The display consisted of a large cardboard protractor 
I similar in design and units of degrees t o the homemade pro-
11 tractor used in the field on the tour . This protractor was 
jj secured to the bulletin board through its center point by using 
I 
11 a sheet metal screw. A series of lines were drawn on the bulle-
tin board using India ink and an A-4 speedball pen . These lines 
~ were drawn from the center point of the protractor using differ-
,! ent slo~es, to .the top border of the bulletin board, By turning 
I the protractor the amount of degrees in the angles formed by 
II the different lines could be read. The students used the titl.e ~: 
"Homemade Protractor Solves Case of Many Angles . 11 A brief 
" period was given to care and cleaning of equipment, after which 
,j 
it was stored for future use. 
1 
EVALUATION PROGR~i : 
1
1 TEST TO ACCGr•1PANY FIELD TRIP NU ·illER THREE 
DIRECTIONS: Solve the follo\ring problems and answer the 
questions in the space provided . 
1. Draw three angles then turn your protractor a complete turn 1 
and using the initial side of each of the angles draw an 
other angle with the same amount of degrees. The initial 
side will then be common to both angles. 
'I 2. Draw four angles and bisect them by using your compass. 
I 
1 3. Draw an acute angle • an obtuse angle, a right angle, and a 
straight angle and measure them. 
1/Richard Courant, and Herbert Robbins , \~1hat is Mathematics, 
Oxford University Press , New York, 1951, p. 117. 
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I 
' 5. 
I 
I 6. 
I 
,, 8. 
I 9. 
I 
ll 
10. 
I 
il sm 
,, 
Describe the method used to construct right angles with the 
angle mirror . 
Draw two triangles that are congruent . 
vfuen a four foot stick cast a shadow two feet long; how 
high is a flag pole which cast a shadow 90 feet long? 
Shov1 by means of a drmving hov1 Tom and Jerry could measure 
indirectly the distance from a point i n their yard to a 
television to\ver across the Ashley -River . 
I 
Has this particular trip increased your desire to learn more 
about mathematics? If your answer is yes explain how. 
Our homemade protractor was used to measure horizontal 
angl es . Can you think of one way it could be used to 
measure a vertical angle . 
Did you enjoy working with your classmates? Did you find 
that when you pooled your ideas the 1-work progressed faster? 
ARY : 
i! Interest was present during t his entire field trip . r great 
!amount of satisfaction was derived by the students because they 
;I trere using an instrument that they constructed . An outstanding 
1 £actor of this trip was that the work being done appealed to t he I 
!Slow learners as wel l as those of average and superior abilities.• 
The writer found t hat a trip of this type hel ps to solve t he 
!problem of preparing for and teaching the slow moving student . 
1 I n the field the student not only knows and sees lmat he does • 
II 
,, but is abl e to tell others why he does it. 
'I The making of the protractor gave training to the students 
I 
t h&t they would not have obtained by making use of a bought 
They actually saw the protractor start £rom a piece instrument. 
I 
,, of plTtrood and develop into a serviceable tool. This training 
and observation will remain with them it is believed over a long 
I 
!I period of time. In this type of teaching the student achieves 
I sensory learning. 
I 
ll 
II 
I 
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Figure 4. The line gr aph above shols t he number of students 
that had t he corr ect answers f or the test items . 
The nwber of students t aking the test was 30. 
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-~- BURKE HIGH SCHOOL, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAHOLINA 
FI ELD TRI P NUMBER FOUR 
1 NAME OF PLACE: 
Augustus E. Const antine, ArchitE!Ct 
p ADDRESS: 
II 139 Calhoun Street, Charleston, South Carolina ' 
PURPOS E OF TRIP: 
I 
The purpose of this trip is to he.lp the students become 
familiar with the method of changing a given number of units 
of one denomination to units of another den9ntination. 
,' OBSERVATIONS TO BE MADE: 
I 
I 
·I 
il The students will observe that a scale drawing is the ratio 
II of reduction or enlargement of an original object~ However the 
scale drawing may be congruent to the original figure if the 
1 paper on which the drawing is to be made will permit. The 
students will learn that lines are used to represent distances. 
p 
• They will observe t hat the scale to be used is determined by 
II 
II 
II 
the r el ation between the size of the object to be drawn and th.e 
size of the paper to be used. The scale is found by dividing 
I 
11 the lengt h of the object as well as the width of the object by 
I
! the usable length .and width of t he paper. An allov1ance is 
l
:l usually ma de fo r an attractive margin .. 
I 
The student will observe plans drawn to scale of some of 
I 
1 the cityt s recent constructions. He will notice that the scale 
1 
' 
• to which t he drawing is made is always placed in a convenient 
place to enable the individual studying the drawin g to locate 
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i·t easily. T e students 'tdll also · learn tha t the architect is 
1 trained t o visualize the complete building from the scale 
I dra"t<-dno • The .scale must be indicated by a re resentative frac-
1 tion , The students ~rill observe that the numerator of each 
re resentative fraction is usually one. Ho1"rever, in some · 
i ns t ances the denominator is one and the numerator some whole 
1 number grea t.er than one . In such a case the drmving is an en-
' l argement to the size of the number given in the n1.unerator"' 
I' 
The . !:ri:>udent further learns that once in a \'lhile t he nwnerator 
,, 
and deno in tor both are one shm·dng tha t the dra-vJing is full 
1or natural size . 
I 
The students "VJi.ll observe some of the many tools that the 
1architect uses . The T- square • triangles, dra\'ling board , com-
IJ 
'i passes , stencils~ pencils of different types of lead , and many 
' other tool s tdll be observed. The students \dll become fa-
miliar \·.rith some of the many symbols used in the scale d.rav-ring 
1 of a house . They ·will find that there are symbols for trindows , 
!doors , electrical fixture.s , chimneys , types of foundations , 
' 
II and many other accessories and materials connected with the 
I construction of a house . The students 'tdll realize that with-
1 
1 out scale dra\'Jings construction v:ould not have reached the 
II hi0 h standard that it possesses today . 
OBJECTIVE.S OF THE TRIP : 
The students trill readily see that similarity is one of 
1basic ideas of mathematics . The principle of simil arity has 
I 
1! extensive use in drawing objects to scale . Actually , a scale 
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' dratrlng i$ simila r t o one vie\'V of the figure it represents . 
I I Along ;,d th gaining skill in dravJi.ng to scale the students 
11 vrlll h ave an excellent opportunity t o revie-t·'l Hhole numbers and 
I fractions . The close r elationship bet\l;een aritlu'lletic and ge-
,
1 
omotry will be ever present to the s tudents. There vlill be a 
j good opportunity to point. out one branch of mathematics :rhile 
1
1 
t ea ch in -· a nother .• 
11 A review of r atio is included i n t h is particular trip . 
I The student ¥ri.ll g in a better understanding of what consti-, 
tutes a proportioR. He 't'Vill be able to see the comparison 
1 
made bet1: een the actual size and the scale size-
11 The students ~dll be aware of t he importance of reading a 
11 scale dra\vi ng as well as making one. Hov-1ever , reading a scale 
I I dra\rlng is by f ar the more important . Students especially 
1 interested in making scale drawin gs can be guided into a 
jl 
II course in mechanical drav.ring. 
I TIME SCHEDULE: 
ST ;. TING TllilE AND PLACE; 
The architect 's office was too smal l to accomodate the 
1 class , therefore it vras . necessary to conduct the tour in the 
I Art Laboratory . The students assembled in the classroom and 
,
1 
started on the 
II Art Laboratory 
iDISPERSAL TIME: 
tour a t 9:30 A. M. The class arritted at the 
The group dispersed a t 11: 30 A. M. 
I 
II 
~ 
I 
FACILITIES FOR FOOD : 
55 
TOILET FACILITIES : 
I' Th tour as h l d on the c pus therefore facilitie for 
food and toilet were aoot conveni nt . 
P l T I P PLAH:.Jl G: 
The class revi wed th u e of' whole numbers '"nd f r act;ions . 
This p· . ticular revie fl c rie n in the for . . of ba 
gam • Four te s ere pick d from ·t.he cla s and po ition s- · 
signed. The pitch rs of th variou t s w r l cted fro 
the top ranking t udents of the olai;.ls. Th pitch r thr w an 
example to the batter and if he answered 1 · h adv nc d to 
.first, second, or third base, according to t h e numb r of st ps 11 
to the problem. If the batter £ail d to answer h as out . 
The batt rs adv c d around t he bases 'the sa a s in a r ar 
game providing they · gave <:orreet answ rs . ft r t r e outs the I 
side chnn · d, he t s played tcm mi nute each . Th team 
with th most runs n. The ,.ame aroused at interest amon 
· the students and reatly i ncreas d their number en e . The 
1 cl ss decided to pick good te and pl "'y one of the other 
class s in th future. 
The rule nd its divisions i nto fourths , i ghths, and six-
t enths, ;.rer review d. Lines were drawn and m a u.red in 
inches, half inch s, f ourths, ei ths, sixteenths and also in 
metric unit • This gave th~ student remedial ork in reading 
th rul as \'Iell a the number o£ di is' onv to the inch. This 
review w · .lOst elpful when the stud ~ts began to figure out 
I scales. Simple seal s were given at first then those that were l 
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more detailed . The work that the students had done in the pre-
ceding field trip furnished the information needed for ratio 
and proportion . 
As a final prepar ation students were given simple geometric 
'' figures to copy to s cale. 
I The following questions were selected to be used on the 
'I 
trip: 
1. How does the architect go about selecting a scale for 
his drawing? 
2. Before drawing the plans for a house what are som~ of 
the t hings an architect must know? 
3• ~Vhat are some of the methods used to speed up the 
work, yet insure accuracy? 
4. How many years of mathematic.s must an architect take 
to complete his college requirements? 
5. wnat equipment does an architect use in his work? 
6 . ·what are some of the symbols that an architect uses 
in a scale drawing of a house? 
?. Are geometrical constructions closely related to 
scale drawlngs? 
S. ~1at part does neatness and accuracy play on the 
drawing board of a draftsman? 
9. Does the architect make use of the metric system? 
10. Do you feel that it is important for one to know how 
to read a scale drawing? Wh ich is more important 1 
reading a scale drai'ling or making a scale drawing? 
SU~~~RIZATION OF ANSWERS TO ABOVE QUESTIONS: 
II The architect must have a knowledge of the over-all di-
mensions of the object to be drawn to scale. He then considers 
the sizeof the paper that he will use to make the drawing on. 
' He must also keep in mind leaving a neat border on the paper 
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!I 
II 
II 
I 
I[ 
]because his drawing will appear neater i£ it is carefully placed 11 
1
!on the paper . The architect, therefore, must divide the width 
J' and the length of the paper into the width and length of' the 
building to assume his scale. He must also keep in mind that 
lhe has to make an allowance for his margin . 
I Before the actual dra\'ling of the pl ans for a house an archi-ji 
ltect must know the size• location, and position of the lot upon 
_liwhich the house is to be buil t . He must also know some o£ the 
'i things that the individual having the house built has in mind, 
li the number o£ persons occup-ying the housf3 cmd their ages. Older 11 
,, 
1
'people without children or those whose children are almost grown 11 
l\'lnll not need a large house.. The rooms of the house should take 11 
II 
,.into consideration direction. The bedrooms should be on the 
,! south side of the house where it is warm, The kitchen should 
jl£ace the east, thus having the morning sun, Along with the 
,above mentioned factors there are many other things that the 
!!architect must know in order to satisfy the person for \mom he 
I jis drawing the plans. 
I A method used by the architect to give speed, along with 
I 
1accuracy to the drawings, is that of tracing the perimeter of 
!the .floor pl an to get the outline of the second story and 
1also the position of the pillars serving as the .founda~ion ~ I 
!Another method is to have on hand manuals giving the speci-
11
! 
,lrications for the dif'ferent materials to be used in the house 
1
1bef'ore beginning the drawing .. Thi$ keeps the draftsman from 
II 
' stopping to look up information. A third method is to call in 
I 
J II ,. 
;g 
1 the individual having the house built at intervals to check 
I 
,J \'lith him for changes that he .may desire . 
1 The architect t akes courses continuously in mathematics 
while he is in school ~ The mor e mathematics that he has at his 
' service the better he "~.·Jill be ,,.then he star't;is working at his 
jl chosen career . The architect constantly uses mathematics. He 
must be able to solve problems quickly and accurately. He can-
'1 
1 not afford to make mistakes in his calculations because the 
11 lives o£ too many individuals depend on his accuracy. The 
li 
1 architect uses many symbols in th e pl ans for a house. He has 
symbols for electrical fixtures , windows; doors, pl umbing , air 
II conditioning, bricks, cement , and many other materials tha t go 
to make up a substantial building . 
The equipment used by the architect depends on the type of 
drawing that he is mak ing. The T- s quare, triangles, dra\~ng 
board, compasses, protractor, parallel ruler, and many other 
1 pieces of equipment are in constant use by a busy architect. 
1 
Geome·crical constructions are made up of lines, curves • angles, 
1 and points , constructed with the use of a straightedge, compass, 
protractor, and special pens or pencils . Scale drawings also 
I made up of lines, curves, angles, and points, constructed with 
the use of a straightedge, compass , protractor, and special 
I pens and pencils, therefore there is a close relationship be-
l 
tween geometrical constructions and scale d.ra,d.ngs. Both scale 
1' drawings and geometric constructions display at times a wide 
I 
II use of similarity and symmetry. 
T 
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European architects use the metric system regularly because 
the metric system is standard i n most of the European countries . ! 
!' However in America the architect uses the English system be-
' cause our building materials are figured according to the 
English system. Once in a ~mile an architect is called to draw 
plans for repairing a European vessel docked in one of our po~ 
under these conditions he is required to use the metric system. 
The ability to know how to read a scale dra~rln g is far more 
important than knowing how to make a scale drawing . In our 
modern magazines are many scale dra\rlngs of how furniture is 
arranged in a room, how a garden should be l aid out , how to 
build many objects useful to the home, therefore a knowledge of 
scale reading is very important to homemakers . If ~re wish to 
shar our ideas o.f beautifying the home with others then we 
should know how to make drawings to scale , An elementary course 1 
,
1
in mechanical dra\tling ~'lill increase the ability of the novice . 
' CONDUCTED TOUR : 
The tour was under the direction of ~~. A. E. Constantine , 
one of the outstanding architects in the city of Charleston . 
Mr . Constantine explained to the class the method used in 
!selecting a scale for dl.fferent drat'lings . Since he followed 
closely t he outline of questions asked by the class and the 
answers which are on the preceding pages no mention of them will 
be made here . 'rhe Art Laboratory was an excellent location for 
,this tour because of the availability of drawing boards and 
other equipment used by the draftsman . 
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I 
:. FOLLOlJJ-UP STUDY : 
lj The class made a number of simple scale dr awings . The use 
1
or r atio and proportion was again reviewed because the class 
11 used proportion to change the origi nal dimensions to fit the 
I 
I 
1 desired scale . Those whose interest was paramount were giving 
jl tracing paper to work on an original floor plan for a house . 
1
1 For beginners t he dra\rlngs were excellent . A bluepr int of one 
of t he drawings appears in the chapter on SPECIAL PROJEC'.I:Si 
11 EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
II 
The test in this particular trip as well as the ot her tests 
1may be supplemented with other questions at the disposal o£ 
those giving similar types of tours . These tests are by no 
means to be considered a means of securing a final grade . 
TEST TO ACCOCviPANY FIELD TRIP NUMBER FOUR 
I 
11. How many eight hs of an inch are there in : 
1 inch , 1 inch, ll inch , 11 inch 4 Ib 4 
I 
I 
. 2. In a scale drawin · \mere 1 inch repres.ents 36 inches tel l 
11 what l engths \'10uld represent l engths of : 
I 
'I 
72 inches , lr, 5 inches, lS inches~ 4S 1. inches 1 22 ·,1 inches 1 
I 5. 
I 
li 
I 
If-
2 2 
.ake a scale drawing to represent our classroom which is 
40 feet long and 24 feet wide, using the scale 1 inch equal 
to f'i ve f'eet . From your dra\dng ..find the length o£ the · 
diagonal of the room. 
Is a scale of 1 inch to 120 inches the same as 1 inch t o 
ten feetl 
Complete the following ratio: 
The r atio _
3
2 = J_ .,.. ? 
0 l5 
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I ~ 
li 
I 6. The working drawing on the coordinate paper shown on the 
next page represents a sheet metal box. Using the scale 
given answer the f ollowing questions: 
II 
.I 
li 
II 
;i 
tl 
I 
j 
I 
'I 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
,j 
II I 
I 
a. V'Jhat are the actual dimensions of the bottom of this 
box? 
b. v·hat are the actual dimensions of each of the t wo 
smaller ends? 
c. How wide are the narrow strips that are to be bent up 
or down? 
d. ~hat are the dimensions of a piece of sheet metal needed 
to make this box? 
e. The corners are cut off with what angles at the edges? 
.. 
-
J 
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Pre est ----
Post test ---
This line graph shows the number of students that 
had the correct answers for each item on both the 
pre and post test . The number of students taking 
the test was 34. The same test was given before 
and after the field trip. 
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BURKE HIGH SCHOOL , CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAHOLINA 
FIELD TRI P NUMBER FIVE 
NAME OF PLACE; 
North Carolina r~utual Life Insurance Company 
ADDRESS ; 
;1 204 Coming Street , Charleston, South Carolina 
II PURPOSE OF TRIP; . 
'I 
I 
The purpose of this trip is to help the students attain an 
understanding of the need and usefulness of insurance.!' Atti-
' tudes of foresight and preparedness will be developed, The 
'I 
students will observe t he value of cooperation among people I 
along \"lit h the mathematical relationships th at help bring about 
this common fund known as insurance. 
OBSERVATI ONS TO BE MADE: 
., 
The students will learn that the emphasis in life insurance 
11 is on prolonging life and maintaining good health. Factors 
relevant to good health such as exercise , .sleep , and regular 
checkups by the doctor are ins·tilled in the minds of the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
The students will develop a sense of r esponsibilit y 
enable them to better protect the.ir families in years I 
The students will also learn that there is a type of 
insuranc e 'tO f i t almost every need and that for a small sum an 
students. 
that will 
to come " 
' entire f amily can be protected against the many hazards that 
often confronts them in life. 
OBJECTIVES OF TRIP: 
The pupil will increase his mathematical ability as well as 
his vocabulary . He \rill lear n such words as policy, f ace 
lvalue, premium, dependent, insured , dividends, adjuster, en-
1' do · ent , indemnity , beneficiary , ordinary life, liability , and 
;l many others . He \vill achieve an understanding in the use of 
insurance t abl es to deter ine cost of premiums as el l as ca sh 
1
' and loan values on various t ypes of insurance policies . A 
II 
1, alth of information will be achieved by . t he pupil th~t he 
I will need in later life as well as a t present . He \':r.ill b in-
formed o:f t h various types of insurance , and hoi they apply 
to dif ~erent situat ions i n life . The i nterest of t he pupil in 
general ~ them~tics wll l be enriched because of its appli-
cation to everyday life . The pupil will gai n great er skills 
1
i n the mani ul at ion of percent ages , formulas , and decimals. 
lTDIE SCHEDULE : 
' ST. TIF ' Tr>fE Ai LAC 
I The tour began at approxi mately 9:00 A. ~ . fro the East 
! g~te in front of the admini stration building of Burke High 
'School . 
1
1AR IV L TU 
'I T: e bus arrived at t he administration building o the North 11 
1 Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company at 9 : 20 A. M. 
APP OXI VIA TE 'I 1E OF TOUR: 
II The tour lasted approximat~ly t hree hours . The students 
I 
t"lere seated i n t he con.fere ce roo • 'Jlhi s r oom \'>Ias equipped 
1wi th chalkboard and nume1 ou~ charts and graphs . The graphs 
and c'arts di s 1 yed dat a that ~ s ertinent to the questions 
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prepared by tne class . 
DISPERSAL TIN1E: 
The group dispersed at approximately 12:20 P. M. 
FACILITIES FOH. FOOD: 
This trip did not require arrangements for food because the 
group returned to the campus in time for lunch. However the 
company served refreshments during the break. 
TO~LET FACILITIES : 
Toilet facilities are available at the building. 
PRE-TRI P PLANNI NG: 
The class reviewed the use of percentages and decimals 
again. They found the first case of per cents was used more 
than the others in insurance. The class decided to visit the 
library and secure information on the history of insurance. 
After using two periods for the visit to the library, they 
I
I "" 
discussed the informat ion collected. The following infor-
mation was collected: 
Agreements served as insurance before there were any type 
of insurance companies. Since the early ships were made of 
wood and navigation was not at the hi~ mathematical standing 
that it is today many ships were lost and valuable cargoes 
went to the bottom of the sea. The merchants and the shippers 
made bargains together. Groups got together and each person 
contributed a certain amount, and when misfortune came to any 
member of the group a portion of t his money was given to him. 
Thus the members were sharing each other losses, as well as, 
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r 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
rr 
linsuring th~mselves against loss of their own property. 
II 
I 
The nam and approximate dates of some of the early in-
surance companies were recorded among their notes . The students 
found that l-iarine was the oldest type of insurance and that it 
was established before 1400. Following the r arine Insurance 
11 came Li.fe Insurance l1hich took its beginning in England about 
:the year 1583 . Fire Insurance came into being a s a result of 
', the great .fire of L~ndon in 1660 . The los s was so great tha t a 
"mutual company \"ras formed. This valuable information on the 
1 history o.f insurance l'l<'~.s placed in the center of the bulletin 
~~ board to leave space for the other materials tha t would foll o1~ . 
The class took a census of their f amilies later to find out l 
what type of inuurance the different families carried. A list 
1
1 
".ras compiled and the information gained was used to set up the 
I 
I 1 • "' • .h 1 1 
1, c ass quest l.ons ror tlu.s tour. T e c a ss prepared the .follol'ling 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
II 
questions : 
1 . \'.lhat are the different kinds of life insurance? 
2, ~Jho is eligible to take out life insurance? 
3. \'~nat is the purpose of life insurance? 
4. 'IJJhich insurance is the most useful to a man with a 
limited income. a wife and t't'I/O c ild.ren . 
5. vJhen ttould term insurance be of greatest value? 
6. Keeping in mind the four types , ordinary life, limit ed 
payment life, endowment insurance , and term insurance , 
~mat 1~uld be the typical r ate for each t ype? 
a . \Vh.ich is the most expensive? 
b . What is the relationship of age to r ates? 
7. Hot'IT does the insuran ce company figure premiums and 
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I 
I 9 . 
,, 
10. 
II l l . jl 
" 
12 . 
'I 
13, 
I 
14. 
changes with certain ages? 
What is t he average expected length of life? 
' iihat do insurance companies do to promote long life? 
How do insurance companies protect themselves against 
insuring ill persons? 
~hat does beneficiary mean? 
Evaluate policy privileges such as lapse , cash sur-
render value, and policy loans . 
How often do premiums have to . be paid? Is it more 
expensive to pay by t he week or by the year? tVhy ? 
·what do you consider t he best investment for a young 
man seventeen years of age: ordinary life , limited 
payment life , endowmen t insurance, or term insurance? 
vlhy? 
: SUJvlfJIARI ZATION OF ANS\".!ERS TO QUESTIONS: 
The question~answer period for this trip was a most en-
; joyable one . This period was under the direction of Mr. Bailey, , 
tl manager of the branch office visited. Mr. Bailey explained to 
1 the class t hat everyol?-e who has secured some type of life in-
. 
1
j surance ·pays a cert ain amount each year to the insurance com-
1 pany. The company places this money in a large fund and when 
t 
,l one of the persons insured dies , the company is in a position 
:1 to pay t o the beneficiary the amount designated on his policy . 
II The different kinds of life insurance are 1 life policy, en-:-
[, dowment policy , term pol icy, and limited payment life in-
~~ surance, Anyone who is in good health and posesses a means of 
i keeping up his premiums adequately is eligible to take out life 
, i nsurance . The main purpose of life insurance is to provide 
economic security. I nsurance is one means of providing money 
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1
for certain emergencies tha t arise during the life of practi-
i· cally .every individual . 
jj To a man \'dth two children and a limited income a life 
11 policy· is best . It is best because this man needs the greates t 
I 
ll amount of protection for a reasonabl e sum of money. A life 
I' 
lj policy is the cheapest protection tha t he can get and still pro- . 
I, teet t he tvelfare of his f amily -. If a man i n rel atively good 
I financial standing buys a home ., a car, and a few of the other 
1 more or less necessities of life , he needs to pr otect h is family 1 
I 
!1 against the loss of these commodities in ca se he dies . The best 
;I 
protection t h at he can give his f amily until he can .finish pay-
! i ng the notes i s term i nsurance . Therefore, one can s ay that 
I term insuran ce is protection. There is no s aving or investment 
I 
1: in term insurance , it is only a safe guard against death. 
As an answer to the question centering around the four 
11 types of insurance and the typical rate f or e a ch type Mr . Bailey•1 
lj I used the f ollovring example: A person at the age of 20 years 
I 
I 
I 
woul d pay the follol<dng annual premium f or the different types 
of insurance a t a face value of ;1)1, 000: 
ordinar y life wl9. 83 
t en payment life 49 . 92 
15 year endotrmlent 68 . 99 
20 year endov~ment 51.45 
10 year term 8 . 39 
I The students saw at once that endotrmlent insurance trias the most 
1
, expensive . They · ~J. so lear ned that the younger the person to be 
insured, the cheaper the antlual rate, 
I The question rela ting to how are premiums figured in re-
11 gards to certain ages was answered by Mr . Scott, \'lhO is in 
l1 charge of' the research department of this Of'I~ice. Mr . Scott 
!I told the class of' the work of the actuary who uses a statistical 
formula to develope the mortality rate. This formula provides 
j the facts that are needed by the company to determine the amount ' 
Ito charge for various policies at different age levels. There-
I 
!' fore the company must charge enough to have a certain percentage 
1
1 
of the money fall into a reserve fund w'.aen the premiums are 
,
1 
paid. This reserve fund takes care of those people \'lh o die 
I 
1 younger than the statistical mortality formula has indicated. 
!Today insurance companies put the average expected length of' 
ll life for a man at 65 years, for a woman 67 years. 
Insurance companies give a large amount of money to re-
'' search. They are interested in finding ways to promote long 
~j lif'e. Because they are interested in promoting long life in-
surance companies usually have those wishing to be insured 
I 
I examined by a 
jl might shorten 
lthe insurance 
doctor to find out if they have any ailments that 
their life span . This exrunination is paid for by 
company. Mr . Scott further explained to the 
students that if a policy was in arrears for more than 28 days 
that particular policy would lapse. In the case of ordinary 
1! insurance most of the premium paid goes to insure the policy 
' holder against death ; however, there is a small amount that is 
II invested. If the policy holder dies the company pays the full 
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J 
face value of the policy . If, at any time, the policyholder 
' li 
stops paying the premiums, the company will return to him the 
II . ~' accumulated investment. This amount is called the cash sur-
ll render of the policy . In the case of the limited payment life 
j: 
,1 policy the policyholder can borro\'.f from the company according 
' I 
'I to the cash surrender value of the policy a t that particular 
' time. The best i nvestment for a young man seventeen years of 
I age \r.J'Ould be a limited payment life policy . This type of 
policy gives protection against risk, is a n investment, and can 
!I be drawn on if money is needed in an emergency . This parti-
l cular question and answer period was one of interest as well as 
one in \'Thich all of the students participated •. 
, FOLLmv-UP STUDY: 
II 
1i The students were interested in this trip because along 
II l'li th the ever present rna t hematical relationships, factors 
II related to everyday living and consumer needs were evident. 
I 
The 
1 
students decided that they would ask the insurance companies 
I with Hhich thei r parents had connections for specimen copies of 
, their policies . They \vould then examine these policies to find 
•I out what answers they gave to t h e follo -w'ing questions : 
ti 
I 
I 
I 
Does it pay the full face value at death? 
2. How long is the policy in effect? 
3. Does it have an investment or savings feature.? 
4. If the insured stops paying premiums is he paid 
anything? 
!i After examining the policies they would classif y t hem as excel-
11 lent, good , and 
'I 
II 
:I 
fair. They did t his and made a bulletin board 
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II 
-j dis play of the sample copies l abeling the three groups, and 
I placing the reasons under the three why they thought they were 
I excellent, good, or fair. They used the title "A Good Consumer 
II Examines ~~at . He Buys. Written r eports were made by some of 
the members of the class on the four types of life insurance 
II and the differ ent r ates char ged f or each. This 'i'IOrk was done 
•l 
I
' by volunteers so that only t hose that were interested would 
 write . The best report judged by the entire class was sent to 
· the school paper for publication . The topic was headed ''Young-
! sters Need Endowment Policies. " 
EVALUATION PROGRfu~ : 
This particular field trip could be evaluated orally and 
points given for answers that showed thought and ability to 
reason . A \~itten t est could be given however if the examiner 
I was desirious of comparing t his trip with groups to come in the 
I 1 future. The writer i s in favor of the latter. 
I 
I TEST TO ACCOMPANY FIELD TRIP NUMBER FIVE 
DIRECTIONS : Solve the problems i n the space provided. 
PART I 
Write 8.3% as a decimal. 
Write as per cents: 1, l, .123 
2 4 
I 
1 3. What per cent of $5 is ~10? 
I 4• Write .3786 as a per cent to the nearest tenth of a per 
I - cent. 
1
1 5. If 70% of a number is 42, what is the number? 
I 
I, 
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lj 
:I DIRECTIONS : Using the words in the column at the right fill in 
the blank spaces in the statements below, 
I PART II 
II 
' 1. Frank Smith has a life insurance 1. social security 
I with a 
II of ~ 3,000. 2 .. dividend 
I, 2. His annual reduces J., cash value I, 
II 
his . about ~12 a 
year. 4. premium 
,I 3. Frank says that his insurance 5. face value 
is cheaper with a 
company. 6. stock 
4. At present the of 7. mutual 
this policy is $98.22 
s. insurance 
I ... He is not interested in annuities amount ,. 
,, 
because he is eligible for a 
r ather large from 9. policy 
II his account. 
, DIRECTIONS : Solve the problems in the space provided. 
;1 PART III 
Frank Jones paid 20 cents a \veek for ~300 of industrial 
insurance. After paying regul arly for 16 years and 14 
weeks, he died. How much more did his beneficiaries 
receive than Frank had paid? 
The cash value of a ~ 5 000 life insurance policy is $475.05 at the end of io years. This is how much less 
than the total of the annual premiums of $98.40, if the 
dividends are disregarded? · 
Tom's policy guarantees $125 a month for the first three 
years of total disability and $75 a month for the next six 
years. ~'Jhat are the maximum benefits he can collect? 
After carrying this insurance at the rate of $6$ per year 
for 23 years, he was totally disabled in an accident. If 
he remained disable for 6 years, did he receive more or 
less than he paid out? 
SUMMARY: 
The students learned that no one can.afford to be ignorant 
76 
of insur ance because it touches us in every outlet of our dai ly 
I 
11 living . Insurance prot ects one against the financial conse-
quence s of dying too soon, or living too long , or loss of 
earning capacity through disability. 
The class learned that there is an average of ~5,500 of 
life insurance protection per family ~ . It was gr atifying to the 
class to learn the complete r eliance of this great industry on 
mathematical principles and techniques~ The class further 
11 learned that the operation of the Law of Large Numbers takes 
,, 
'I 
li 
the insuranc e transaction out of the sphere of gambling or 
speculat ion. 
Students observed that in the routine operation of in-
surance , mathemati cs pl ays its most significant role in tw·o 
I 
ways : first, as a tool for forecasting i nsurance cost and 
,, 
expenses ; and second, in recording the results of the insurance 
., il oper ation t hrough the mai ntenance of necessary records and data.: 
1 The students will readily see that as time passes on the dif-
,, 
ferent risks to life and property grow greater and greater . 
I 
' These facts will instill in their minds that t he world needs 
' more and more a logical approach to the problems of life and 
They have observed that t his ability t o think straight 
I', living . is grounded in the concepts o£ mathematics and the role that it 
plays today i n everyday affairs. 
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l',igure 7. The line graph shows the number of students 
that had correct answers f or each of the items 
on the test . The number of students taking 
the test was 30 . A pre and post tes t was given 
in connection ~dth this tour . The graph shows 
the results for part II and part III since part 
I consisted of remedial \~rk only. 
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t BURKE HIGH SCHOOL, CHARLESTON , SOUTH CAROLINA 
1FIELD TRIP Nill~ER SIX 
li NAME OF PLACE: 
lj Citizens and Southern National Bank 
I ADDRESS : 
!I Broad Street; Charleston, South Carolina 
;: PURPOSE OF TRIP: 
1 The purpose of this trip is to give the students an 
I 
iopportunity to make a comparison between interest charged by a 
11 bank for borrowing a certain amount of money with the amount of 
1 interest charged by a small loan company on the same amount of 
II 
1
, money. It is also the purpose of this trip to give the students 
an opportunity to become familiar wi. th the various forms used by 
h 
IJ the bank as well as the many services that the bank renders to 
Ji 
i the community. 
lj OBSERVATIONS TO BE I"iADE : 
11 The students will observe that when a person borrows 
!money at the bank, he usually has to pay the interest before he 
I 
I 
gets the money. 
The visit to t he bank will enable the students to see that 
banks form an important part of the business life of any city. 
They will gain information on the many services rendered to a 
community such as: checking accounts, savings accounts, loans, 
II mortgages, Christmas clubs, and many other valuable services 
that a city needs to help it progress. The students will also 
I 
li observe that there is a great need for accuracy in arithmetic 
rr 
II 
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I 
II 
'
1 
in records kept by the bank as well as records kept by the de-
l positor on his check stubs. The students will see that in-
11 • 1 d d . b 11 accurac1.es may ea to over raWl.ng, em · arrassment, or even 
II 
!I legal action. This factor is very i mportant in developing the 
II citizenship qualities of the students because it teaches him 
II 1 
that mistakes can easily cause them t o be classified as bad 
h 
' citizens. 
The students will get first hand information on what hap-
pens to the money deposited by t heir savings programs on bank 
I day . They 't".Jill learn holv money increases when left in the bank. 
'I 
11 They will see the tables used by the bank to compute compound 
I 
J interest. The students will use t heir observations to draw the 
I' conclusion that the habit of saving regularly and of investing 
'I 
I 
1 one's savings in sound securities is an excellent habit to form. 
I OBJECTIVES: 
II The students will learn that careless writing of checks 
I 
1 
may lead to a loss. The vocabulary of the students will be in-
li creased with words such as: principal ~ time~ r ate of interest, 
I 
,r 
and interest. . They will see and understand t hese words as the 
actual part of a problem r ather t han by definition alone . The 
writer feels tha t this i s a functional and effective \'lay of 
teaching t he concepts of business practice, because development 
I 
1 precedes the rule. A valuable lesson that will be learned by 
11 the students is that regular savings of small amounts will 
II enable them to accumulate sizable sums over a period of time. 
II 
lj The ability to read tables is gained by the students because 
~ 
ll some type of table is used regularly by persons working in a 
'I 
' bank. The study of banking services will become more realistic 
II to t he students because they '\>Jill ha ndle an d fill in deposit 
lslips, s ample checks, bank notes, and many other forms use d in 
1banking . The students will acquire the ability to compute 
I 
! interest mentally • They will realize th a t being able to com-
1 
1' pute mentally \'lill put them in good standing on the job and in 
•I everyday activities of managing their personal finances. 
11 The students will learn how the bank pays the depositor 
II interest on h is money as well as collects interest on the money 
1
:that it loans. They will readily see that only a fractional 
·, part of the financial business of their country is carried on 
I 
11 with actual money. As a final and outstanding objective the 
1
students vrill learn that great importance is connected with 
' banking in modern life; therefore, it is ver y important that 
II they study their banking system. 
II STARTING TIME AND PLAOE: 
The tour began approximately 1:;30 P. M, from the entrance 
to the auditorium. 
ARRIVAL TIME : 
The bus arrived at the entrance to The Citizens and 
I Southern National Bank at approximately 2:01 P. M. Since the 
I 
'I tour was to start immediately after banking hours this was 
II excellent. timing. 
iJ APPROXIMATE Tll"lE OF TOUR: 
The tour lasted one hour and forty-five minutes. 
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II DISPERSAL T TI\IlE i 
The gro.up dispersed at .3;46 P. M. 
1 
FACILITIES FOR FOODi 
I . This tour did not require arrangements for food because the1 
II 
1 class visited the cafeteria before leaving the campus . 
, TOILET FACILITIES : 
ll Toilet facilities are available at the bank, 
I' PRE-TRIP PLANNING: 
I 
I 
I 
II 
The class divided into four conwittees. One committee 
visited three different banks and secured various types of forms 
I 
·, The forms collected \tere deposit slips• signature cards , checks,'' 
promissory notes , and monthly statements, The second committee 
I . 
r visited a small loan company· and obtained information on the 
II amount of interest charged on l oans . This information was to 
be used when the class made its comparison· of interest charged 
on a certain amount of .money by small loan companies with the 
interest charged on the same amount of money by a bank . The 
third committee made -up the question list to be used on the 
tour . The fourth committee compiled the forms coll ected , 
I 
' arra~g~qg a packet for each member of the class . 
II-:·. The entire class reviewed the use of the fundamental pro-
' Icesses . ~ 7orking with decimals and f'ractions and the reading o£ 
II tables were reviewed. ·A number of problems on finding inter est 
;, were solved by the students, They ma.Q.e use of the inter est 
I • . 
:; formula to solve these proll.ierus, The class found that in the 
~I case o£ banking as l'lell as in other problems of everyday affairs 
I 
I 
,, that the first · case of per cents was used more than t he second 
I 
and third. They found this to be true in the other field trips 
I 
1dealing ~~th human affairs in everyday life . 
I 
I 
I 
I! with 
II 
,, 
I 
II 
,, 
The committee on question preparation presented the class 
the following questions which they accepted . 
1. 'VJhat is the meaning of the phrase "bank discount? " 
2. ~~at is a promissory note? 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
a . What is meant by the date of the note? 
b. What is meant by the date of maturity? 
I:Jhat is meant when the term "net proceeds " is used? 
Of what value is a deposit slip? 
\~y must a check be endorsed? 
\'jhat is the purpose of the signature card? 
vmat method of checking is used to insure tha·t the 
bank statements are correct? 
fuat is the procedure used for opening a bank account? 
~lliat are some of the services rendered to the communit y 
by your bank? 
Aside from educational qualifications what are some 
of the other qualifications that one must have before 
his application for a job is considered by your bank? 
1 SUM~IARIZATI0r4 OF ANSWERS TO ABOVE QUESTIONS : 
II The members of the staff that were in charge of the tour 
,gave detailed answers to all of the questions. In answering the I . 
1
1 questions that the class presented many other questions were 
'I 
'i brought up and they in turn were answered. The students felt 
,. 
:that this particular question and answer peri od was second only 
I 
' to the one conducted on the first field trip. 
1
1 
The meaning of the phrase "bank discount" is that the 
I 
1interest is taken out be£ore the borrower receives the money. 
lj The following example vms given during the answering of the 
1!1 questions : I£ Mr. Smith presents a note for ~.300 payable i n 90 
I . 
lj ~ays at 5% he ~Jill not receive $300. Instead he will receive 
, ' .300 less the 1.nterest on · .300 at 5 ~b for 90 days. At this point · 
1 the director of the tour asked for a volunteer to figure out the 
I 
1 amount that ~~ . Smith would receive. Since the students had re-
I 
!viewed the use of the interest for mul a in the pre-trip planning 
,I 
1a number of hands i mmedi ately went up . The student doine the 
,j work ~ol ved the problem i n th following manner: 
90 days is 2Q, or 1 of a year 
.300 4 
II Using the formula: I= PRT 
i' I= $.300 X .05 X 1 = ~3.75 ~ • 4 Mr. Smith received ~300 - ~3.75 bank discount = 
$296.25 
A promissory note is a written ~tatement to pay a certain 
'I amount of money carrying a certain r ate of interest. By the 
ll date of the note is meant the date that the note was actually 
1
: signed. The date of maturity is the date when the payment i s 
due. Further information was received as a result of this ques-
11 tion. The students learned thCI.t the borrower is called the 
I 
1maker of the note . The one to whom the money is to be paid is 
1 known as the payee. The period .of days or months before the 
1
note is due is called the term of the note, and the amount of 
I 
I money for which the note is drawn is the face of the note . 
I When the term ftnet proceeds'' is used it refers to the f ace 11 
uvalue of the note minus the bank discount. The students also 
'I 
li learned that on short term loans it is common pr actice to con-
sider a year as 360 days and a month as 30 days. If the loan is I 
II 
I 
:I for more than 360 days but not more than 365 days, it is cus-
tomary to count the time as 1 year. 
When a customer makes a deposit he fills out a slip on 
which he writes his name, address , date, and amount of money 
1deposited in bills, coins,. and in checks. This slip is called 
I d . li a eposJ.t s . p. In the space for checks each check should be 
.I 
properly endorsed, and listed separately. If t he check is 
!dral-m on a local bank the name of that bank is written. If the 
II 
1
check is drawn on a bank in another city it is listed by writing ; 
li the name of that city and the amount. 
Endorsements on checks are really receipts which prove 
that certain payments have been made. ~Jhen a person makes a 
I lpayraent by check the payee of the check can use it the same as 
'l money , The check can be transferred to another person, it can 
lj be turned in for cash to a bank, or it can be deposited by the 
lpayee in his bank for deposit. Before any of these things can 
lbe done the payee must write hi~ name on the back of the check , 
.therefore endorsing the check. This question brought out the 
11 three types of endorsements. The director told the students 
II lj that if the payee writes only his name on the back of' the check 
lit is called a blank endorsement. A check endorsed in this 
1
manner may be transferred many times from one person to another. 
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II 
The second type of encorsement is called special endorsement . 
1 To make this type of endorsement the paye~ ~Tites before his 
i signature the \'lords: Pay to the. order o:f • 
~ 
I 
I 
,I 
This makes the check payable only to the person mentioned or his 1 
,I order . The special endorsement; therefore, is safer than a 
,! blank endorsement . I.f the payee \'lrites the words, for deposit 
only, the check is restricted so that it can be accredited only 
11 to his account . This type of endorsement is called a restricted 
I 
I 
'I endorsement. These explanations were of . great interest to the 
,students because they were :familiar only '~th the blank en-
I 
udorsement . 
I The purpose o.f the signature card is to let the bank know 
I 
who you are ~ They must know if you are a person of integrity 
,I and can be trusted. You must be introduced by someone known to 
1
the bank. This person 's name is pl aced on your signature card. 
:The applicant must sign his name on the signature card exactly 
las he expects to sign it on his checks. This card is kept by 
!the bank and is used by clerks to tell if a signature appearing 
1on a check is genuine . 
lj The calculations made on . bank statements today are done by 
JJ electrically operated machines . These machines, however, are 
lnot free :from making mis takes 1 therefore the customer is re-
lquested to check his bank statements with his cancelled checks 
II 
and i.f a mistake is noticed inform the bank \-Jithin ten days . 
li The bank clerks then check this particul ar statement and make 
I 
I 11 the necessary corrections. The bank has its mechanical 
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II 
, calculators serviced regularly to keep them in good condition, 
11 thus f ortifying itself against mistakes. 
II The procedure used for opening an account by this bank is 
,1 as follows : 
1. Preparing the signature card (already explained) 
'I 
11 2. Filling out a deposit slip (already explai ned) 
II 
II The director of the tour did not comment further on opening an 
1
1 account because the salient points were already explained in 
ii previous questions. The students classified this question as 
a poor item because it showed overlapping. 
The director of the tour stated that the bank with which 
11 he is connected renders many services to the community . 
II three most important ones are: I 
The 
1. The bank takes the money of depositors and guarantees 
that i t will be protected. 
2. The bank will pay interest on de posits that are suf-
ficiently large. 
3• The bank allows a depositor to draw a check against 
his deposits ) a s \'1911 as , cash checks for the de-
positor that he has received fro m other persons. 
The assistant manager of t he bank answered the final 
question. He stated that the officers of t he bank spend many 
hours of thorough investigation of a person's character, per-
i sonality • associates , and physical condition, before they con-
11 sider his application for obtaining a job at t h e bank. 
II 
II FOLL0\11-UP STUDY; 
The students were anxious to make their comparison of the 
interest charged by the bank on a certain amount of money with 
88 
that of the small loan association on the same amount of money •. 
The class made use of the information that the committee re-
\l ce i ved from t he small loan association and the information re-
ceived 't'Jhile on the tour at the bank,., The detail comparison 
I 
appears as a special project for this trip in the chapter on 
'SPECI AL PROJECTS. 
I 
The class decided to use the remainder of the follow-up 
study by setting up a bank., Each student ha d his individual 
packet of bank ·.f'orms collected by t he committee in the pre-trip 
planning. The class elected a bank president, v.ice-president , 
,1manager , assistant manager, loan manager, clerks, and tellers . 
I 
:They a r ranged the chairs to fit the arrangement of the ground 
I 
!f l oor of the bank that t hey had visited.. The bank opened with a 1 
specified capital and depositf;l were made, checks were drawn,_ and 
I 
lloans w·ere issued for various periods ·Of time~ All of this 11 
I 
'business transaction was ca rried out on the correct forms of t he 
lbank. The class asked t hat t hree class periods be allocated to 
li the operation Of the bank , The request l-vas granted a nd after 
I 
.1 that time the not.es were supposed to be pa;ld back and all 
~~business f'ull y tJ'arl!laeted, Th~ l;ellers and the clerks made re-
,ports o£ money collected by deposits, interest paid on savings • 
amount o£ money in the bank at that partict\lf:lr time. Every studed; 
showed interest and t his study served as excellent remedial work 
on decimals , per cents, and the fundamentals in general . Since 1 
every student had some part to pl ay ,there was very little . 
!I 
11 waste motion . Aside from being excellent remedial work t his 
:1 t ype of follow up study gave t he tea cher an opportunity to make 
II numerous observations of the students . A wealth of information 
was gained from th ese observations and v.ras recorded in t he 
individual fo l ders of the students . 
A bulletin board display was not used i n the follov up 
:; s tudy of ·t h i s trip becau e the entire time was given over to 
,; the classroom bank . However , the v«iter feels th a t t he time 
limit f'or the bank coul d have been shortened and the materials 
arranged on the bulletin board wi th necessary expl anations . 
EVALUATION PH.OGftMu 
TEST TO ACC011PANY F I ELD T~ IP NUNiBE SI X 
'' DIRECTI ONS : Solve the problems in t~he space provided . 
1 . 
2 . 
How much money does Mr. Doe receive on a .;,300 note for 
15 days at 4~~? 
Find the bank discount on the following: 
$ 200 at 4 1 % for 36 days ; $ 560 at 6% for 100 days 
2 
Compute the net proceeds of a promissory note for $ 240 , 
dated June 5, and due on ovember 9 , with interest a t 6 '<~ • 
I f you secure a loan of ''pl20 for 12 months at the rate of 
2 1 % per month a nd pay back ~10 each month plus interest 
2 
on unpaid balance, what will be t he total char ges on the 
loan? \'vh at rate of i nterest per year do you pay? 
~~at would be the charge on a ~240 loan repaid in 15 
monthly payments at 2 1 % a month on unpaid balances? 
2 
Rate thi s particular f ield trip according to the follo\"ling 
system: 
5 excellent , 4 good, 3 fair , 2 poor 
90 
;sul\IJI'.1ARY: 
I Out of the many useful skills in mathematics computing 
with per c nts serve a s a pitfall to many students. This par-
ticular trip provided many opportunities to push this skill to 
a h i gh level o£ efficiency . The students learned that although 1 
!they were being taught a simple type of mat hematics , it \rould 
I 
I be useful to t hera in many different everyday · situ.ations . The 
class was able to read their da ily papers in a more intelligentlY' 
I' 1manner and learned tha t the financial page had much to do with 
1
t heir daily living. An out standing result of the entire trip 
,1was t hat t he class found out that t he ab:llity to anal yze pro-
' 
''blems is an essential mat henatical ~kill . 
The field trip itself t aught the class to become i nterested 
· ;1 i n thrift . i•lany of the students dec.ided to open a savings 
,I account after t hey .found out that some of the banks , along trith 
I 
,the one visited, would allow· them to start an a ccount uith as 
·' little as one dollar. The writer fee l s that t h is trip will 
11eave an impression upon t he s tudent that will greatly benefit 
him in years t o come . 
I I ,, 
I 
I 
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KEY 
TEST TO ACCOMPANY FIELD TRIP NUMBER SIX 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
$29C . 50 
$9. 4, .90 
157 days $6. ~ 8 diE count ' $2 3. 72 
$19 50 , .. O% 
$48 00 
No. 3 Graf-Paper G1·ovc's Grid-Graf System 
Produced By Yo der Instruments, E a s t Palestine, Ohio 
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No. 3 Graf-Paper Grove's Grid-Graf System 
Produced By Yoder Instruments, East Palestine, Ohio 
Figure 8. The line graph sh ows the number of students ~hat 
had the correct answer for each of the items on 
t he test . The number of students taking the 
test was 33 . 
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EVALUATION PROGRAM FIELD TRIP NUMBER SIX 
LLEN'I 
, 
I 
15 Stude nts 75 F oints 
18 Stude nts 72 p oints 
0 Stude nts 0 F oints 
0 Stude nts 0 p oints 
No. 3 Graf-Pa per Grove's Grid-Graf System 
Produced By Yoder Instruments, East Palestine, Ohio 
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The statistics above shows hoY.r 33 students rated t e s t 
question number six . The question was--Rate this part icular 
field trin accoeding to the follo wing system: 
Excellent 5 points go od 4 points fair 3 po i nts poor 2 points 
CHAPTER III 
SPECIAl\ PROJECTS 
The pro jects that appear in t his chapter are related to 
the field trips written up in detail in the preceding chapter 
Many commercially made models and devices are used to help t h 
students visualize mathematical relationships . However , the 
\~iter feels t hat the s ame effect can be attained from the 
use of homemade equipment and free materials. Frequently 
articles in "The Mathematics Teacher" provide instruction for 
maki ng various types of devices. The teacher can also devise 
adequate instruction sheets to guide the students in the con-
struction of the project . Reading and listening are only t wo 
of the activities by which the pupil learns . Learning may be 
easi er and more per manent if the pupil can see and do . 
The development of motor skills is closely connected to 
the construction and manipulation of multisensory devices. A 
wealth of mathematical learning is involved during the con-
struction of the various devices. Whether it is a graph t hat 
shows a relationship to some class activity or a scale model 
constructed from cardboard a sense of contributing is de-
veloped l'li t hin the pupil . The feeling of dependence upon 
bought equipment is soon done away with as the student makes 
use of devices that he has constructed. 
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II 
The projects that are shown in this chapter are results of 
II 
I 
11 students t desire. The students guided by the teacher have 
II turned out the projects as they are given. The reader may find 
II 
I 
room for improvement on the projects in general because they 
II are not masterpieces "Qut, on the other hand they represent the 
1 thinking and doing of the students. The attention of the 
I 
11 
students was improved during the working hours spent on tpese 
I 
11 projects. The writer feels that it is safe to say that im-
,1 provement in attention took place because the attention was 
t 
directed towards something specific. 
The method of trial and error as well as simple reasoning 
I during the study on projects gave to the slow learners more 
1 concrete development. 
I 
The brighter students were given the 
'I theoretical part of the projects to 
II 
accomplish '\11'hile extra time 
" was being given to the slower students. The projects therefore 
helped to provide for individual differences. 
I 
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H 
SPECIAL PROJECT TO ACCO~IPANY FIELD TRIP NUMBER ONE TO 
THE \lEST VIRGINIA PULP AND PAPER COl'-iPANY 
The class decided that they lvould use a circle graph f'or 
1their f'irst project. A committee contacted the. bus company and 
obtained the necessary data needed for the construction of the 
,graph . The information was then presented to the entire class 
,on individual sheets~ The ditto machine was :used to make the 
amount of copies needed. The study of circle graphs in the pre- 1 
1ltrip planning furnished the know-how for the compl etion o£ the 
project . 
After each student had finished a circl e gr aph a committee 1 
was selected to do a large construction . This committee con-
lsisted of students \!\h ose artistic ability was the highest in 
11 the class . The large graph was constructed on a sheet of oak 
,tag and displ ayed adjacent to the bulletin board. 
'
'I 
II 
This particular . project did not take much of the class 
time , but it gave all of the members of the class a permanent 
understanding of the _construction and use of the circle graph . 
This permanent understanding came as a result of the interest 
aroused in th.e participation of the planned field trip. 
The graph used for the project appears on the next page 
with the necessary statistics for its construction. 
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The circle graph below shows the quantitative implications 
of how the cost of transportation for field trip number one was 
determined. 
Per Cent Degrees 
I' 1. Profit made by bus company 35% 124° 
lj 2. Salary driver received 25% 90° 
,, 3 I • Cost of gasoline 22% 79° 
I 
I 4. Cost of oil 12% 43° 
i 5. General check up on bus 4% 14° 
lj 6. Wear and tear· of bus 2% 70 
100% 359° 
II 
I 
'I 
II Figure 9. The cost of Field Trip Number On·e 
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~ SPECI AL PROJECT TO ACC01 ~PANY FIELD TRIP NUMBER T\•JO TO 
THE I NTERNAL REVENUE BRANCH OFFICE 
II 
The class selected The Federal Income Tax Student's Hand-
book as a special project as a result of a class vote . The ma-
jority felt that the handbook would serve a great need because 
it is considered as a general course for students and also be-
cause its compilation consists of suggestions of hundreds of 
teachers and students t hroughout the country . They felt , also , 
t hat since the handbook was useful free material it would do 
away with purchasing materials for the construction of some 
lother type of project . 
Each member of the class received a handbook and with t he 
' information gained from the tour, along with suggestions made by 
I .. 
II t he teacher ,. t hey progressed at their own r ate of speed. After 
' all the students had completed the handbooks the booklets were 
I 
!exchanged and corrections made. Great interest was displayed by l 
·' 
the students because each student wanted to know where they had 
made a mist ake . There were five students that had perfect 
papers and the r emainder of t he class had only a few slight mis-
t akes . It was observed that following directions accounted for 
many of the mistakes as well as reading understanding into the 
.I various problems . 
After the papers were checked t hey were given to the 
students to study their mistakes. They used this booklet to 
hel p parents and friends properly file their tax forms . 
A copy of the handbook and correct answers for the pro-
blems appears on the following pages . 
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U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
OFFICE OF 
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE 
---
·Dear Student: 
The Federal income tax course has been prepared to help you 
understand the 11 HOW" of filling in returns and paying taxes. 
We need, also, to know something ab~mt the "WHY" of paying taxes. 
A famous judge of the United States Supreme Court once said "Taxes are 
what we pay for civilized society." ·He -meant that we could do without 
taxes if we all lived like the prehistoric cavemen. However, if we want 
t .o be civilized, we must pool our resources (through ·taxes) to pay 
cooperat~vely for defense, education, sanitation, and other services 
guaranteed by our Constitution. 
We like to complain about taxes. That's all to the good, so long 
as it means we fulfill·-· our duties as citizens to guard against unneces-
sary or inequitable taxes. But, we also must remember that, in effect,. 
we vote our own taxes. We do this by electing the executives and leg-
islators of our Government. No Federal tax can be collected unless a 
tax law has first been enacted by the Congress--all of whose Members 
are elected by the people. The President, who also is elected, and his 
advisers in the executive branch participate by making recommendations 
about taxes to ~he Congress. 
When a tax mea~ure becomes a law, it then becomes the duty of the 
Internal Revenue Service to collect the tax in exactly the amount and 
manner specified by Congress. Then, the law must be enforced with 
absolute impartiality. Toward that end, it is important that as many 
citizens as possible be informed of the law and ·procedures. I hope 
this course wil+. help to accomplish that purpose. 
Ours is a system of taxation without parallel in the world's 
history. The late Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson referred to it 
as a ~ystem of 11 taxation by corifession." The purpose of this course 
is to aid ·and encourage you, as America's taxpayers of tomorrow, to 
join with the Federal tax authorities in assur.ing the continued success 
of our system .by maintaining a high level of voluntary compliance. 
Sincerely, 
T. Coleman Andrews 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
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PAR-T I.-GENERAL COURSE 
Fol'll1 ss-5 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
:imiBJU.L RJ:VJili'UII BJ:l&VJCJI 
(Revloed 7-46) 
.IUIQUIUD UNDEa THE FEDELU.INSUUNCE COtmuBUTIONs ACT 
READ INSTlUJCTJOHS ON-BACK BEFORE FILLING IN FOilM 
HAVE YOU £VEil IIEFQRE Al'I'UED 
FOR OR HAD A SOCIAL SECURITY 011 
RAILROAD RETlKEMENT NUMIWlRf 
DO HOT llltln_IH TilE .uoV!: SPACE 
IF AHSW£R IS "YES", PRINT THE STATE 
FOR SOCIAL SE 
STATE IH WHICH YOU RRST 
A.Pft.JED AND WHEN 
~~~.:'.;.4.?::i.~> . . EMP.LOYEFS .WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CER.TIFICATl ,, 
lntemal. -nue Senlce Jo · • ·· Pr~tfull name ••••••••••••• 9..H...~ ........ ,.W: .. , ..... ~~e.G.: ....... .;,..."·······~··-·········· .Social Security No. <?.f!..r!...r;;;./?..f!::;.f!_<!..~.~ 
'Print h9me address •• 41.!!. .. __!?.!:§..-!J...f!"J.(~j:: ...... J'i'!f!.§.~.T..: . City ... A.(~U:7.:P..f¥.6f.......... ~ ... £.+.it.l.dP..!S ...... . 
EMPLOYEE: . HOW TO CLAI M YOUR WmTHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS j 
File tills fvnn wttll f and · c1 • · . . JIL'I'emploJer. 0111- 1. I SINGLE, you aun an exemption, write"the figure. "1'' •••••••• • • .••• .•• , , •••• , , • , • ··-··• 
erivlse,he must w!IIJ· 2. If MARRIED, one exemption each for husband and wife if not cliimed on another ~ertiScate. 
hold U. S, lm:cme (a) If you claim both of these exemptions, write the figure "2" }. 
tai .fnim Jlllll waps (b) If you claim 9ne of these ·exemptions, write the figUJ:e " 1" •• .•••••• _ • . • • ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 
wllllout exemption. (c) If you claim neither of these exemptions; write "0" 
EMPLOYER: 3. Exemptions for age and blindness (applicable only to you and yoUJ: wife but not to dependents): 
· Keep .tills ceitlll· (a) If you« yoUJ: wife ~ill be 6~ years of age or older at the end of the year; ruid you claim this· aemp· 
c:ate vi1tfr JOUl rec- · tioii, ·~fi~~ the figure "1"; if both will be 65 or old~r, and you claim both of these ·aemptions, write the 
~~::e:~~ (b) rr:u ~ryo~ ~if~~; bllnd: ~d ;.~·u'cia.In; ihis '6:e"m"pti~n: ~;it"e "ilie' £~ ·.:l.~;· if i,;,tit -~e· bl~d, . . ....... .. 
clalmedioomanyex- and you. claim both of these exemptions, wri.te the figure "2" .... . ........ ....... ..... ... , . 
empllons, ·the Dis- 4. If you claim: exemptions for one or more dependents, write the number of such exemptions. (Do not claim ·. · 
lrfc( Dlrecfar sllauld exemption f« a dependent unless you are qualified under instruction 3 on other side.) .••• ~ ..... .... -•• , ,; ...... . 
be SO adviSed. '· .Add the , number -of exemptions which you have cJa,.i,med above and' write the t~tal .••• ·• • .. ·. • •• • · .. J::z::J 
I CERTIFY that the number of withholding exemptions claimed on th~ ext;eed ~r I am entitled. 
(Date) -~-": .••• ,~~·-··,1,. ............ , '19£~ 1.._:.70Gu-t (Signed) .,..:'7=~-;._~~~::: ...... :.:.=, .. :; ..... ::-~~~= .............. -........... . 
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00-0000000 
A-B-C Manufacturing Company 
1112 Busy Street 
Hometown, Illinois 
T ype or J:lrint EMPLOYER'S identification number, name, and address above. 
-
SOCIAL SECURITY INFORMATION (Federal Insurance Contributions Act) 
$ $ 11.70 
WITHHOLDING TAX STATEMENT ~ 
1954 Federal Taxes Withheid From Wages • 
• 
For Employee's Tax Return • 
INCOME TAX IN FORMATION 
$ 58.'3.00 $ 76.70 
T otal F.I.C.A. Wages ( before. pay- F.I.C.A. employee tax withheld, Total Wages (before payroll de- Federa l Income T ax wi thheld, if 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ro ll deductions ) paid in 1954 if any duct ions ) paid in 1954 any 
Soci<J l Security No . 000-00-0000 NOTICE TO EMPLOYEE: (1) SoCtAL SECt:RlTY W AGES-
If your Wa );tS were subject to Social Security taxes, but are 
John \·: . Doe not shown, }'Ou r SoCial Secunty wages are the same as wages 
shown under " I~COJ\!E T AX 11'\ FO!L\fATION." but not 2111 Pleasant Street. more than $3,600. (2) l t-i COME T AX W ,\GEs-Th is' state-
Hometown 3, - Illinois ment is importan t. It must be attached to your U . S. I ncome T ax Return fo r 1954. Jf your account number name or 
Type or pu nt E MPLOY..§.g S SOCial secunty account no .• name • . and address above. 
FORM W-21 Copy 8-U. S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service 
R~ad instruct jons carefully. u. s. INDIVIDUAL 
address is st:1ted incorrectl y, no ~ ify your emplorer: ' 
c'J- 16-6:J642- 1 C P O 
INCOME TAX RE_TURN I I 1954 Completo"both •ide• of form. Please print. If you use this rorm , the Internal Revenue Service will compute your tax. 
1. NAME 
1-W J;;-~,.; w. ..l>ot:: ~ Taxpayer•s Your Wile's \ Husband's) ~ Zll w- 2. WIFE 'S (HUSBAND'S) NAME :>:~ 7. Social Se-1 : ; ~; 1-w curityNo. oco ; 0<> ;ooo"! 
a: II! 
~w 3. HO ME ADDRESS (NUMBER AN D STREET OR RURAL ROUTE) ( a) ss.s-! o o - : (b) 
E 
8. Was•• .. ~"' w:o 
:2..1/1 P'-EASA~r JT7f!'£4r c: • o< cz ~ . 9 . Tax (a) ~~: (b) -ac >w 7~bo' ' -ae a:> (CITY, TOWN, OR POST OFFICE) (ZONE) (ST ATE) Withheld.- f:! : ' ~~ ;/Dn?~ -ro .J,.,;: .3 4'-.INDn; 1 0 . Other (a) .s ~: (b) ..., ..... <.J Income .. .!?._ I ""' W< ~ : (b) . 0 a:z 4. (Chock) ~ins I• D MorriedJ,, 11 . Special (a) -D_. 1-0: • ~~: -u · W Credit ' g~ lilt- ~'f~ c: : (b) ·z 5. Is this a joint return? 0 Yes (a) 0 ' 0 ::l- 1 2. Exclusion.-
- : Q 
- - - -
< 6. Is wile (husband) lilins separately? 0 Yes D No • !-i~t your exc;mptions on other side . 0 
"'l' I DECLARE UNDE R THE PENALTIES OF PERJUR Y TH AT TH I S I S A TRUE . C ORRECT, (FOR USE O F INT ERNAL R E VEN UE SERVICE) 0 AND COMPLETE RETURN TO THE B EST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF~ c , B 
- yzs S~~TU~=;;~IF JOINT RETURN, WIFE S (HUSBAND'S) SI GIIIA'l'UR.E :>: ' ' 1:: _ _ _______________ J --- ------ - ------
0 T •R 
to. 
-
I 
I 
: 
-
13 EXEMPTIONS FOR YOURSELF AND WIFE (OR H USB AND) ~ 
(a) for your o wn exemption, write the FIGURE 1 ~ _L_ 
(b) If you .,...ere 65 or over at the end ol1954, write the FIGURE 1 ~ 
--
(c) If taxpayer was blind at the end of 1954, write the FIGURE 1 ~ 
(d) If your wife (or husband) had no income in 1954, or if this is a joint return, write the FIGURE 1 for her (or his) exemption_., 
--
(e) ' If she (or he) is claimed as an exemption in (d) above a ~d was 65 a r over at the e nd of 1954, wril e the FIGURE 1 )lo 
--~I) II she (or he) is claimed as an exemption in (d) above ond was blin d at the end ol1954, write the FI GURE 1 .. 
14. EXEMPTIONS FOR YOUR CHILDREN AND OTHER DEPENDENTS (~i st below) 
Name (also sive address if d ifferent from yours) Answer ONLY lor dependents o ther than childr en 
• Enter Fisure 1 in the. last column Ia risht lor each nome Re lationshi p 
Old dependenl Amount YOU spent for Amoun t spent by OTHE RS have gross ftfOO~:.r-~~it~u~~~{·~· listed. income cl UOO including dependent 
or more? 
~ --I--c· I--
· 15. Enter total number al exemptions listed in items 13 and 14 above. ,. I 
... 
5 
104 
105 
' I 
.. 
Sample Problems 
You will find below six sets of figures representing samples of total wages 
and Federal income tax withheld for the year 1954· The instructor will 
assign one of the six to each student. With the information assigned, fill 
out the reproduction of page 1 of Form 1040 for 1954 which is provided 
for this purpose on the next page. Use the Tax Table for 1954 which is 
reproduced on page 16 of this booklet to determine the tax liability. 
Assume that this is your own return, that you have only one exemption for 
yourself, and that you were employed by the A-B-C Manufacturing 
Company in your home town. 
Problem Total Federal Income 
No. Wages Tax Withheld 
I . • .•. :e: »: $450.00 $40.00 
2 . . . . . 
-475·00 . . . . , 45·00 
3 . . . . ~- ·.: 500.00 50.00 
4 525.00 55·00 
5 . . . . . 550.00 6o.oo 
6 575·00 65.00 
6 
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FORM 1040 
11. S. Treasuey Depart~nenl 
Internal Revenue Service 
or other taxable 
year beginning 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1954 
, 1954, and ending 
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT PLAINLY 
Name 
If this is a jo!ni return of husband and wife, use first names of both 
James Henry Euland 
. 195 ·1954 
Do not write in these spaces 
Serial 
No. U. S. INDIVIDUAL 
INCOME TAX 
RETURN 
Street and number or rural route (Cashier's Stamp) 
• 
Your 
exemp-
tions 
Home 12 Desportes Court 
Address City, town, or post office; Postal zone number; State 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Your Socia l Security No. and Occupation Wife'~ (Husband 's) S. S . No. a nd Occupation 
ooo oo-oooo I Student I 
1. List your name. If your wife (or husband) had no . Check below if at the end of On lines A and B below-
income or if this is a joint return, list also her (or his) your taxable year you or if neither 65 nor blind write the figure 1 
name: your wife were- If either 65 or blind write the figure 2 
James H. Euland If both 65 and blind write the figure 3 
A. -------------------------------------------------------------- 65 or over 0 Blind 0 Number of exemptions for you .. . 
~-
(~;,ur--:;;u~;;~;;;;~=d-~~~~~~st-if-.-h~-i-;fill,:;z;;·~;;~~r"".;!.;-~~~~~-- - - 1_ 6_5_o_r_o_v_e_r-=O=-_B_l_in __ d...:O=---'--N_um ___ b_e_r_o_f_h_e_r_(~o_r_h_i...:s)_e_x_e_m_!.p_t_io_n_s_. ______ _ 
or if she had 'income not included in this return) 
C. List names of your children 
who qualify a s dependents; give .----------------- 7--------------------- ---------------------------------------
address if different from yours. --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
Enter number 
of children 
listed -------i~ 
D. Enter number of exemptions claimed for other individuals listed in Schedule I on page 2 . . .... ................ . 
1 
~ -------I-~~E~-~E=n~t=e~r~t=o~ta=l~n~um==b=e~r~of~e~x~e=m~p=t=io~n=s~c=la=i=m=e=d~i=n~A~t=o~D~a=b=o~v=e~· ·~·~·~·~·~·=·=·=· =·=· =· ~· =· =· =· =··~·~·~·=·=·=·~· =· =· =· ~·~· =· ~· ~· ~· ·~-~·~·~·~·~·~·~·7·~·~·=·~---1 2. Enter your total wages, salaries, bonuses, commissions, and other compensation received in 1954, before payroll deductions. J'.LI 
:r: 
N 
~ 
fJ) 
~ 
"" 
"" 0 
fa § 
0 
:z: 
~ 
Your 
in-
come 
t Howto 
~ figure 
~ the tax 
< E-t 
:r: 
~ 
~ 
• 
Tax 
due or 
refund 
Persons claiming traveling, transportatioN, or reimbursed expenses, a nd Outside Salesmen, see instructions. 
A . Employer's Name B. Where Employed (City and State) C. Total Wages, Etc. D . Income Tax Withheld 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ .. -------.. --------- -- -- --- $--------- ---- ------- -------~ .. ::::S.:=C= .. MMu!a.c.t.ur.ing __ Q.o_., ___ C.harl~_sto.n.~ ___ s ..... c .. __ -----------515 ... . 0.0. ___________ ____ 65 .. OD.:.. 
------------ ----1-- -d---b--l·------~---------~---d·-----d·----------------·E";.;t";;;·i~-;.;,i~-'h;;~-=:..;: $ 57 5 00 65 00 
3. Less exc u a e portion receive un er wage ------------------- __ _____ $ _________ ..::.._ 1.~~ 
continuation plans for sickness or injury. (See instructions) .. . . ... ... . . 
4. Balance (item 2 less item 3) ........................ · .................. l-$-__ -__ -_-__ -__ -,_5.""'_7=-5-~---- _.QQ_ 
5. If you received dividends, interest, or any other 
income (or loss) , give details on page 2 .. ....... . Enter total here~ 
-------------
6. Adjusted Gross Income (sum of items 4 and 5) . . . Enter total here ~ $ 575 00 
(Unmarried or legally separated persons qualifying as ' 'Head o~ Household,'' check here 0. See instructions.) 
(Surviving widows and widowers who qualify for special tax compufatio·:n., check here O. See instructions.) 
IF YOUR INCOME WAS LESS THAN $5,000--Use Ta.x Table unless you itemize deductions. This table allows about 10 percent 
of your income for charitable contributions, interest, taxes, medical expenses,- etc. If your deductions exceed 10 percent, it 
will usually be to your advantage to itemize them and compute your tax on page 3. 
IF YOUR INCOME WAS $5,000 OR MORE-Compute tax on page 3: ·Itemize or use standard deduction, whichever is 
to your advantage. 
~\ Enter your tax from the Tax Table, or from line 13, page 3 . .. . .. . .. . ........ . . . ..... . . .... . ... $ .... N9 ... T!J.~ .. IQ-g~-
8. Less: A. Dividends received credit (line 8 of Schedule D ............ · .. :. j$--------------------1-------
B. Retirement income credit (line 10 of Schedule K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l--------~=--
9. Balance (item 7 less the sum of items SA and 8B) . . .. ..... ... .. ...... ..... ... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _______________ Q ____ QQ_ 
10. Enter your self-employment tax from line 36, separate Schedule C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --nt"'' a vv 11. Add amounts shown in items 9 and 10 ...........................•.......................... $ ________ _ 
12. Credits for amounts paid on your 1954 income tax: I 
A. Tax withheld (in item 2, Column D above). Attach Forms W-2 . ...... $ ............. 65 .. __ QQ_ 
B. Payments on 1954 Decla.ration of Estimated Tax. Indicate District 65 OO Director's office where paid. ------------------------------------------------------ '-----------'---- $----------~-1--
13. If your tax (item 11) is larger than payments (item 12), the balance must be paid in 
full with return. Enter ·such balance here . ... ... . .. . .............. . .... . .. . .. . . ............ $·---------::...--:::-1-,= 
14. If your payments (item 12) are larger than your tax (item 11) Enter the overpayment here )o $ _________ 6:....5~ 1_0=0 
Enter amount of item 14 you wa.nt: C redited on 1955 estimated tax$ .............. ; Refunded$ ............ .. 
e Make check or rnoney order payable to District Director, I. R. S .• for arnount . if any, shown in item 13. 
Do you owe any other Federal to~? 0 Yes QCJ No. If Is your wife (or husband) making a separate return Did you pay anyone for assistance in the preparation 
"Yes," to which District Director's office and what kind of for 1954? D Yes 0 No. If "Yes," write her of your return? D Yes fKJ No. If "Yes," enter his 
tax. (or his) name. name and address. 
I declare under the penalties of perjury that this return (including any accompanying schedules and statements) has been examined 
by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct, and· complete return. 
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PART II.-· GENERAL COURSE 
Sample Problem 
ASSUI\1E THE FOLLOWING FACTS: 
Richard R. Roe is manied to Mary C. Roe. They have one-child, Robert, 
who was born on September 15, 1954. Richard and his family live at Ioio 
Broad Street, Hometown 4, Ohio. 
D uring 1954, Richard worked as Office Manager for the B-C-D 
Manufacturing Co. in Hometown, Ohio. At the end of 1954, the Form 
W-2 given Richard by his employer shows that his total wages for the 
year amounted to $4,500. From this his employer had withheld $475 
for Federal income tax and $72 for F. I. C. A. (Social Security tax). 
Richard's only other income for 1954 was $10 interest on his savings 
account in the First ,National Bank. His wife~ Mary, had nq income in 
I954· 
During the year 1954, Richard paid out the following amounts 
which are deductible for Federal income tax purposes. 
Church $5o.oo 
Red Cross ... 5.00 
Community Chest . 10.00 
Local real estate tax . 95.oo 
State sales tax .... 20.00 
Interest on mortgage I 15.00 
From the above information, prepare Richard's income tax return for 
the year 1954 on the blank Form 1040 provided (next two pages 
of your Handbook) . Work it out to result in the smallest possible tax 
liability. In this connection, use your own judgment as to whether to 
prepare a separate return or a joint return with his wife and whether 
to itemize deductions or take the tax from the tax table. In event there 
should be an overpayment of tax, Richard and his wif_e will want it 
refunded to them. 
The "Tax Table" is reproduced on page 16 of this pamphlet al!d 
the "Tax Rate .Schedule" (for use if deductions are itemized and the tax 
is computed) is reproduced on page I I . of this pamphlet. 
8 
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FORM 1040 or other taxable year begin n ing FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1954 , 1954, and ending ' 195 1954 
11. S. TJ'easu ry Dep a r bnent 
Internal Revenue Service PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT PLAINLY Do not write in these spaces 
Serial If this is a joint return of husband and wife, use first names of both 
U. S. INDIVIDUAL 
INCOME TAX 
RETURN 
Name 
Richard R. and Mary C. Roe 
Street and number or rural route 
Home 1010 Broad Street 
Address City, town, or post office; Postal zone number; State 
Hometown 4, Ohi6 
No. 
(Cashier's Stamp) 
• 
tl 
w 
::r: 
c<l 
s: 
ro 
~ 
11:: 
0 
... 
... 
0 
fJ 
.... 
llo 
0 
u 
z 
11:: 
Your 
exemp-
tions 
Your 
in-
come 
~ Howto 
tl figure 
~ the tax 
E-< 
::r: 
0 
oC 
E-< 
E-< 
oC 
• 
Tax 
due or 
refund 
1. List your name. If your wife (or husband) had no Check below if at the end of On lines A and B below-
income or if this is a joint return, list olso her .(or his) your taxable year you or if neither 65 nor blind write the figure 1 ~ 
your wife were- if either 65 or blind write the figure 2 
name:Ric hard R. Roe if both 65 and blind write the figure 3 1 A. -------------------------------------------------------------- 65 or over 0 Blind 0 Number of exemptions for you ... _____ _ 
B. __ _ M_~ry ___ Q_! ___ fig_e_ ____ _____ ________ ------------ _____ ,_6_5_o_r_ ov_e_r-=O=--_B_li_n_d-'O=--'---N_u_m_b_e_r_o_f _h_:.e.:...r _:.(o:_r_h_i.-:.s)_e_x_e_m_;p:_t_io_n_s_. ____ l 
(Your wife' s no me-do not list if she is filing a separate return ·-
or if she had income not included in this .return) E b 
C. ~h~ ~~~U~ o~syd~;ec:d~~~~ give ___ llohe.r_t_____________________ --------------------------------------- l_£t~~ild~~ er 
a ddress if different from yours. ------------"---------------C----"----- --------------------------------------- ls e 1 
J). Enter number of exemptions claimed for other individuals listed in Schedule I on page 2 . .. . . . _ ......... .. .... . 
E. Enter total number of exemptions claimed in A to D above . . . ...... . . . ...... . ...... . .. .. . ....... . ....... . . 3 
z. Enter your total wages, salaries, bonuses, commissions, and other compensation received in 1954, he f ore pay roll deduclioru. 
Persons claiming traveling, transportation, or reimbursed expenses, and Outside Salesmen, see instructions. 
A . Employer 's Name .B. Where Employed (City .and State) C . ·Total Wages, Etc . D. Income Tax W ithheld 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- $ ____________ -------- ------- $----------- ------- -------
_E:::C:-:-J). __ M_anu.:f:a_c_t_ur_ing __ C_Q...__, ___ H_o.m.e_t_ow_n.,. ___ Qh_i o -~-- --- ---------"".,500 __ QQ ______________ __ H-_75. __ QQ_ 
- -~: -~~~~-~~~~~ci~-~i~-~~~-~~~-~:~~~~~ci~:~:;-~:~~---- ---E'~-t-;;-t~t-~i~-h;;~-:.:.:=;: $ __ ______ '±_~_5_QQ __ QQ __ $ ___ --"4,_7~5 00 
continuation plans for sickness or injury_ (See instructions) .. . . . . . . ... . 
4. Ba lance (item 2 less item 3) .... ... .. , ... . ..... .. ... . , . . . ... . . . . . ..... 
1
_$ ____ -__ -__ 
7/±_l-_2=-__ o-= __ -=Q:-_I -0-=-:::0:--
5. If you received dividends, interest, or any other 
income (or loss), give details on page 2 ....... . . . Enter total here~ 10 00 
1----------~~~~ ~ 4, 510 00 6. Adjusted Gross Income (sum of items 4 and 5) .. . Enter total here ·~ $ 
(Unmarried or legally separated persons qualifying as " Head of Household,'' check here O. See instructions.) 
(Survi;ing widows and widowers who qualify for special tq.x comp utation, check here O. See instructions.) 
IF YOUR INCOME WAS LESS THAN $5,000-Use Tax Table unless you itemize deductions. This table allows about 10 percent 
of your income for charitable contributions, interest, taxes, medical expenses, etc. If your deductions exceed 10 percent, it 
will usually be to your advantage to itemize them and compute your tax on page 3. 
IF YOUR INCOME WAS $5 ,000 OR MORE-Compute tax on page 3. Itemize or use standard deduction, whichever is 
to your advantage. 
7. Enter your tax from the Tax Table, or from line 13, page 3 ......... . . . ..... . ...... . .. .... ..... $ ___ _____ __ !±2.5 _____ QQ. 
8. Less: A. Dividends received credit (line 8 of Schedule J) ...... . . .. . ... · · 1 $-------------------- ~-------
B. Retirement income credit (line 10 of Schedule K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------1-
9. Balance (item 7 less the sum of items SA and SB) ..... . ........ .. .. . ..... ... . . , .. . . . . .. ....... $ _________ A5.5_ ____ QQ • 
10. Enter your self-employment tax from line 36, .separate Schedule C ... . .. . ..... .. .. . .. ... . . .... . 
11. Add amounts shown in items 9 and 10 .. . ... . . ......... .. .. . . . .. .... . . . . . ... . . ... _ ... .. .. . .. $ 455 00 
1Z. Credits for amounts paid on your 1954 income tax: I 
A. Tax withheld (in item 2, Column D above) . Attach Forms W-2 . . . .... $ ___ ____ __ !f.'l.2 _____ QQ_ 
B. ~~:t:::: :~i~:~:h~;ec:~~~~~-~~~~-s-~:-~~~~-~-~~~---~:~~~-~~~- ~~:~:~~~------ . . . . $ 475 00 
13. If your tax (item 11 ) is larger than payments (item 12), the balance must be paid in 
full with return. Enter such balance here . .. .. . ... ..... . ......... ... . .... . . . .... . _ ... . ..... $------,.,,....-
20 -m:r 14. If your payments (item ' 12) are larger than your tax (item 11) Enter the overpayment here )o $ _________ _ 
Enter amount of item 14 you want: Credited on 1955 estimated tax$ ____ __ " _______ ; Refunded $_gQ_!_QQ_ 
e Make check or rnoney orde~ p a y able to District D irec t or. I. ·R. S .• for amount, if any. shown in item 13. 
Do you owe any ~ther Federal tax? D Yes OCJ No. If Is your wife (or husband) making a separate return Did you pay anyone for assistance in the preparation 
"Yes," to which District Director's office and what kind of for 1954? D Yes ~ No. If "Yes," write her of your return? 0 Yes ~ No. If "Yes," enter his 
tax. -- (or his) name. · .. · n ame and address. 
I declare under the penalties of perjury that th1s return (mcluding any accompanymg schedules and statements) .has been examined 
by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct, and complete return. 
----------------------csi~~t~~;-;,tt~,:;p;:;;;;)----------- ----------- ------(n;t;;------ (Si~-~h;;;-~ft;~-p;,~;r-.~-;..;£~-~~h~;b;;~~riTthi;-i~-~-1~i~t~hi;~) ------ro;t~}------
• To assure split-income bene!its. husband and wile must include a ll their income and, even though only one has income. BOTH MUST SIGN. 1&-70097_1 
109 Page 2 
Schedule A.-INCOME FROM .DIVIDENDS (First see Schedule J) 
1. Enter amount of dividends reported on line 6 of Schedule J. ............. . ............ ·1$"---------------------------
z. Enter total of all other dividends; .jtemize below, listing name of corporation and amount.. L-. --,:.·----------1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Enter total here-+ $ ___________________ ------• 
- --------------------------------------------------------------------:------- -~ --------------- _.:. _ --------_: ----------- . 
. Schedule B.-INCOME FROM INTEREST 
F:i_':=:"::~:~~~~~~:::~i!!::~:: ·~:=:~~~~:::::::: :: :::: ::::":~m•:•~~:;::::::::::::::::: I $ _______ 'm•••: ------• 
· · · Enter total here~ ______________ )._Q_ Q_Q __ 
Schedule C Summary.-PROFIT (OR LOSS) .FROM BUSINESS, FARMING, AND PARTNERSHIP 
1. Business profit (or loss) from separate Schedule(s) C, line(s) .24 .................• . ... $ ___________________________ _ 
z. Farm profit (or loss) from separate schedule, Form l040F .. .. ............•....•. •. ... 
_.3. Partnership, etc., profit (or loss) from Form 1065, Schedule K . . . . .......•.. , ••........ 
Partnership name and address.----------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Total of lines 1, 2, and 3 .................................................. .. $ ___________________________ _ 
5. Less: Net operating loss deduction (Attach statement) ...... . ..... ......... . . '-----------
6. Net profit (or loss) (line 4 less line 5) . ..... . ... ...... . . ... .......... .... .. ......... . .. . .............. . . . . 
Schedule D.-GAINS AND LOSSES FROM SALES OR EXCHANGES OF PROPERTY 
1. From sale or exchange of property other. than capital assets (from separate Schedule D) ................... . 
Z. From sale or exchange of capital assets (from separate Schedule D) .. ... .. . .. ... ...... ... ... ... ... . .. . . . . 
· Sche«:iule E.-INCOME FROM PENSIONS OR. ANNUITIES (See instructions) 
Part I.-General Rule 
1. Investment in contract .....•..• , . :.l!!:<ll----~-1 4. :Amount received this year ..... . $. ____ ___,_ 
z. Expected return ........ .- .......... $------1 5. Amount excludable (line 4 multi-
3. Percentage of income to be excluded plied by line 3) ............... $·--------
--"(::li::n:::.e....:1:.....::d:..i v....:i:::.d::.e:::.d....:b:..Yo....:;;li::.n:..:e....:2~)....:·....:·....:·....:· ....:· ....:·....:·....:·....:· ....:· _. _. '---------'%'-"o'--'-_6_._T_a_x_a_b_l_e.....:...p_o_rt_io_n___;(_e_x_ce_s_s_o_f_li_n_e_4_o_v_e_r_l_in_e_5..:.)_. _. _. _. _. _. _. --------------------- -------
Part I I.-Where your cost Will be recovered within three years and your employer has contributed part of the cost 
1. Cost of annuity (amounts paid in) .... $___________________ 4. Amount received this year . . .. .. I!?...,_ ______ _ 
Z. Cost received tax-free in past years.. 5. Taxable income (excess of line 4 
3. Remainder of cost (line 1 less line 2) . . $___________________ over line 3) .. . .. ...... ... ...... . : ......... .. . · .. . 
Schedule F.-INCOME FROM RENTS AND ROYALTIES 
1. Kind and location of property 2. Amount of rent or royalty 
3. Depreciation (explain in 
Schedule H) or depletion 
4. Repai rs (attach 
itemized list) 
5. Other expenses (attach 
itemized list) 
---------- --~- ---------------------------- $------------------------ $_-. ~ - --· --------------.. $.---------------------.. $_ ·-- -~ --------------.--
------------------------------------------ -------1----:----......,...- ----,-,.....------·1-------
1. Totals .................... . $ $ $ $ 
Z. Net profit (or loss) (column 2 less sum of columns 3, 4, and 5) . . . . . . ........ . .. .. .. .. ................ ... . .. . 
Schedule G.-INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES INCLUDING ESTATES AND TRUSTS 
1. Estate or trust (Name and address) ............ ... ... .... .... .. ...... . .. ....... .. ... . ....... ....... . ... . 
Z. Other sources (state nature) .. .. ... .. . ....... ........ .. .... ............ .. . . .. . ..... . ....... .. . .... . . .. . 
TOTAL INCOME (OR LOSS) FROM ABOVE SOURCES (Enter here and as item 5, page 1) ...... . ... $ 
Schedule H:-EXPLANATION OF DEDUCTION FOR DEPRECIATION CLAIMED IN SCHEDULE F 
1. Kind of property (if buildings, state material of 
which constructed). Exciude land and other 
nondepreciable property 
2. Date acquired 3. Cost or other basis 
4. Depreciation al-
lowed (or allowable) 
in prior years 
5. Method 6. Rate(%) or life (years) 
7. Depreciation 
for this year 
------.-.--.. ----.-. .. ----. -----------.-.-------------.- . ---------------.. - $.-.. ---.-.. -. --. .. $_ --------.------. ------------------- . --------------.--- $_ -------------.---
---------------- -- - --- - --- - - ------ - - --- - ----- ---- - ------ - - --------- - - - -- -- - -------- ---- -- --- -- ----------------- -- ------------------- -- ----------------- - - - ----- - -- - ------ -
Sch. !.~EXEMPTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH GROSS INCOME OF LESS THAN $600, OTHER THAN WIFE AND CHI:LDREN ~ 
1. Name of individual. Also give address if different from yours 2. Relationship 
3. Did individual have 
gross income of $600 
or more in 1954? 
4. If answer to 3 is "No" enter amount spent for 
individual's support in 1954 by- " 
You (and your wife ·ilthis Others, and by individualf\i. 
is a joi~r\~!u·~~~j·!IIOO% from own funds 
---------------------------------------------------------------------.-- --------.---------------- --.-.----------------.--. $---------------------.- $ .. -- ----------------.--. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
Enter here and as item lD, page 1, the number of individuals claimed above ... . ... . .. ............ . ...... . .............. .. J 
NOTE. If exemption is based on your being designated as the one to claim a dependent; the necessary .mu}tiple support agreement must be a.tt;oc}1ed .~ ·· 
16-701197- 1 
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PART 111.-GENERAL COURSE 
DECLARATION OF ESTIMATED TAX FORM 1041-ES U . B. Tre.'\ tHitY Depilrtment 
Jote<o•l Rovoouo 
8:1t,nn w. and Bet~ D. Doe - • Social Se~rity 000-00-0000 
NAME -----·-(Pi;;;;·p-;i-;:;i."··jithi~-d~·,·,~·r-.-ti~\7-i;·i~;-;·h~~b-;~d·;~·d-.;,:if~:-~;~·jj;;i;;;;.;~;·;ib~ih).. ...... No., •f any····················-·-··········· 19 54 
ADDREss •••. E!H .. PJ..~.~-~-~!!~--~~r.E!.~.i! ................................ tt:~.IJ!~!!Q~---·····----~---···- ········~.-n!:i:!}QJ.~ (Pfease print) (Street and number or rural route) (City, town, or post office) (Postal zone number) (State) 
If this declaration is not for calendar year 1954 show here ending date of yoqr fiscal year 
---------- ---------------------- -------------------------, 1955 
1. Your 19531ncome Tax $.7~22.6 .•. 6.6. ... ; ESTIMATED Income Tax for 1954 . $ ...•...... 6~.1.40. 00 .. (Cashier's Stamp) 
2;- Estimated Income 'I'a~ withheld and to be withh~ld_ d_uring entire year 1954 ..••• 4.140 .QQ._ 
3. ESTIMATED Tax·after ·deducting estimated tax withheld (item rless item 2) · . .• $ ......•••• _g.t.Q.QQ_ .QQ;. 
4. Less: Credi< fo< "" • .,,.,.,,. if a<di< ~• d<rtcl io E± 
item 8, page 1, Form 1040, for 1953 • • • • • • • • • $ ....................... 
~. If this is an amended declaration, enter payments made ' 
on account of prior declarations for this )'ear • • . • • 
~· Unpaid balance of ESTIMATED Tax (item 3 less the sum of items 4 and 5) •. •• $ &,QQQ .QQ..: 
7 . Amount paid with this declaration. (Read carefully Instruction 4) . . . . . . .. $ 500 00 
I declare under tile penalties of perjury that this declaratiOn· has b~en xammed by me and to the bes~f my knowledge and behef JS a true 
correct, and complete declaration. ~ "'tt) . ~ ~ ' 
~··········--···~---··-····<:s.g-~;~~~~-~~-i~;.,;~;~r-~~-~g;~~i-······-----······--·--······-----
nated •• E~!:?~~rr. .. f?.J .................. , 1~~;. IIIIP!I'f '("iiii.·~·;;;;-~~-.~-~d~~-;;;~~-;~~~~;,-;.i·b;-~ti,-~,r;.-;r,;.ii;;· 
-- :PART I.-1954 TAX RATE -SCHEDULE 
For All Taxpayers Except Unmarried (or Legally Separated) Persons Qualifying as Head of Household 
Tj the amormton line 5 or 7(a) is: Enter online 6 or 7(b): If the amormton line 5 or 7(a) is: Enteron line 6 or 7(b): 
Not over $2,000 _ ..... ........... . 20% of the amount on line 5 or7(a) 
O ver $2,000 but not over $4,000 .. . . . $400, plus 22% of excess over $2,000 
Over $26,000 but not over $32,000 ... $10,740, plus 62% of excess over $26 ,000 
Over $4,000 but not over $6,000 .... . $840, plus 26% of excess over $4,000 
O ver $6,000 but not over $8,000 . .. .. $1,360, plus 30% of excess o ver $6,000 
Over $8,000 but not over $10,000 .... $1,960, :plus 34% of excess over $8 ,000 
Over $10,000 but not over $12,000 . .. $2,640,plus 38% of excess over $10,000 
O ver$12,000 bur not over $14,000 . . . $3,400, plus 43% of excess over $12,000 
Over $14,000 but not over $16,000 . . . $4,260, plus 47% of excess over $14,000 
Over $16,000 but nor over $18,000 . .. $5,200, plus 50% of excess over $16,000 
Over $18,000 but not over $20,000 ... $6,200, plus 53% of excess over $18,000 
Over $20,000 but not over $22,000 . . . $7,260, plus 56% of excess o ver $20,000 
Over $22,000 but not over $26,000 . .. $8,380, plus 59% of excess over $22,000 
O ver $32,000but not over $38,000 ... $14,460, plus 65% of excess over $32,000 
Over $38,000 but not over $44,000 .. . $18,360, plus 69% of excess over $38,000 
O ver $44,000 but not over $50,000 .. . $22,500, plus 72% of excess over $44,000 
Over $50,000 but nor over $60,000 . .. $26,820, plus 75% of excess over $50,000 
Over $60,000 but not over $70,000 ... $34,320, plus 78% of excess over.$60,000 
OYer $70,000 but not over $80,000 .. . $42,120, plus 81% of excess over $70,000 
O ver $80,000 but not over $90,000 ... $50,220, plus 84% of excess over $80,000 
Over $90,000 but not over $100,000 . . $58,620, plus 87% of excess over $90,000 
Over $100,000 but not over $150,000 .$67,320, plus 89% of excess over $100,000 
Over $150,000 but not over $200,000 .$111,820, plus 90% of excess over $150,000 
Over $200,000 .. .... ....... ...... . $156, 820, plus 91% of excess over $200,000 
Sample Problem 
ASSUME THE FOLLOWING FACTS: 
Richard R . . Roe is now president of the B-C-D Manu-
facturing Co. in Hometown, Ohio. His wife, Mary C. Roe, 
is not employe<;l.. They h ave two dependent children now-
Robert, who is I6 years of age, and Betty, who is I4. They 
now live a t I 3 I 2 Crestwood Avenl,.le, Hometown 10, Ohio. 
Richard's salary for I 954 was $24,000, and he also received 
a bonus of $r,5p0. Withholding tax,on these amounts totaled 
$3,970. He also received taxable dividends on stock he owns 
in the B-C-D M anufacturing Co. totaling $1 ,200. Of this 
amount, $6oo was received in March and $6oo in September . . 
~His wife receiv~d dividends on ;tock she. owns of $500 from 
the Ajax M achine Corporation, $250 in April and $250 
iii~ October. 
Richard and Mary filed an estimated tax return on Fonn 
I04o- ES for I954 and paid four quarterly installments 
totaling $2,400. 
Richard p aid out the following amounts during I954 
which may be taken into account if he itemizes his deductions 
on page 3 of Form I040: . . . 
Memorial Church 
Community Chest 
R ed Cross 
Inter est on mortgage 
Interest on bank loan 
L ocal real estate tax on residence 
State sales tax·· • 
Auto license 
Hospital and doctor bills 
Medicines and drugs . 
·-
$250 
50 
25 
275 
so 
250 
30 
20 
.. 950 
150 
From the above information, prepare Richard's income tax return for the year 1954 on the blank Form 1040 provided (the n ext four 
pages of your Handbook ) . Prepare it on the basis which will r esult in the smallest tax liability, either as a separate or a joint r eturn with 
his wife, and either itemize deductions on page 3 or take the standard d eduction of I o p ercent of "Adjusted Gross Income." 
In the event there is an overpayment of tax, it is to be credited on the I 955 tax liability. They do not owe any other Federal tax. 
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FORM 1040 or other taxable year beginning FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1954 , 1954, and ending '195 1954 
U.S. Treasury Department 
Ia.ternal Revenue Service PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT PLAINLY Do not write in t~ese spates 
Serial I------,-If-ili-is-i-sa--jom-. -tr-eru_r_n_m_h_u-sb-a-nd_a_n_d-~-·fe-,-us_e_fiT-st_n_a-me-.-o-foo--th----------------
U. S. INDIVIDUAL 
INCOME TAX 
RETURN 
Name Richard R. and Mary C. Roe 
Street and number or rural route 
Home 1312 Crestwood Avenue 
Address City, town, or post office; Postal zone number; State 
Hometown 10, Ohio 
Wife's (Husband's) S. S. No. and Occupation 
I 
No. 
(Cashier's Stamp) 
• ~ p:: 
~ 
:X: 
t'l 
s: 
11.1 
Your 
exemp-
tions 
~ Your 
e in-
~ come 
0 
fa 
... 
Po 
0 
0 
:z: p:: 
~ Howto 
~ figure 
~ the tax 
< ~ 
:X: 
0 
< ~ 
f-t 
< 
• 
Tax 
due or 
refund 
1. List your name. If your wife (or husband) had no 
income or if this is a joint return, list also her (or his) 
name: 
Check below if at the end of 
your taxable year you or 
your wife were--
Richard R. Roe 
A. -------------------------------------------------------------- 65 or over 0 Blind 0 
On lines A and B below-
if neither 65 nor blind write the figure 1 
if either 65 or blind write the figure 2 
if both 65 and blind write the figure 3 
Number of exemptions for you ... "'1 B. ____ M~_y ___ Q..!!. __ .fi.Q~---- - -------.... ----------------- 65 or over 0 Blind 0 Number of her (or his) exemptions. -----~ 
(Your wife's nome-do not list if she is filing a separate return 
or if she had income not included in this return) 
C. List names of your children Robert Enter. numb,er 
who qualify as dependents; give -------------BEitt----------------- --------------------------------------- f-f tc~lldren 
address if different from yours. ---------------------~y____ ___________ --------------------------------------- lS e 
D. Enter number of exemptions claimed for other individuals listed in Schedule I on page 2 . ..... . ........ . .. . .... _ 
E. Enter total number of exemptions claimed in A to D above . . ...... . .. .... ......... . .. .. ... .. ...... , . . . . . . . 4 
2. Enter your total wages, salaries, bonuses, commissions, and other compensation received in 1954, before payroll deductions. 
Persons claiming traveling, transportation, or reimbursed expenses, and Outside Salesmen, see instructions. 
A. Employer's Name B. Where Employed (City and State) C. Total Wages, Etc. D. Income Tcix Withheld 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $_ ---------·--------- ------- $---------.... ------- -------
B_~C:::D __ Man_uf_g,_c_:t~in_g ___ CQ_._ .. __ B_Qm.e_t.oxm_, ___ Qhi9 ________ ---~-5.,.5.QQ ____ Q_Q ________ 1,_9_7_Q ____ QQ __ 
------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------1--- ----------1-
3. Less excludable portion received under wage Enter totals here~ $ .. .25-t5QQ ____ QQ. __ $ 3, 97Q J2Q_ 
continuation plans for sickness or injury. (See instructions) ......... . . . 1--------------t----
4. Balance (item 2 less item 3) .... .. . . . . .. . .................... ; ..... ... $ .25-tj_QQ ____ O_Q __ 
5. If you received dividends, interest, or any other 
income (or loss), give details on page 2 ...... .. .. Enter total here~ __ -='1~,:.,6::-:;0,..0:--l-:0:-0::,-
6. Adjusted Gross Income (sum of items 4 and 5) ... Enter total here~ $ 27 t 100 00 
(Unmarried or legally separated persons qualifying as ''Head of Household,'' check here 0. See instructions.) 
(Surviving widows and widowers who. qualify for special tax computation, check here O. See instructions.) 
IF YOUR INCOME WAS LESS THAN $5,000-Use Tax Table unless you itemize deductions. This table allows about 10 percent 
of your income for charitable contributions, interest, taxes, medical expenses, etc. If your deductions exceed 10 percent, it 
will usually be to your advantage to itemize them and compute your tax on page 3. 
IF YOUR INCOME WAS $5,000 OR MORE--Compute tax on page 3. Itemize or use standard deduction, whichever is 
to your advantage. 
7. Enter your tax from the Tax Table, or from line 13, page 3 ........................ · . . .... . .. , . . $ ___ 6_,_652 __ .. __ _ Q.Q_ 
8. Less: A. Dividends received credit (line 8 of Schedule J) . ............... ,$~ _______ .. ____ ]_4_\_QQ__ 34 00 
B. Retirement income credit (line 10 of Schedule K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?.J4 
9. Balance (item 7 less the sum of items SA and 8B) .......................................... . . $ ___ ~_,_f?_~~~ ---- ___ !±__ 
10. Enter your self-employment tax from line 36, separate Schedule C ......................... ; . . . _ 
11. Add amounts shown in items 9 and 10 ..... .. ........................... . . . ............... .. $_..;:6~•...:6:.:1=8;_1 _ _21±... 
12. Credits for amounts paid on your 1954 income tax: 
A. Tax withheld (in item 2, Column D above). Attach Forms W-2 ... .... $ ____ ]_.,_9_'ZQ .. __ _ QQ __ 
B . .Payments on 1954 Declaration of Estimated Tax. 
Director's office where paid. ------------------------------------------------------ '---2--',.._4_0_0_,_0_0_ $ __ 6_. ~' .::..3....:7;...0 _____ 0_0_ Indicate District 
13. If your tax (item 11) is larger than pqyments (item 12), the balance must be paid in 
full with return. Enter such balance here .. .... . ...... .. .... .... .. . .... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ______ 2_4.;..8 __ .___ 9_. _4_ 
14. If your payments (item 12) are larger than your tax (item ll) Enter the overpayment here » $·-------------\----
-..::::;:7 Enter amount of item 14 you want: Credited on 1955 estimated tax$ ______________ ; Refunded$ _____________ _ 
e Make check or mOney order payable to District Director, I. R. S .• for amount, i£ any, shown in item 13..: 
,.no you owe any other Federal tax? D Yes IX) Jlfo. If Is-your wife (or husband) making a separate return Did you pay anyon6 for aSsistance in the1 prepar.ation 
"Yes," . to ~hi~h District .Director's office and what kind of for 1954? D Yes (iJ No. If "Yes," write her of your return? D Yes fXJ No. If "Yes,". enter his 
lax. (or ·his) name. name and address. 
I declare under the penalties of perjury that this return (including any accompanying schedules and statements) has been examined 
by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct, and complete return. . . · .. · 
....__. 
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Schedule A. INCOME FROM DIVIDENDS (First see Schedule J) 
~: ~::: ~:u:.! ::1 :::::;~;:~:~oo::.:::n:O~U~, ~~~:U~~~ ~ U~,;~,~;;~~ ;~~ ;;,;,;,;;, .1 ·-~~:~~;:':~::n l ' 600 00 
--- ---- --- -------- ------------- -;.-- -------- -- ------- -- ----------------- -- --- -- -------------- -------------- -- $------- ---· --------- -------
Schedule B.-INCOME FROM INTEREST 
Name of payor . Amount Name of payor I Amount 
~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~----_-_ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~-~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~-~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~ $_------- -- ~- - - -- ---- - ---
-------=--------==-=-==----:::-::-:--::-==:-:='::-::-:--=::::::==::-=-:;::::-===-:-::=-::E=:n:.:t:=e::r::t:;o:=t::a::l::h::;e:;=r;:e:..~..:. --------------------- ------· 
Schedule C Summary.-PROFIT (OR LOSS) FROM BUSINESS, FARMING, AND PARTNERSHIP 
1. Business profit (or loss) from separate Schedule (s) C, line(s} 24 . . .. . ... . .......... . . . $.---------------------------
z. Farm profit (or loss} from separate schedule, Form 1040F ...... · . . ..... .. ............ . 
3. Partnership, etc., profit (or loss) from Form 1065, Schedule K ............... . ... .. . .. -!----------
Partnership name and adl;fress ____________________ ~-~ ---~------------------- -_------------------- ---~-
4. Total of lines I, 2, and 3 ......... .... ......... . ............. . .......... .. .. $ ______________________ _____ _ 
S. Less: Net operating loss deduction (Attach statement) . . .. . ... ........ . .... . L._ _ ___; ______ _ 
6. Net profit (or loss) {line 4 less line 5) ... . ................. . . ...... ...... . .. . . .... . ..... . ........ . ..... . . . 
Schedule D.-GAINS AND LOSSES FROM SALES OR EXCHANGES OF PROPERTY 
1. From sale or exchange of property other than capital assets (from separate Schedule D) .. . .. ...... ... ...... . 
. z~ From sale or exchange of cGpital assets (from separate Schedule D) ..... .. ............. . .......... ...... . 
Schedule E.-INCOME' FROM PENSIONS OR ANNUITIES (See instructions) 
Part I .. - General · Rule 
1. Investment in contract. . ... ,. . . . . . . . $------
z. Expected return ........ ...•. ...... . $------
4. Amount received this year ..... . $ _______ _ 
5. Amount excludable {line 4 multi-
3. Percentage of income to be excluded plied by line 3) ........ ..... .. $ ______ _ 
(line 1 divided by line 2) .. .. . ..... . . % 6. Taxable portion (excess of line 4 over line 5) .... 
Pa.rt I I.-Where your cost will he recovered within three years and your employer has contributod part of the cost 
1. Cost of annuity (amounts paid in) ... . $_____ __________ ____ 4. Amount received this year . ... . . I$ _______ _ 
z. Cost received tax-free in past years. ·1----'----1 5. Taxable income (excess of line 4 
3. Remainder of cost {line 1 less line 2) . . $.c.________________ over line 3) .... ... . .. ......... .. .. ....... .. . . .. . 
Schedule F.-INCOME FROM RENTS AND ROYALTIES · 
I. Kind and location of property 2. Amount of rent .or 
. royalty 
3. Depreciation (explain in 
Schedule H) or dep letion 
4. Repairs (attach 
itemized list) 5. Other expenses (attach itemized list) 
---------~ - ---- ~- ------------------------- $.----------------------- $.----------------------- $------------------------ $_ ----------------------
--------- - - ------- -- ~----------------- -- -- 1------- --------1--------1--------
1. Totals ..... . . .. .. ...... .. . . $ $ $ $ 
z. Net profit (or Joss) (column 2 less sum of columns 3, 4, and 5) . .. . ... .... ... . .. .... .. .. . . .. . ............ ... . 
Schedule G.-INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES INCLUDING ESTATES AND TRUSTS 
1. Estate or trust (Name and address) . .. . . ......... .. .. . . ... . ... . . . .. . ..... .. . . .... . .... . ..... .. ..... . .. .. --------------------- ______ _ 
Z. Other sources (state nature) .. . . . .... . . . . ... .. ...... ....................... .. . .... . . . . . . . .. ........ .. .. ---.....,~--
TOTAL INCOME (OR LOSS) FROM ABOVE SOURCES (Enter here and as item 5, page 1) ...... . .. . $ 1, 600 00 
Schedule H.-EXPLANATION OF DEDUCTION FOR DEPRECIATION CLAIMED IN SCHEDULE F 
I. Kind of property (if buildings, state material of 
which constructed). Exclude land and other 
nondepreciable property 
2. Dale acquired 3. Cost or other basis 
4. Depreciation al-
lowed (or allowable) 
in prior years 
5. Method 6. Rate(%) or life (yea rs) 7. Depreciation lor this year 
------------------------------------ ------ --------- --- -- ------------------- $ __ --------------- - $. ----------------- ------------------- -----~ ------------- $ __ -- -------------- ., 
------------------------ ---- ---- - - -~- - - ----- ... ----------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---- ---------------
4. If answer to 3 is "No" enter amount spent for 
individual's support in 19!.j4 by-
.. . ;: 1. Name of individual. Also give address if different from yours 2. Relationship 
3. Did individual have 
gross income of $600 
or more in 1954? You (and your wife if this is a joint return). If 100% Others, and by individual 
. .P.d · · write "a ll" from own funds 
l 
---------- ~------ -------------------------------- ----------------- ------ ------------------------- -------- ----------------- $----------------- -~ ----- $ __ __ -------- ------------ ! 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~ 1 
Enter here and as item lD, page 1, the number of individuals claimed above ...... .... . .. ..... . . . .. . ... .......... . ...... .. j j l. 
NOTE.-If exemptloii is based on your being designated as the one to claim a dependent, the necessary multiple sup}X)rt agreement must be attached. . 
16-70997- 1 
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ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONs-FOR PERSONS NOT USING TAX TABLE ()R STANDARD DEDUCTION. 
If Husband and Wife (Not Legally Separ.ated) File Separate Returns and One Itemizes Deductions, the Other Must Also Itemize. 
Describe deductions and state to whom paid. I£ more space is needed, attach additional sheets 
Contributions 
-----~~:i~~---Q~~-;~------------c---------------~--------------------------------- $ __ 2_~8:88---
-----------------------y_ ________ -------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
_____ :R~_d: __ Q_:rg_§_§ _______________________________________________________ __________ ______ _____ ---- - -~5-"-QQ __ _ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L-------
Total Contributions (not to exceed 20 percent of item 6, page 1, except where contributions to 2 t:. OO churches, schools, and hospitals are included). (See instructions) .... . .... . ... . .. . ... . ... .. $ ______ ] __ c_L ______ ----·-
_____ Q~---~p-~~-g~g-~--- ------------------------------ - ---- - -- - --- - ---- ---------------- - ---- $ ___ ?_7_5_~_Q_Q___ '-~  
_____ Qn_ __ Rgn~ ___ lg~n ___________________________________ ___________ ____________ _________________ .5_Q.!!_Q_Q __ _ 
Interest 
- --r~~~-1-r:;~~~~;~-~~-~~- ~~-~--~ ~~-~~ -- ~---~~-~~---~ ---~~ ---~---~~-~ ~ ---:-.-~~-~~---~~-~~---~---~---~~-- :-.- ~~-~ ... .... .. _ ..... _______ }.?_~------ 9_9. _ 
____ Lo.c_al __ r.eal.. __ e.s.t.at..e __ :t.ax __ on __ r..e.sidence. ....... c ._ ~ ----- $ __ .GJ8.ll§8---
____ S_t.a_t_e ___ sal.es ___ t.ax ______________________________________________ : __________________ ________ ..._ ____ ___ _ 
Taxes ____ Aut_o __ l.ic.ens..e. ___________________________________________________________________________ g_Q.!!..Q_Q __ _ 
------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L------- 300 100 Total Taxes . ....... . .... . ................ . .. .. ..... ... .. .. .... . ................ _ . . . . . --------------------- -----
Medical and 
dental expense 
(If ooer 65, see 
instructions) 
Do not enter any expense conlpensated by insurance or otherwise A. Medicine and Drugs B. Other 
1. Net Expenses (Attach itemized list) ........... ... .. . . $_}._2Q_!_Q.Q ________ $ __ _2_?_Q_!_QQ_ __ 
2. Enter in Column A, 1 percent of item 6, page 1 . ....... . 271.00 
3. Enter in Column B, excess of Column A, line 1 over line 2 . . .... .. .. .... ... . 
4. Total of Column B, lines 1 and 3 . .... -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · $--~f-~.ag§---
5. Enter 3 percent of item 6, page 1 ....................................... ~-.~--..L.Jit:...lo!~-1 
6. Allowable amount (excess of line 4 over line 5). (See instructions for limitations) . ... . . . ... ------l.3.4------- QO ..• 
Child Care I Expe(A~t~~oh ~f~~e~~~if~~~ -~~~ .c.~r~~~~ .o.~~~ -~~~~~~~~~s. :se·e· i~.s~~~~~~~~) ." . . ~-o·t -~~ -~~~~~~ ~-~~~·. -f-?-~-;-~-~-1-~-m-~-~-r-.~~-~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~- ~~,~-~--~-~~~=-~-=-~~=-~-=-=----------
Total Allowable Losses (not compensated by insurance or otherwise) . .. .. . . .. . ....... ....... --------···---------- -------M-.is-'-c-ell_a_n_e_o_u_s-+~-~~~~:..;~~:..;~~~~.:.~.:.~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~:..;~ ~~~~.:.~.:.~~:..;~~:..;~-~~:;;.~~~~~~~~~~~~:..;~~~~~-~~-~-~~~-~~-~~~~~~-'-~~-~~-~-~~~~~~~--~~~~:...~~~~.:.~~~~:..;~~;.;..~~~~;.;..~-~~-~~~~'-~~-~-~:~~--~-~~-~-~~-:-~-----_--_--:_--_--~~-~-~~-~~-~~~~-~-~~-l 
Total Miscellaneous Deductions .. . ... . ... .. .............. . ........... . ..... ..... ........ . 
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS (Enter on line 2 of Tax Computation, below) .... .. .... . . .. ... . -'-$__,1~,....;:0;..;$::.7..___ QO 
TAX COMPUTATION $_.?_7_,_1Q9 _____ ~Q __ 1 1. Enter Adjusted Gross Income as shown in item 6, page I . ..... .. . ...... .......... . ... ... . .. . . . .. ...... . . . 
z. If deductions are itemized above, enter total of such deductions. If deductions are not itemized and line I , ahooe, ·is 
~f~o~~ ili~~ J~~ooo~~i~~- :.e.r~~~~ .f~l:~~- ~~~~~~:~l:'.~~:~r. ~~~~:. <_~l. ~:1. ~:~~r·s· ~~~~r. _1~. :~~~~~~ ·o·f·l~~~. ~·- ~~-t. 1 , 087 88-
3. Subtract line 2 from line L Enter the difference here ...... . .... · .. . ... . ... · . . · . ...... -.·.······ ·; · -···· · $_~_Q_~_QJ:J_ ____ ()(" __ _ 
4. Multiply $600 by total number of exemptions claimed in item 1E, page l. Enter result here. . .............. 2. 400 oP . 
5. Subtract line 4 from line 3. Enter the difference here. This is your Taxable Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2 3 t 613 ~ 
6. If you are a single person, a married person filing separately, or a head of household-
Single persons and married 'persons filing separately use Tax Rate Schedule I ln the instructions to figure tax 
on amount on line 5; heads of household use Tax Rate Schedule II ... . .. . .. . . ....... . : ...... - ..... -.- ... $·-------1---
7. I£ this is a joint return·, or .ifyou qualify to file as a surviving widow or widower-
. (a) ·Enter one-half of amount on line 5 . .......... .... ....... .. . . ... . ................. l$ll_,_8.Qq.5_Q 
(b) :_Use Tax_Rate Schedule I in the instructions to figure tax on amount on line 7 (a) .. . . I 3 • 3 26.4 7 
(c) Multiply amount on line 7 (b) by 2 . .. ... . .. . ... . ... . . ....... ... ..... . .. . . ... . .... . . . .. . . . . ... . .. $ 6 r 652 CJL 
8. If alternative tax is applicable, enter the lax from separate Schedule D . .............. . .. . ... . . . .... . . . .... $ 
Disregard lines 9 through 12, and copy on line 13 the same figure you entered on line 6, 7 (c), or 8, unless you 1 ~ 
used itemized deductions. · 
9. Ente' he,e i~=• lox paymenm ro a fO<eiga wuntiy 0' U.S. pa"'"lon (Attach FOrm llf6) . - ~'----------u·-------
10~ Enler here any income lax paid at source on tax;free covenant borid interest . ...... ... .. ... : ___ : .: •.. ~---~-: _____ ·· ·· 
11. Enter here credit for partially tax-exempt interest (See instructions for limitation) ........ . 
IZ. Add the figures on lines 9, 10, and 11. Enter the total here ... .. .. . . .. . . ...... ...... .. .. .. .. . ... - ... .. $ -
13. Subtracl line 12 from line 6, 7 (c). or 8, whichever is applicable. Enter difference here and as item 7, page I .. $ 6., 652 94 
16-70907 1 
Schedule I.-EXCLUSION AND CREDIT FOR DIVIDENDS RECEIVED FROM 
QUALIFYING DOMESTIC (U.S.) CORPo"RATIONS. (See instructions) 
1. Name of corporation declaring dividend: 
A 
Amount received 
before 8/1/54 
B 
114 
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Amount received 
after 7/31/54 
_______________ !?.::Q:-_Q __ ~~~-~~-~~~~E--~ __ g_~-~---- -- -----~~~~-~~!._~) _____________ $ __________ 6QQ ___ _ QQ __ $ ___________ 6Q_Q ____ QQ_ 
· _________ ______ Ajax_.Machine ___ C.o_rp_o_ra_t.i9XL ___ ____ {M~u·_y:J. ______________________________ 55_Q ____ QQ _____ _________ g2_Q ____ QQ_ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----:----1--- ------
z. Total. . . ....... . .............. .... .. . ..... .. .... .. .... .. · .. ....... ........ . ...... $ _________ )t5.0 ___ _ QQ __ $ _____ __ ____ 85_Q ____ QQ_ 
3. Less: Exclusion of $50. Apply exclusion first to CoL A and excess, if any, to Col. B ..... 100 00 
7 50 00 $ ___________ a
7
.s.g .. __ o
0
o
0
_ 
_5. Enter in Column B. the amount from Column A, line 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
4. Balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $ 
6. Total dividends to be entered on line 1, Schedule A, page 2 (total of Column B, lines 4 and 5) . . ..••. : . ... . .. . : $ 1 , 600 OQ 
CREDIT COMPUTATION 
7. (a) 4% of amount on line 4, Column B. above .. .............. ... ..... ... ........ . ................ ..... . . $ ___ __.3.:...4=-_1_..::0:..;0::.... 
(b) fhext~~o~nifen~i7~ ;~~e (~).'. ~~ ~· -~~~~ - ~·- ~~s·s-~~ ~~~~~:·.:f.~~:·.~~- ~i~~- ~·. :.~~~ .3: -~r: -~ -~~~ -~~~~ ~~ ~-s~:. $ 6 • 652 _5l!±. 
(c) 2% of taxable income- line 5, page 3; if alternative tax is applicable, line 20, ScheduleD (twice line 20 in 472 26 
the case of a joint return) .. . ... ... ........ ... : . .. ... ... ................ . . . .. . . ... ... . .... .. .. . .... $ 
(Taxable income, for those using the Tax Table to compute tax, is the amount shown in item 6, page 1, less 
10% thereof and less the deduction for exemptions (item lE, page l, multiplied by $600)) 
8. Enter here and as item SA, page 1, the smallest of the amounts on lines 7 (a), 7 (b), or 7 (c), above . . ...... ... .. $ 34 QQ L_;._---=..!...-.::.......:...::.... 
NOTE: If both husband and w1fe have qualifying dividends, an exclusion shall be allowed to each on line 3 to the extent of the dividends 
received but not to exceed $50 each. 
Schedule K. CREDIT FOR RETIREMENT INCOME. (See instructions for definitions and other details) 
If separate return, use Column B only. If joint return, use one column for husband and 
one for wife. 
Did you receive earned income in excess of $600 in each of any I 0 calendar years before 
the taxable year 1954? ...... . . .. ... .. ..... ........ ........... . ......... ........ . . 
If answer above is "Yes" in either column, furnish all information below in that column. 
1. Retirement income for taxable year: 
(a) For taxpayers under 65 years of age: 
Enter only income received from pensions and annuities under public retirement 
systems. (Do not enter pensions, annuities, and retirement pay from Armed Forces) . 
(b) For taxpayers 65 years of age and older: 
Enter total of pensions and annuities, retirement pay from Armed Forces, interest, 
rents, and dividends included in gross income in this return .. .................. . . 
Limitation on Retirement Income 
z. Enter here amount shown in line 1 or $1,200, whichever is lesser ....•••..•••••....... 
3. Deduct: 
(a) Amounts received in taxable year as pensions or annuities under the Social 
Security Act, the Railroad Retirement Acts, and certain other exclusions from 
gross income. (See instructions) ..... ....... .. ...... ....... ... .. ..... .. . .. . . 
A B 
0 Yes 0 No 0 Yes 0 No 
~--------- 1---$ _______ __ 
$ ___________________ ------- $ ____________________ -------
---·--------·--·--------1------- --------------------- -- -----
(b) Compensation for personal services received in the taxable year 1954 in excess of $900. 1-------1--+-------I---(Line 3 (b) does not apply to persons 75 years of age or over.) 
4. Total of lines 3 (a) and 3 (b) .....•••.••...••••.•.•••.•••••••••••.•......... 
5. Balance (line 2 minus line 4) ..........••.••....••••••.••••..••••••.•....... . ... .. 
6. Tentative credit (20 percent of line 5) ... ....... .....•. ......•....•.•..... . . .. . ... . 
7. Total tentative credit on this return (total of columns A and B, line 6) ....... .... . .. . 
Limitation on Retirement Credit 
8. Amount o~ tax shown as item 7, page I ..........•.......... 
Less: Credit for dividends from line 8, Schedule J, above ..... '--------'----': 
· 9. Balance of line 8 ..... . ........................ ...... ... . . ... ................ ..... . .. ............... . 
10. Retirement income credit. Enter here and as item 8B, page l, the amount on line 7 or line 9, whichever 
is smaller . ... ..... . . . . . ... ... .. ... . .. ..... . ... .... ........ ..... ................ .. ... ..... .. . .. ...... $ 
Statement of Person (other than taxpayer) Preparing Return 
I declare under the penalties of perjury that I prepared this return for the person(s) named herein; and that this return (including any 
accompanying schedules and statements) is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, a true, correct, and complete return based on all the 
information relating to the matters required to be reported in this return of which I have any knowledge. 
(Individual or Firm Signature) (Address) ------------------,J);:,_j~)------------------
16-70997-1 
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115 TAX TABLE FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1954 
FOR PERSONS W ITH INCOMES UNDER $5,000 NOT COMPUTING TAX ON PAGE l OF FOR M 10401 . 
Read down the shaded columns below until you find the line covering the adjusted income you entered in item 6, page·1, Form 1040. Then read across to the appropriate 
column headed the number to the number of in Item 1. Enter the tax find there in item 7 1. 
4 6 
$0 $0 $0 :$301 81 l$181 $61 l $61 $61 $0 $0 $0 
0 0 0 305 l 305 185 185 l 185 65 l 65 65 0 0 0 
0 0 0 310 l 310 190 190 l 190 70] 70 70 0 0 0 
0 0 0 314 l 314 194 194 l 194 74 l 74 74 0 0 0 
0 0 0 319 319 199 199 : 199 79 : 79 79 0 0 0 
0 0 0 323 323 203 203 l 203 83. 83 83 0 0 0 
0 0 0 328 328 208 208 l 208 88 88 88 0 0 0 
0 0 0 332 332 212 212 l 212 92 92 92 0 0 0 
0 0 0 337 337 217 217 l 217 97 97 97 0 0 0 
0 0 0 341 341 221 221 : 221 101 101 101 0 0 0 
0 0 0 346 346 226 226 l 226 106 106 106 0 0 0 
0 0 0 350 350 230 230 : 230 110 110 110 0 0 0 
53 0 0 'o .355 355 235 235 l 235 115 • 115 115 0 0 0 
58 0 0 0 ·359 359 239 239 ! 239 119 ! 119 119 0 0 0 
62 0 0 0 364 364 244 2.44 l 244 124. [ 124 124 4 0 0 
67 0 0 0 368 368 248 248 l 248 128 l 128 128 8 0 0 
71 0 0 0 373 373 253 253 : 253 133 : 133 133 13 0 0 
76 0 0 0 377 377 257 257 257 137 l 137 137 17 0 0 
80 0 0 0 382 382 262 262 262 142 l 142 142 .. 22 0 0 
85 ·o 0 0 386 386 266 266 266 146 l 14l:l ' 14Q . . 26 .0 0 
89 0 0 0 391 391 271 271 271 151 l !'51 151 ~ 31 0 0 
94 0 0 0 395 395 275 275 275 155 l 155 . 155 35 0 0 
98 0 0 0 400 400 280 280 280 160 l 160 160 40 0 0 
103 0 0 0 405 404 284 -284 284 164 : 164 ' 164 44 0 0 
107 0 0 0 410 409 289 289 289 -169 - l 16-9 169 49 0 0 
112 0 0 0 415 414 293 293 293 173 l 173 173 53 0 0 
116 0 0 0 420 419 298 298 298 178 l 178 . 178 58 o· 0 
121 1 0 0 427 426 305 305 305 ' 185 i 185 .185 . . 65 0 0 
125 5 0 0 437 435 314 314 314 194 : 194 194 74 0 0 
130 10 0 0 447 445 323 323 323 203 ! 203 203 83 0 0 
134 14 0 0 457 454 332 332 332 212 t 212 212 92 0 0 
139 19 0 0 467 464 341 341 .341 221 221 221 101 0 0 
143 23 0 0 476 473 350 350 350 230 230 230 110 () 0 
148 28 0 0 486 482 359 359 359 239 239 239 119 0 . 0 
152 32 0 0 496 492 368 368 368 248 248 · 248 128 8 0 
157 37 0 0 506 501 377 377 377 257 257 257 137 17 0 
161 41 0 0 516 511 386 386 386 266 •266 -266 146 26 0 
166 46 0 0 526 520 395 395 395 275 275 275 -155 35 0 
170 50 0 0 536 530 404 404 404 284 284 284• 164 44 0 
175 55 0 0 546 539 414 413 413 .293 293 293 173 53 0 
179 59 0 0 556 549 424 423 422 302 302 .302 182 62 0 
184 64 0 0 566 558 434 432 431 311 ' 311 311 191 71 0 
188 68 0 0 575 567 443 441 440 320 320 ! 320 200 80 0 
193 73 0 0 585 577 453 451 449 329 329 : 329 209 89 0 
197 77 0 0 595 586 463 460 458 338 338 l 338 218 98 0 
202 82 0 0 605 596 473 470 467 347 347 l 347 .227- 107 0 
206 86 0 0 615 605 483 479 476 356 356 l 356 236 116 0 
211 91 0 0 625 615 493 489 485 365 365 i 365 245 125 5 215 95 0 0 635 624 503 498 494 374 374 : 374 254 134 14 
220 100 0 0 645 634 513 508 503 383 383 i 383 263 143 23 
224 104 0 0 655 643 523 517 512 392 392 i 392 272 152 32 
229 109 0 0 665 653 533 527 521 401 401 i 401 281 161 41 
233 113 0 0 674 662 542 536 530 410 410 i 410 290 170 50 
238 118 0 0 684 671 552 545 539 420 419 : 419 299 179 59 
242 122 2 0 694 681 562 555 548 430 429 l 428 308 188 68 
247 127 7 0 704 690 572 564 557 440 438 : 437 317 197 77 251 131 11 0 714. 700 582 574 566 450 448 ! 446 326 206 86 
256 136 16 0 724 709 592 583 575 460 457 l 455 335 215 95 
260 140 20 0 734. 719 602 593 584 470 467 ! 464 344 224 104 
265 145 25 0 744 : 728 612 602 593 480 476 i 473 353 233 113 
269 149 29 0 754 738 622 612 602 490 486 : 482 362 242 122 
274 154 34 0 764 747 6::12 621 611 500 495 l 491 371 251 131 
278 158 38 0 756 641 630 620 509 504 ! 500 380 260 140 283 163 43 0 766 651 640 629 519 514 l 509 389 269 149 287 167 47 0 775 661 649 638 529 523 i 518 398 278 158 
292 172 52 0 785 671 ' 6.59 647 539 533 : 527 407 287 167 
296 56 0 794 681 668 ! 656 549 542 ! 536 416 296 176 
* Tbls coluDUi may also be used by a surviving widow or widower who meets certain qualifications which are explained in the instructions. 
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SPECIAL PROJECT TO ACCOivlP ANY FIELD 'fRIP NUiviBER THREE TO 
HARivlON FlELD 
1 116 
The class decided that they would construct a field pro-
, tractor for their project to accompany this field trip_ They 
were familiar with the bisecting of angles and had made enough 
use of the protractor to have a general idea of the materials 
; that they needed to make a good job. . I 
A committee was selected to secure the materials for the 
construction of the protractor. They obtained a piece of ply-
wood from the shop 16 by ~6 inches. The plywood was three 
fourths of an inch thick. They decided that they would use 
' India ink for the degree numbers and varnish to make the 
.finished job waterproof . They used the following directions to 
construct the protractor: 
1. On the plywood draw a line a little more than 14 inches 
long. 
2. Using as a center a point 0 which is abou~ the middle 
of the 14 inch line, and a radius 7 inches' long; draw 
a semi-circle. 'This. semi-circl-e was drawn by using a 
pair of ten inch .dividers ob~ained from the shop. The 
;tong arc of the semi~~ircle p.:uts the .line at point M 
on the left and P()int N on the right. 
3. Using point 0 as a '?enter and a radius OY equal to 
five inches; draw another semi-circle. The space be-
tween these two concentric semi-circles is the curved 
part of the protractor. 
4. vlith a radius of 7 inches and N as a c~ntel' draw the 
arc F, and with F as a center and the same radius 
draw arc D. 'I 
.5. Draw a line through the curved part of the protractor 
from F towards 0 and from D towards o. F marks 6oc 
and D marks 120°. 
# t 
6. Bisect angle NOF, FOD, and DOM , these give 30°, 90° , 
and 150°. Draw lines through the curved part of the 
protractor from these arcs to o. 
7. Bisect each of the 30° spaces . Draw a line AB one 
inch above MN . 
$ . Draw a line EG one inch below ~rn . Connect A and E, 
B and G. 
9. Cut the protractor out by using a coping saw in the 
shop. Place the number of degrees on the protractor 
1 with India ink. Apply one coat of thin varnish then 
;1 after drying sand and apply another coat. 
The students took turns working on the protractor . The 
1finished job was very good and ·served a need in the field as 
expl a i ned i n the detailed write up of f ield trip number three . 
The drawing sho\"dng the steps of the construction to 
scale appears on the next page . This project took approximately 
· three class periods including the painting . 
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Figure 10. 
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The drawing above shows the field protractor drawn 
to the scale l inch = 4 inches . 
I llS 
SPECIAL PROJECT TO ACCOMPANY FIELD TRIP Nill4BER FOUR TO 
AUGU STUS E. CONSTANTINE , ARCHITECT 
The members of the class decided to use the floor plan of 
·· a house for the special project to accompany field tri'p number 
, four. The floor plan was to have original ideas and ~hewing 
symbols for windows and doors . 
As for figuring the scale the drawings were very good but, 
a number of the students did not have the various parts of the 
house arranged systematically. The class studied al l of the 
drawinos and picked out the best five. They v-;ere sent to be 
blueprinted . 
The drm"ling tha t the class thought v-1as best of all appears 
on t he next page as the special project . The method used to 
select and figure t he scale is described in the chapter on 
SIX FIELD TRIPS ~~ITTEN UP IN DETAIL. 
This particular drawing has a few minor defects but, on 
the whole it is very good for students on this particular grade 
level. The writer feels that interest was aroused among the 
students by telling them in the beginning that the best drawings 1 
I· 
I 
would be blueprinted . 
As a result of this project the class i n general is able 
to read scale dral'lings as well as make them. Great use of scale 
drawing is made today in everyday affairs . 
I 
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To obtain the scale dimensions the students used ratio 
and proportion. An example is given below for the method used 
to obtain the scale dimensions for the LIVING ROOM. The same 
method was used to obtain all of the other scale dimensions. 
The students made use of t heir understanding t hat a pro- 1· 
I 
portion is merely a fractional equation and should be treated 
l• as such, therefore being subject to all of the l aws of fractions. I 
' 
They understood that there is no need for speaking of means, 
extremes. antecedents, or consequents. 
Scale 
1 
8 
inch = l foot 
Changing the one foot to inches thus getting the numerator and 
denominator in the same denomination, and doing the same with 
the twenty feet we have: 
1 
8 
12 
T 
·-240 
Using the multiplication axiom and multiplying both sides of 
1t he equation by 240 we get as a result: 
1 
T "" 2- inches 
2 
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I 
It 't<Tas found convenient to convert the actual dimensions to· 
.J the f'ollowing dimensions:: 
1 I 
t Scale -in. • 1 ft •. g 
II Actual Dimensions 
I· I 
~·Living room 20 x 16 feet 
.I 
II 
I 
pining room 16 x 12 feet 
I 
Kitchen 12 x 10 feet 
I 
I 
Car port 8 x 16 feet 
I 
,Terrace 26 x 10 feet 
h Bedroom #1 12 x16 feet 
I 
I 
II 
Bedroom #2 12 x 14 feet 
I' I j
1
sath 6 x 8 feet 
,I 
Scale Dimensions 
l 
2- x 2 inches 
2 •' 
1 
2 x 1- inches 
2 
1 1 
1--- x 1---inches 
2 4 
1 x 2 inches 
1 1 
3--- x 1--- inches 
4 4 
1 
1- x 2 inches 
2 
1 3 
1--- x 1--- inches 
2 4 
.3 
- x 1 inch 
4 
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SPECIAL PROJECT TO ACCOMPANY FIELD TRIP NUMBER FIVE TO 
THE NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
The class decided to use the insurance book of tables and 
work out a chart of average life expectation. Along with the 
chart on life expectation they would also work out a chart for 
annual l ife insurance premiums per $1,000 for different type 
of policies at different age levels, 
This project gave the members of the class an excellent 
opportunity to achieve skill in the use of tables. The sta-
1 II 
'tistical data on life expectancy was of special interest to all 
I 
of the students, They were also interested to learn that these 
results were the end products of a formula. Many students asked 
questions relating to statistics. The majority wanted to know 
1how much mathematics was needed before a student could become 
II :1 
.' an actuary. The students were referred to the Guidance Pamphlet 
11for Students of Mathematics. They were interested in their 
lo 
i1findings and the writer feels that this particular trip served 
as an incentive towards increasing the interests of many of the 
students as well as giving them ideas towards selecting a major 
I 
interest and goal. 
After the charts were completed the class enjoyed referring 
to the various statistics whenever a person of an age level 
I 
11different from theirs visited the class .. 
The charts for average life expectation and annual life 
'insurance premiums per ··1,000 are on the next page. 
-=-----
I 
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1Table 2.. Average Life Expectation . 
At the age of 0 1 10 15 25 35 50 
'll ( 2} . L:ll Ut:l 
' ~ l {6) { Zl '8} Years man may 
65.1 66.6 58.3 53.6 expect to live 44.4 35.3 22.7 
Years woman may 
70.3 '63.0 58.1 48.7 26.0 expect to live 71.3 39.3 
To what age may a 15 years old male e.xpect to live? 68!6 . 
To what age may a 15 years old female expect to live? 7J 11 
How many years longer may a 25 years old female ex-
pect to live than a 25 years old male? ~~J 
11 Table ,3. Annual Life Insurance Premiums Per ·'~ 1,000 
Age Ten Year Ordinary Twenty Year Twenty Year 
Term Life Pay Life Endowment 
( 1) (2) (.3} ( 4) ( 5) 
15 $9.01 $18.08 ( .32.42 $51.05 
20 9.52 20.02 .32.69 51.44 
25 9. 87 22.28 .35.01 51.70 
.35 11.78 28.75 41 .04 53.11 
50 27.07 48.08 57.02 62.1.3 
Find t he annual premium of a Ten Year Term for $10,000 at the 
age of 35. $117, 80 
I 
.:;P ~ci L P .. 0 !:;CT TO • CCOi·PA·IY FIELD 'l'f l P SIX TO 
THE CI 'l IZENS AND S UTH 'R NArf-IONAL NK 
The class decided to use a detail comparison betw en the 
intere t cha:t• d by the bank and the interest charged by a 
11 s all loan company on the ame principal . 
The class committee that visited the ~ all loan company 
, round that the company charg d a certain amount ch month on 
' the principal as well as t hree and one-hal£ p r cent each 
month on the unpaid b lance . The ntire class found out ile 
' on th f i eld trip that th ~ bank could not afford to make small 
loans at a 6'; rate 'becaus there is more xpens in inv t1-
gating and boo · epin for the small installment loan. U 1 g 
th f acts mentioned above the class set out ·to o p r t 
int r st of the b nk with that of the small loa comp ny , 
h . class made use of the installment formula to d ter-
in t h cost of t he ank loan . The installm . ~ to ul i 
sho belot: 
2mi 
r.., ---
m = number of month 
B = the principal 
n • the number of p yments 
B(n+l) 
I = int r st ch d on 
th principal per 
100 per year 
The class deoid d to us a loan o£ ~1.500 at 6 for one year. 
Interest charged on ;· .500 at 6% per 100 per year • '· 6 x 5 • · JO 
Total amount o 1ed = l ,500 + . ~30 • 530 
II 
I 125 
I 
" 
I 
\' 
Amount o£ each 12 monthly payments • -
530 
12 
of this monthly payment, 41.67 goes to reduce the principal 
of $500 and 2•50 goes to pay the total interest of $Jo.oo. 
Using the installment formula:. 
r = 
r = 2 X 12 X 30 
500(12 + 1) 
2m I 
B(n+l) 
720 
• ---- = 11.1% 
6500 
The class was surprised to learn that the annual rate of 
interest at the bank on $500 for one year was nearer 12% than 
To find the interest charged on $500 by the small loan 
company under the conditions that the committee reported was 
now considered by the class. The class decided to make a 
table of the various items involved. The table appears on the 
next page. The various computations to be made were divided 
among the class while one student wrote the various amounts in 
the table on the chalkboard. Because more than one student 
~rorked on each computation it was not necessary to check when 
answers were alike. This particular period of computation gave 
a great amount of remedial work in decimals,fractions, and 
the use of per eents.. Because the students wanted the project 
to be a success e~ch computation was done carefully with stress 
being placed on exactness . 
ll 
II 
I 
Table 4. 
At end 
of 
month 
(1) 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
I 5th 
6th 
7th 
I 8th 
,, 9th I' 
1
10th 
lllth 
!12th 
Total 
The table below shows 12 monthly payments on $500 
from a loan company that charged 3 1/2% interest per 
~~. . 
Paid Amount Interest Monthly Amount 
on owed at 3 1/2% payments still 
prin- per month owed 
cipal 
(2) ( 3) ( 4) (5) ( 6) 
$41 . 67 $500 . 00 ~~17 . 50 $59 . 17 $458. 33 
41.67 458 . 33 16 . 04 57 . 71 416 . 66 
41 . 67 416. 66 14. 58 56. 25 374. 99 
41 . 67 374.99 13 .13 54 . 80 333.32 
41 . 67 333 . 32 11. 67 53 . 34 291 . 65 
41.67 291.65 10. 21 51,88 249 . 98 
41 . 67 249 . 98 8. 75 50 . 42 208 . 31 
41 . 67 208.31 7. 29 48 . 96 166. 64 
41 . 67 166. 64 5. 83 47 . 50 124. 97 
41 . 67 124. 97 4. 37 46 . 04 83 . 30 
41 . 67 8,3 . 30 2.92 44. 59 41 . 63 
41 . 63 41.63 1.46 43 . 09 oo .oo 
(1. 500.00 4~ 3249 . 74 ~113.65 
1 ~ 3249 + 12 = $270.81 for 1 year 
1The real interest r ate is: 
~11;2 . 6~ 
270 . 81 or about 42% 
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~ Aside from learning how to figure the rate of interest 
charged on small loans, the class was surprised to find the 
uenormous r at e charged by loan companies. 
This project provided training in mental arithmetic, 
upractice in finding per cents, computing the rate of interest; 
~ and methods used to set up loans. In reading the contracts 
provided by the bank and the small loan company the students 
.I 
ll learned that it is much harder to read legal papers than ordi-
1 
1nary daily reading. These materials provided good comprehension 
1exercises in the kind . of reading that must be done if legal 
I 
11 entanglements growing out of contracts are to be avoided • 
. 
The writer feels that as a result of t his project the 
1students will be better informed on how to borrow when the 
1future vdll make it necessary for them to secure a small loan 
1immediately. 
II 
II 
I 
l l2!l 
~· 
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CHAPTER IV 
PLACES TO VISIT 
The purpose of t his chapter is t .o list tl-vel ve places to 
which visits may be made~ These pl aces were selected from a 
long list wher e visits could be made t however, the \"'lriter 
£eels that t his group of suggested pl aces offer a wide r ange 
o;f topics applicabl e to gener al mathematics. They were also 
selected because t hey showed an interest i n having classes 
visit them and learn of the various things connected with 
everyday affairs that they are doing. 
Al ong with the names of these particular places t his 
chapter also furnishes informat ion on cost of transportation , 
and mathemat ical relationships to be observed mile making 
the tours. It must be kept in mi nd , however, that t hese 
pl aces ar e onl y suggestions and that the readers may select 
many other s pots which to t hem may seem more applicable to 
their particular courses. 
The writer also feels that along ~dth general mathe-
matics these pl a ces offer lear ning situations in t he mat he-
matical courses offered in a secondary as \v-ell as an ele-
mentary school . A number of the pl aces mentioned offer free 
materials that may be received for the asking . Along with t h 
mat hematical information offered t here is also i nf ormation to 
be gained for science, social science, and English classes, 
- 129-
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PLACES TO VISIT 
1. Charleston Air Base 
2. Coburg Dairy 
.3. Free Library 
4. Geer Drug Company (wholesale dealers) 
5. Greek Orthodax Church 
6. Joiner Shop (Navy Yard) 
7. Museum 
s. North Charleston Shipping Po.rt 
I 9. Sheetmetal Shop (Navy Yard) 
I 
!I 10. South Carolina Power Company 
ll. The John lV!cCrady Surveying Company 
:I 12. Waterworks Plant 
I 
I 
l 
I 
1 . 
I 
I 
I 
Charleston A!£ ~: 
Cost of transportation: 
Approximately 15¢ per student round trip by bus . 
Iillathematical situations involved: 
The students have an opportunity to study angles , 
azimuths, mathematical gauges , and the use of 
formulas . Map reading and map scales are also 
learned" 
I !2 • Coburg Dairv: 
Cost of transportation: 
Approximately 10¢ per student round trip by bus . 
M:athematical situations involved: 
The students' have an opportunity to study the various 
type.s of containers and their relationship to geo-
metrical figures. The use of per cents, decimal s , 
and the fundamentals will be reviewed .• 
)• Librarx : 
Within \talking distance of all schools . 
Mathematical situations involved: 
The library of:fers opportunities for historical re-
search . The students are given access to mathematical 
perio9-icals useful in report making , 
, 4. ~ Drug Company: 
I 
il 
I 
II 
,I 
Cost of transportation: 
Approximately 5¢ per student round trip by bus . 
Mathematical . situations involved: 
The various cartoons for packing ; their sizes and 
shapes, in relation to geometric figures may be 
studied. The metric system of weights and measures 
is used to a great extent . 
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· 5. 0£1<bedox Chm:ch: 
\lithin walking distano . of all s chools. 
athemati oal situ""tion ·nvolved: 
The students ill g t an ap reeiation of the variou 
uses o£ geometry in design. They will get rnany i deas 
II 
or how designs ean be utilize to bring out b auty in 
archit cture. 
• 
Cost or transportation a 
Approximately 20¢ per stud nt round trip by bus . 
at he tical situat·on involv d: 
Th student s will et an underertandin o£ board re t 
and how it i s measured. The use of tractions, d ci-
·ls, per c .n'ts1 P:vth.ag9r a.n . th or m, and other 
ot hema tical reJ.atlonshJ.ps t'IJ.ll b de onstra ted. 
r.y.sewn: 
Cost of transportation: 
Approxim t ly 5¢ per student round trip by bus. 
~ them tical ituations involved t 
The tud nts ill have an opportunity to observ the 
us of math atic in anci nt desi n. Th y will s 
I ho ill the advancement of mathematics has increased th 
lj creative bility o eraft~m n through th a6 es . 
I a. orth QhBtbestgn Shippipg .f.2.tl,f 
I 
!I 
Cost ot transportation: 
pproximately 15¢ per student round trip by bus . 
·lathematical situations invol ved: 
The students will see the importance of geom trical 
.f'i es and their rormulas in conn otion th paekin 
and shipping. 
1)2 
9 . Sheetmetal Shop (Navy Yard) 
Cost of transportatioJ?. : 
Approximately 20¢ per student by bus , 
Mathematical situations involved: 
The students \'dll learn that the geometrical figures 
and their formulas play an important part in sheet-
metal \>TOrk. They vJill get a better understanding of 
tolerance and precise measurement. They will see the 
mathematical instruments such as calipers, gauges , 
micrometers, and bevels being used consistently . 
10. South Carolina Power Companyt 
ltli thin walldng distance of all schools . 
~Jiathematical situations involved: 
The students will get training in reading of meters 
and other gauges that have different calibrations . 
\'!ide use will be made of decimals and fractions . The 
students will gain a better knowledge of the use of 
cubic measurement, 
11. ~ i.Q.hn I~'lcCrady Surveying Companyt· 
Cost of transportation : 
Approximately 5¢ per student by bus . 
Mathematical situations involved : 
The students \till get a better understanding of scale 
dra'tdng~ ree_ding scales, surveying instruments and 
their uses . The need for precision in measurement 
will also be impressed in their thoughts . 
12 . \'Jater'\'iOrks Plant : 
Cost o£ transportation: 
Approximately 20¢ per student round trip by bus . 
Mathematical situat ions involved : 
The mathematical situatidns are similar to those of 
the South Carolina Power Company given in item 10 . 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of a program as outlined in this thesis are 
dependent upon the initiative and interests involved. Some 
of t he more general objectives that would be accomplished are: 
Greater interest in mathematics as they affect the 
community and the individual. 
Increased appreciation .for the land in lvhich we live. 
Insight into t he interrelations _o.f general mathe- I 
matics and life-like activities. i 
5. 
6. 
?. 
8. 
9. 
Development of interests and hobbies . 
Skill in using steps that are formed from sound 
thinking in problem solving. 
Pride in accomplishing a project that is meaningful. 
The molding of good personality traits in working 
with others. 
A better understanding of the relationship of 
mathematics to practically every phase of living. 
A more vitalized conception of the science of mathe-
matics . This pl an may be begun in any school and in 
any subject relative to general mat hemat ics. There-
fore; any part of the total pl an may be tried in-
dependently of ' other sections. 
10. To keep this plan in operation new areas must be 
added as the opportunities present themselves. 
11. Future expansion of the pl an would be an expansion 
to include all the courses of mathematics as taught 
in t he hi gh school. There is no reason why the 
elementary school should not follo"J the trend .• 
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The author fee l s that the field trips used in this thesis 
has helped t he student to answer many questions relating to 
mathematics in general . Many students are confronted with the 
question-tmat use can I make of mathematics in later life? 
A good ansuer for a teacher to give would be to tell the student 
of the many uses of mathematics that took place on some of these 
particular trips . 
The reason that so many high school gradua·~jes and even 
college fraduates know so little of t he mathematics of everyday 
,
1 
affairs is because they have not been exposed to the practical 
I side of what C. H. Judd called informational arithmetic . Too 
I i much time has been spent on computational arithmetic and too 
I little time spent on the type of mathematics that will serve 
the real needs of society . 
Field trips will help the teacher to improve the organi-
' zation of mathematics for teaching pt~poses . The type of 
I 
1 mathematics that is actually needed by that large grou~ of 
I students ~mo do not follow the sequential courses in mathematics 
can be found in the various companies and places of industry to 
which field trips are made . r.;Iathematics is one of the greatest 
of all the sciences and the student should get many opportuniti.es 
to see it in action . Fiel d trips also give the student a chance 
1 to see the many fields ~mere mathematics may be applied. 
11 The aut hor also feels that t hese particular field trips 
J served a great purpose by allowing the student to see mathe-
1 t . b . d f . t . f hi . All f 
1
ma ~cs e~ng mae use o ~n every sec ~on o s c~ty. ·. o 
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tthe trips were good , all gave valuable information to the 
I 
students, therefore i t is difficult for the writer to state 
11 ~thich \'lc:tS best . One fiel d trip well planned will make those 
' ~mich are to follOiv easy to arrange . The students as \'Tell as 
I\ the parents soon become i nterested, and l a ter the intereat e~ 
1~ tends i nto the community. The teacher then has a ~mal th of 
11 resources upon which to call iifuen necessary • . 
II Th follow-up study and the evaluation program gives the 
II 
1teacher an opportunity to see as well as weigh the information 
gained. The writer feels that research would be benefited if 
I 
II one could compare t he information gained by a class who studied 
1its mathematics indoors as well as out-of-doors dth t hat of a 
I 
11 class \1-Jh ich remained indoors the ent ire term. 
I The pages t hat follow give a sample outline that could be 
1
1 used on all t rips, as well as , a parent approval blank- the use 
of which is imperative for each field trip scheduled. 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I Table , 5. OUTLINE FOR FIELD TRI PS 
!I 
II 
( 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
BURKE HIGH SCHOOL, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
FIELD TRIP NU}ffiER : 
NAME OF PLACE: 
ADDRESS: 
PURPOSE OF TRIP: 
OBSERVATIONS TO BE MADE: 
NATURE OF TRIP: 
Objectives of trip 
Time schedule 
Starting time and place 
Arrival time 
Approximate time 
Dispersal time 
of tour 
FACILITIES FOR FOOD: 
TOILET FACILITIES: 
PRE- TRIP· eLANNING: 
Class discussion on special phase of mathematics that 
applies to the field trip in question. 
Preparation of a number of questions that will give rise 
t o a bett er under standing of the phase of mathematics 
being studied . 
Review of note taking, thus preparing the pupil to bring 
back valuable information to be used in the follow up 
study. 
CONDUCTED TOUR: 
Under the direction of guides 
A small group to each guide 
Actual routine of the organization observed and explained 
Preferably a group leader to work in cooperation with the 
guide 
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,, 
!I 
~ 
I' RETURN TO ASSEI~BLY POINT: 
\I 
A general discussion period with officials and pupils 
Here the pupils use their questions that were prepared 
prior to the starting of the field trip. 
I FOLLOW -uP : 
II 
I 
II 
I 
Students will discuss and solve problems pertinent to 
the field trip. 
Students will give oral reports .. 
Students will prepare written reports. 
CREATIVE PROJECTS: 
Drawings, poems, stories, constructions, bulletin board 
displays, etc., based on the field trip. 
Writing a letter of thanks to the official in charge 
A report of the trip sent to newspapers, magazines, 
such as " Know How", "The IVlathematics Teacher", etc. 
The above mentioned points may be correlated with English 
and Social Science classes. 
EVALUATIVE PROGRAM; 
SillJfi"lARY: 
Test to determine the amount of information gained 
and attitudes formed. (stress citizenship} 
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II 
I' 
I 
It 
II 
Table 6. Parent or Legal Guardian Approval Form 
"The schools of tomorrow will educate the public by means of 
experiences, as well as, by lectures and readings." 
-conrad 
PARENT APPROVAL FOR EDUCATIONAL TOUR 
Date ---------
I, the undersign parent or legal guardian of 
to participate in a school sponsored 
------~~~--------------by~~--~~------~~--~ (type of transportation} 
AM 
---------------------------- PM 
AM 
Approximate time of return to school ----------- PM 
SIGNED: 
Parent or legal guardian 
Teacher 
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